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Sample Questionnaire  
 
Name:  
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee:  
 
Nominating Body: 
 

 



What is your gender?  
 
What is your race and national origin?  
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have you 
been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities have you 
been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, share 
any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)?  
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you feel 
will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten or 
twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 2019 to 
summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during your term? 
What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for socialists? 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
Candidates were asked to answer any two questions in this section, but not more.  
 
At the last national convention, delegates voted on three national priorities—Medicare for All, Electoral 
organizing, and Labor—along with a number of other key resolutions. What’s your assessment of the 
organization’s work and progress in these areas? 
 
What policies and demands should DSA prioritize championing over the next two years? Why? 
 
What’s your assessment of DSA’s National Electoral Strategy and how do you think socialists should be 
engaging with elections in the short term?  

 



 
The Democratic presidential primary and the general election will be underway during your NPC term. 
How do you think DSA should approach the presidential election and its endorsement of Bernie 
Sanders? 
 
How do you think DSA should engage with the labor movement? 
 
How should DSA engage with other progressive and issue-based organizations? 
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look like--how 
should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that relationship? 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What particular 
strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
 

 
 
 

Austin Gonzalez 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: Richmond, VA 
Nominating Body: Richmond DSA 
 
What is your gender? Male 
 
What is your race and national origin? Hispanic/Latinx 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
 
I am running for NPC because I have participated in the growing of chapters in urban and rural parts of 
Virginia, places where there were no chapters. I've taken this experience and assisted the organizing of 
our local YDSA in Richmond as well as helping plan the first OC meetings for other localities across the 
commonwealth of Virginia. I have seen what healthy chapters look like and I have seen what unhealthy 
chapters look like. I have seen OCs succeed and I have seen OCs fail. I have an intimate knowledge of 
what it takes to successfully grow a chapter outside of the large urban areas. I have collaborated with 
national leadership on major projects in the past few years and have always provided my assistance 
when asked. I believe in this organization and I truly believe I have what it takes to help make this 
organization better by using the tools I have learned on the local level. 

 



 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
 
My whole life I have been a low wage worker. The majority of my early experiences in activism were 
mobilizations as opposed to actual organizing. The first organization I worked with was with OFA 
during Obama's reelection run. I participated in various liberal as well as labor protests in the 
commonwealth of Virginia thereafter. I later turned my focus toward immigration where I assisted in 
local protests, such as Black Lives Matter, and raising awareness for immigrants' rights. It was not until 
I joined DSA that I began to assume a more active role in organizing as opposed to mobilizing. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No  
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
http://bit.ly/A_Gonzalez8_2017 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
I am running for NPC because I have participated in the growing of chapters in urban and rural parts of 
Virginia, places where there were no chapters. I've taken this experience and assisted the organizing of 
our local YDSA in Richmond as well as helping plan the first OC meetings for other localities across the 
commonwealth of Virginia. I have seen what healthy chapters look like and I have seen what unhealthy 
chapters look like. I have seen OCs succeed and I have seen OCs fail. I have an intimate knowledge of 
what it takes to successfully grow a chapter outside of the large urban areas. I have collaborated with 
national leadership on major projects in the past few years and have always provided my assistance 
when asked. I believe in this organization and I truly believe I have what it takes to help make this 
organization better by using the tools I have learned on the local level. 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Simply put Democratic Socialism is the only chance left that our society has for survival. Furthermore, 
democratic socialism, for me, is the belief that a society can be built upon the principles of democracy 
and equality. This is the vision of a truly classless society where one's future is not predetermined by 
the nature of their birth. A society where every single person is truly born equal with an equal stake in 
our society. It is only through this equality that our society can be saved, for without socialism there 
will always be inequality, and with inequality there will always be those predestined to be masters and 
others predestined to be slaves. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
DSA right now has the potential to be the vanguard of what is accepted as the 'far left' in mainstream 
discourse. In five years time I expect the DSA to have continued its trend of growth and to have fully 
functioning statewide organizations in each state (and territory). In ten years I envision the 
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organization to begin to emerge as a genuine force, not just in the cities, but in the countryside as well. 
It is in planting footholds in the countryside where DSA will truly begin to take hold as a national force 
in the United States. In twenty years I would like to see an organization capable of transforming into 
the largest Socialist Party the United States has ever seen, if our membership did in fact choose to do 
so. The most crucial aspect in making all of these very real possibilities happen, is by facilitating 
chapter growth on the local level. This can only be properly done by members who have seen the trials 
and tribulations of small chapters up close and inside-out. By guaranteeing more resources to our 
small chapters we guarantee growth, and with a continuing trend of growth for our small chapters, 
anything is within our grasp. 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
The next two years will be defining ones for the future of our organization. The 2020 presidential 
election is gearing up to be one of the most consequential in recent memory. Regardless of the 
outcome, DSA will be faced with very big decisions. If Donald Trump is reelected we will have to come 
to grips with the very real reality of the far-right deepening its hooks on society. This will require more 
active response to Fascist threats which would entail a stronger support network for our membership 
in order to protect them properly. Of course, this can only increase our membership numbers as more 
and more people are fed up of working within the established parties and begin to seek alternatives. 
This latter point would also apply if an establishment Democrat were elected. If Bernie is elected, then 
the 'socialist' brand will be emboldened. This would give DSA a big opportunity to play a vanguard-like 
role in onboarding those people who become newly discovered 'socialists' due to the fuller acceptance 
of the label within national discourse. Though these next two years may present grave challenges, they 
also provide future defining opportunities. 
 
 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
A socialist organization must be dedicated to improving the life of the average worker. This includes 
helping raise class consciousness through education. This also includes mutual aid projects that help 
relieve the crushing effects of capitalism on working folks as well as showing them the power of 
solidarity. Being active in our communities is crucial to furthering the goals of socialism. By focusing on 
organizing from the ground up, we establish deep links in the communities we organize in. A socialist 
organization in the United States can help fill the massive void for a genuine left within our political 
system. Filling this void is what can transform a grassroots movement into a truly mass movement. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
How should DSA engage with other progressive and issue-based organizations? 
DSA's role within the left of the United States is to represent the needs of the working class. This is a 
massively important role that cannot be overstated. DSA's number one role needs to be raising class 

 



consciousness among the other organizations we work with. Every single issue that the United States is 
currently grappling with can be viewed from a class angle. It is our role to push that angle and to 
awaken the solidarity within all members of the working class. It is through organizing the working 
class where DSA has its greatest potential and can be of the greatest assistance to other progressive 
and issue-based organizations. The DSA at its best, can be the center that glues all other progressive 
and issue-based organizations together through out holistic analysis of society. There is not a single 
progressive organization that we should not be able to find common ground with and help organize in 
our goal of raising class consciousness.  
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
The national organization needs to be at the service of the locals. Not the other way around. The 
fostering of local growth is the lifeblood of the organization. It is through the growth of our locals that 
our organization can become a member of communities across the United States. Every local that 
interacts with people within their jurisdiction does so as a representative of DSA. If these locals are 
poorly resourced and generally ignored, then the results of those interactions have a higher probability 
of being negative. If these locals are better facilitated and given more resources to fit their needs then 
they will have a much better chance at making more lasting impressions and deeper effects on their 
respective communities. We have the capability as an org to give our chapters a leg up on other 
organizations in their area, we must seize that opportunity by funneling resources toward them and 
tipping the scales in their favor. Through this action we can create a stronger, healthier, and more 
active organization. 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Labor, Electoral, International, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Convention Planning, Political Education 
 

 
 

Sauce 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: DSA North Bay 
 
Nominating Body: DSA North Bay 
 
What is your gender? Woman 
 
What is your race and national origin? White Anglo Immigrant 
 

 



Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I've been a DSA member since 2016. I was a DSA San Francisco delegate to the 2017 convention. I was 
on the Organizing Committee for DSA North Bay, and now serve as a chapter secretary and Harassment 
Grievance Officer (HGO).  I'm a co-chair and HGO for the Libertarian Socialist Caucus, and a member of 
DSA Medics and Build.  
 
I'm the author of 3 resolutions & amendments (No title or privilege for donors; Require low-income 
representation on NPC; NPC members may not simultaneously hold elected chapter positions) and 
co-author on a fourth (Create a conflict-resolution education program). 
 
I've been involved with and organized multiple campaigns and activities, including: founding a new 
local and taking it from pre-OC to a two-branch rural chapter; protests and counter-protests; Bay Area 
brakelight campaigns; organizing two bowling fundraisers for the National Network of Abortion Funds 
that made ~300% of their goal; providing anti-oppression education for my local; becoming an affinity 
group medic; political prisoner letter-writing events; chapter fundraising; pressuring an abusive sheriff 
into resigning; and collecting and distributing supplies during the 2017 Santa Rosa wildfires and masks 
during the 2018 Camp wildfires. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
I've organized with IWW and IWW GDC, tenant associations, Extinction Rebellion, and local activist 
coalitions. This has taught me: 
- ACAB! 
- For many of us, organizing isn't a hobby, or a line on a resume: it's a matter of survival. 
- Listen to people who usually aren't listened to. Get to know them. Learn what's important to them. 
Find out what they're already doing, and ask, humbly, if you can help. Do so. Solidarity will come. 
Repeat, until everyone is free. 
- Everyone makes mistakes; we're stronger when we acknowledge our imperfections. 
- Carry an extra pair of socks to every protest, in case your feet get wet. 
- Helping people to work on what they want to work on (not just what you/others believe is a priority) 
builds engagement and skills as well as strong campaigns - and is more fun, to boot. 
- The government does not care; we must help each other. 
- We join marginalized people in their struggle - a struggle which is the history of all hitherto existing 
society!  
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? 
No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here. 

 



 https://www.saucialism.rocks/dsa-npc 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
DSA needs to be a place where we create and model the better world we know is possible.  
For this, DSA needs an NPC that is committed to: 
  - Radical transparency, in order to rebuild our trust in the organization, each other, and ourselves. The 
NPC must be open about our discussions and decisions, distribute minutes promptly, allow members 
to observe SC meetings, make ourselves available for office hours, solicit and accept feedback, and 
share information frequently and promptly. We must acknowledge our mistakes, and commit to avoid 
making them again.   
  - Giving "all power to the locals." Chapters are where praxis happens and power is built. The NPC must 
empower members to do this work, to experiment with different approaches and techniques, to learn 
what works and fix what doesn't. All locals and at-large members need equal access to resources and 
support, and an NPC that recognizes that socialism cannot be attained through a one-size-fits-all 
approach.   
  - Building structures and formalizing our commitment to: 
      * transparency;  
      * democracy;  
      * multi-tendency organizing;  
      * equal access to power and resources;  
      * and creating a culture that centers marginalized and oppressed people, their voices, and their 
concerns...  
      * all without becoming inflexible.  
...and that's just the beginning 💜 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
Five years from now, I'd like the planet to still exist in a human-habitable form!  
 
I don't know what we need to do to get there, but the approach I personally favor is building dual 
power. There are other approaches, and my preference should not preclude them!  Let's take a "yes, 
and" approach to organizing. 
 
Dual power means building decentralized grass-roots formations: counter-institutions serving as 
alternatives to the ones that currently exist under capitalism.  Alternatives that govern production, like 
worker-owned firms, radical trade unions, and workers’ councils; our social and personal lives, like 
neighborhood councils, community gardens, popular assemblies, and community land trusts; and 
investment, like credit unions and alternative banking systems.   
 
We build these alternative, directly-democratic, non-state institutions, and then we confederate and 
organize through them to build a grass-roots power base.  We create institutions that meet people's 

 



needs, and that improve their standard of living: thus, instead of trying to hijack the power of the 
government to destroy capitalism, we create our own counter-power base which can challenge and 
destroy it.  Rather than trying to change the system from within - since the government opposes us and 
is so much stronger than we are - we go around it!  
 
Through dual power, we provide legitimate models for alternative ways to organize our society.  We 
build the better world we know is possible, we invite others to join us, we show that the capitalist 
mode of production isn't the only way. We create a path toward revolution. 
 
More information about Dual Power is in the Libertarian Socialist Caucus' "Dual Power: A Strategy To 
Build Socialism In Our Time," available at http://bit.ly/dual_power 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
Put a straw in a glass of seltzer, and bubbles will form on it: only a few, at first, but soon there are so 
many that as they merge, they become powerful enough to push the straw right out of the glass. 
 
That is how I see DSA: an aggregation site where we come together and fight for dramatic change, 
because together we can lift more than any of us ever could alone.  An umbrella under which to help 
build the future, develop a proletarian movement of interdependent comrades, learn from each other, 
and destroy capitalism, the patriarchy, white supremacy, and imperialism. 
 
Whatever else it is, DSA - and any radically democratic socialist organization - is not a monolith.  It's 
you, it's me, it's our comrades, and our friends, and our almost-friends, and the people who we 
honestly won't ever be friends with but we respect and trust them anyway because they're organizing 
with us and that's what solidarity is.  And a single organization is not the movement.  It's a place part of 
the movement happens, because we're here and we make it happen.   
 
And the role of a socialist organization is whatever we work together to make it be. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
What policies and demands should DSA prioritize championing over the next two years? Why? 
As I said earlier, the DSA isn't a monolith - it's us. So we should prioritize what's important to our 
members - which means we need to listen to each other, especially to those who've been silenced and 
marginalized. 
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My personal preference - assuming the membership agrees - is that the DSA pushes for maximal and 
radical demands (e.g. full worker control of industry, complete decarceration/abolition of the 
prison-industrial complex, rapid and just degrowth, and decolonization and a return of stolen land) 
rather than incremental changes (e.g. Nordic-style social democracy or the mere "left wing of the 
possible").  We need big dreams, big hopes, big demands, and a compelling vision of a better world. If 
we can't make it to the stars, we can at least land on the moon. 
 
We fight for a better world.  We fight for change.  Not just a change that puts a kinder, gentler face on 
capitalism, but a profound change in society and the world, and in how we relate to each other.  We are 
fighting to save each other, to save ourselves, and to save the planet, so there's no more time for 
half-measures! 
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
The locals are where the true power of DSA resides. NPC and national could best honor this by helping 
locals to do what they want to do. For example, national-level campaigns coming from a federation of 
interested chapters organizing together - with National providing them with resources, connections, 
assistance, information, ideas, training, etc - and decisions being made at the local or federation level, 
not by an unaccountable national-level committee of big names.  National campaigns, including 
endorsements and M4A, should be open to all members, not a foregone conclusion handed down from 
above. 
 
The locals lead our travel; national level provides the vehicles and money to buy gas, maps, and 
snacks.  On the national level, we take care of the stuff chapters can’t, so that locals can get on with 
their good organizing work.  Members with national-level positions make ourselves available, check in 
frequently, hold office hours and town halls. Listen. Facilitate. Serve. Empower.  
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
 
International, Publications, Medicare for All, Budget and Fundraising, Grievances, Chapter and OC 
Pipeline, Convention Planning, Tech, Political Education 
 

 
 

Theresa Alt 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: Ithaca DSA 
 

 



Nominating Body: Ithaca DSA 
 
What is your gender? Female 
 
What is your race and national origin? white, Austrian-Jewish (i.e. not a minority) 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
My membership goes back to DSOC, a year or two before the merger that formed DSA. (2) At different 
times I have held every office in the chapter: treasurer, newsletter editor, chair, secretary. Since 1992 I 
have been on the NPC, which changed greatly over the years. More recently I chaired committees and 
have been Secretary-Treasurer. (3) My campaign work has mostly been at the local level. DSA 
introduced me to the concept of single payer. I organized the local campaign for it in 1993, again in 
2007-2009, and have not really stopped since, though focus in New York has shifted to the possibility of 
state single payer. In the mid to late 1990s and early years of this millennium we focused on the 
anti-corporate globalization movement. Throughout there have been many electoral campaigns. In the 
1980s we supported local Democrats in a then-Republican county. In 1989 we helped make a DSA 
member Mayor of the City of Ithaca! In 2006 we raised funds for Bernie Sanders’ first Senate race. 
2015-2016 we campaigned for Bernie for President. (4) Getting Ben Nichols elected Mayor was a high 
point. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant. 
It is hard to disentangle experiences outside of DSA from those in DSA. At a moment when the DSA local 
was very weak, Ben Nichols and I both became major players in the countywide Jesse Jackson 
presidential primary campaign. We worked together with the Black communities both downtown and 
on Cornell campus. We learned the technicalities of Election Law on our own, as we didn’t trust the 
establishment Democrats to give us good advice. Even a losing primary campaign can be very 
empowering. We forged alliances that lasted beyond the campaign. I learned to take charge of aspects 
of a campaign that I would never have been allowed to take on in a more mainstream effort. Writing 
about the surprisingly successful (though not winning) campaign in Ithaca DSA’s then newsletter 
helped to revive the chapter. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? 
No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
Red Vienna (video) http://bit.ly/RedVienna 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
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I believe the NPC needs someone who has lived the history of the organization and of American 
political and labor life. This gives me insights into why we do things certain ways. Sometimes the 
reason remains valid. For instance, a time of growth and exuberance does not always last. We cannot 
just spend and spend. Sometimes the reason is no longer there. For instance, timelines set in the 
precomputer age may no longer be useful.  
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Democratic socialism means bringing democracy and general fairness into the economy and into the 
workplace, as well as into government. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
In five years I want DSA to approach 100,000 members, 200,000 in ten years, 400,000 in 20 years. Our 
role in supporting unions, influencing policy, winning elections should grow even more. On the one 
hand we need to grow our staff to support larger membership; on the other hand we need organization 
wide discussions to question both our methods and our policies. 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
Getting Trump, his administration and Senate Republicans out of office will be the greatest challenge, 
and Bernie will be the biggest opportunity.  
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
Our organization must figure out what are the non-reformist (or transformational) reforms that can 
improve our lives in the near future but that also enable us to work toward a really different system. 
We must lay out that vision of a socialist future where democracy permeates government and the 
economy, from major decisions about where to invest in green infrastructure to the details of how each 
workplace is run, a future where basic needs like shelter, education, healthcare and maybe even food 
are not goods to be bought and sold.  
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
What policies and demands should DSA prioritize championing over the next two years? Why? 
Campaigning for Bernie Sanders and everything he stands for -- and more -- is not exactly a policy, but 
it has to be a priority. Medicare for All or statewide single payer insurance systems should continue to 
top our list of policies a.k.a. demands. M4A is the quintessential non-reformist reform. It gives people 
the healthcare they need. It takes insurance companies out of the picture entirely and controls the 
prices of the pharmaceutical companies. Beyond that, it vastly reduces employees dependence on 
their bosses, freeing them to agitate for unions, leave jobs, speak freely on the job -- you name it. The 
Green New Deal is also a key policy or set of policies to champion. Even people who have the best of 
health insurance and maybe don't see that as a problem can grasp the seriousness of climate change. 

 



So people pay attention to the Green New Deal. It is a chance to bring up lots of other demands. We 
need better-insulated housing. So let's be sure low-income people have well-insulated housing. It's not 
just for their comfort; it saves the planet for all of us. Let's build well-insulated public housing! We need 
more solar panels. Let's form worker cooperatives to install solar panels! And so on.  
 
The Democratic presidential primary and the general election will be underway during your NPC 
term. How do you think DSA should approach the presidential election and its endorsement of 
Bernie Sanders? 
DSA is basically on the right track with its independent expenditure campaign. But much more work 
needs to be done to explain to the membership why this is the way to go. In explaining, we can educate 
the whole organization about election law and how to live with it. Of course, this is also how we can 
build DSA through engaging in the campaign. And we can decide what our messaging will be. 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Medicare for All, Budget and Fundraising, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Exploring how we want to organize 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Sean Estelle 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: Chicago 
 
Nominating Bodies: Chicago DSA; Democratic Socialist Labor Commission 
 
What is your gender? Genderqueer (they/them) 
 
What is your race and national origin? white/USA 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
Since joining DSA in 2017, I have been involved in a few major components of the local and national 
organization that have helped me build the relationships and skills I need to execute the requirements 
of service on the NPC well. Those include: 

 



-Incubating and building up the chapter-wide priority campaign to fight for the municipalization of 
ComEd (Chicago’s local investor-owned electric utility) through our Environmental Justice working 
group and building buyin with other working groups + the local organization as a whole. 
-Cultivating facilitation skills and successful events in the Socialist Night School program alongside the 
entire Political Education & Policy team. 
-Serving as an appointed representative for the North Side on the Chicago DSA Executive Committee 
for a year. 
-Helping to draft and revise the National Ecosocialist working group’s socialist Green New Deal 
principles. 
-Serving on an National Ecosocialist Working Group research committee to write a report on the 
lessons for socialist organizing from the history of the environmental movement. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
I have been doing political work since 2011, when I went to the first weekend of Occupy San Diego as a 
junior at UC San Diego. Since then I’ve held a  wide variety of paid and volunteer roles in volunteer 
student-run organizations, non-profits, electoral campaign work, and direct action collectives. For the 
last 4.5 years, I’ve been working at Power Shift Network, a national network of climate/environmental 
groups fighting for climate justice. Being a staff organizer there (first as a fossil fuel divestment 
campaigner, and later moving to the network director role) has given me a lot of experience in the work 
of working with young people to build organizations (sometimes from scratch), and also being able to 
built my toolkit of skills for the the administrative work that will be necessary as a member of the NPC. 
It also gave me a good vantage point to watch debates on strategy and priorities quickly develop as the 
Green New Deal exploded over the last six months - and also reinforced some of the structural 
limitations of the non-profit driven model of organizing that is totally pervasive in the climate 
movement right now. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
http://bit.ly/s_estelle 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
I am running for NPC to work with other NPC/national priority committee members, staff, and chapter 
leaders & members to build a robust Green New Deal campaign and make DSA a strong socialist voice 
in the fight for climate justice. This not only means building GND-specific infrastructure, like a 
campaign committee, organizing toolkits, and investment in coordination capacity across existing 
climate justice campaign work; but also building consensus with components of the organization like 
the DSLC and Medicare For All campaign infrastructure. Although my experience, and relationships, lie 
in the realm of climate politics, that doesn’t mean I think that DSA should be exclusively working on 
climate issues - and I’m interested in running for NPC in order to build up the organization’s analysis 
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and praxis that can highlight the socialist framework connecting the fight for climate justice and the 
fight for a strong labor movement, economic democracy, and racial justice. I’m seeking the nomination 
of my local chapter, and the Ecosocialists working group, rather than running on a slate with an 
ideological caucus, so that I can help facilitate collaboration and points of unity between others on the 
NPC who want to deepen our organization’s commitment to building power for an ecosocialist future.  
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Democratic socialism, to me, means a new paradigm of economics, politics and culture that prioritizes 
everyday working people and an ecologically sustainable society , rather than the profits of billionaires. 
It also means a renewal of democratic participation in the decisions that affect every person (both 
economically and politically) - about what to do with goods created by our labor, and how to ensure a 
right relationship with the planet we live on, far into the future.  
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
5 years from now, after the 2024 election, I would like to see a 30-50 person caucus of democractic 
socialists in the House and 5-8 person caucus in the Senate that feel a strong sense of accountability to 
our organization; I would like to see our numbers double at least, with a much larger percentage of 
members operating as strong leaders building their local chapter and feeling a sense of national unity 
and growing momentum. I would like to have seen at least 2-3 major policies passed, in major part due 
to the power of DSA + relevant coalitions, that are framed as Green New Deal bills - whether a jobs 
guarantee, Medicare for All, or ending fossil fuel subsidies nationally. I would also like to see at least 10 
statewide bills helping to set a high bar for climate action. On the broader socialist left, and looking 
ahead past 2024, I believe that we must sharpen the contradictions in the Democratic party while 
building the scaffolding for a new party. Once the conditions are right (whether thanks to 
money-in-politics or ranked-choice voting legislation alongside the massive social upheaval that will 
be required to crack open the party infrastructure), the left can build up infrastructure for a party that 
truly represents the interest of the working class. However, as the climate crisis continues to intensify 
and the current state continues to abandon those who will most directly feel the pain and oppression 
accelerated by climate change, the left will also need to build up its skills in caring for one another - 
from reproductive labor like childcare for those on strike, to disaster solidarity relief efforts. In order to 
reach this vision, our organization (and the broader left) must identify the balance between engaging in 
open political debate and clarification of strategy, tactics, and vision; while also identifying points of 
unity and the need for solidarity across lines of difference. 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
Without a doubt, the 2020 general presidential election will be one of the most important pieces of any 
strategy for DSA to engage in over the next 2 years. Now that Bernie Sanders has been endorsed, it will 
be important for each chapter to identify a clear way to engage in the trajectory of his campaign (even 
if that way is through deliberate non-engagement, which some chapters may choose to do). Between 

 



the convention in August, and when Democratic primaries and caucuses begin in February, we will also 
need to build out a clear set of strategies and tactics for chapters and the national pieces of 
organizational infrastructure to have in their pockets with regards to Green New Deal campaign work 
(alongside whatever other priorities emerge). 
 
No matter what happens in the presidential election, it’s highly unlikely that the Senate will flip to the 
Democrats, which makes most major federal climate policy much more difficult - and much more likely 
to be watered down in an appeal to bipartisanship. DSA must be prepared with specific policies, and 
what red lines look like with regard to compromises that the more liberally-minded climate NGOs may 
try to cut deals on. This will be one of our largest challenges in the climate organizing realm, given how 
much time, experience, and money will be deployed by those ready to make compromises that we 
should not. 
 
The greatest opportunity for us will be absorption of rank-and-file workers, every day people who only 
tune in to politics every four years, and organizers disillusioned with their current organizations. We 
must build our chapters’ capacities to activate, train, and develop the politics of those who will come in 
through membership bumps (which will probably happen whether or not Bernie Sanders is elected 
president - the only difference will be in the size of the bumps). 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
A socialist organization should exist to provide a clear alternative to the non-profit industrial complex 
captured by the priorities of philanthropic do-gooders, on the one hand, and the entrenched 
bureaucracy and neoliberal priorities of the Democratic Party and ‘leaders’ of the current labor 
movement, on the other. Our organization must be relentlessly committed to building power and 
making more socialists - full stop.  
 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
At the last national convention, delegates voted on three national priorities—Medicare for All, 
Electoral organizing, and Labor—along with a number of other key resolutions. What’s your 
assessment of the organization’s work and progress in these areas? 
All three priorities have been gaining momentum - some of tied directly to the work of building power 
that DSA has been engaged in since those priorities were passed in 2017, some of it a product of anger 
and larger grassroots mobilization since Trump's election in 2016. 
 
Medicare for All has quickly become a litmus test for the progressive wing of the Democratic Party and 
peripheral organizations. Opposition like the American Medical Association has also begun seriously 
ramping up its fight to kill Medicare For All, which is a sign of the power being built by DSA, NNU, ADAPT 
and other organizations that have been fighting for Medicare for All.  
 
Our electoral victories have been more successful than I expected - especially in the chapter I have 
been organizing with, in Chicago, where 6 DSA members just started a term on City Council after 

 



grueling campaigns. Other chapters have had important victories as well, and also some losses - but 
there's still much more work to do on building up the strategic campaigning infrastructure as laid out 
in the National Electoral strategy document. It's also been great to see AOC, Rashida Tlaib, and others 
stirring up fire in the halls of Congress - and important to acknowledge the limitations on 
accountability that those electeds feel to our organizational power base. 
 
The labor movement is seeing strikes in multiple sectors - especially in education, but not solely. DSA 
members/chapters must continue clarifying a rank-and-file strategy, working to move unions left and 
rebuild a fighting labor movement. This is especially important as consensus continues building across 
chapters to prioritize the fight for climate justice, as a deeper relationship between labor militants and 
ecosocialists is the only path to success in mitigating climate catastrophe. 
 
How should DSA engage with other progressive and issue-based organizations? 
First and foremost, DSA must not treat other progressive and issue-based organizations as a monolith. 
Not only is there overlap between dues-paying DSA members and many staff and volunteer leaders in 
other organizations, but also sometimes the local chapters of organizations may vary widely from 
community to community (as is the case with DSA chapters). However, it is also crucial to identify ways 
to clarify and sharpen contradictions between the vision and strategic priorities of democratic 
socialism, and the politics and strategic priorities of progressive Democrats, Alinskyite-oriented 
liberals, and ultra-left sectarian formations. Through political debate and clarity of vision, DSA will be 
able to stand apart from other organizations, and also get clear on who to engage in strategic 
coalition-building work with. 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Budget and Fundraising, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Convention Planning, Social Media, Green New 
Deal/climate justice campaign committee (if passed as resolution); platform development (if DSA 
chooses to move in the direction of a more comprehensive platform) 
 

 
 

Daniel Merrill 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: Metro Cincinnati & Northern Kentucky 
 
Nominating Body: Metro Cincinnati & Northern Kentucky DSA 
 
What is your gender? Female 
 
What is your race and national origin? Caucasian, US Born 

 



 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I've been in DSA since November 2016. I was one of the co-founders of the Cincinnati/NKY chapter, and 
in that time have served as education committee chair and on the Executive Committee of the chapter. 
I've worked on our campaign to save the north building from privatization, led and directed the 
canvassing for our needle exchange efforts (which led to two needle exchanges being established in 
northern Kentucky), coordinated our efforts to support Kentucky teachers in April 2018, was a lead 
organizer of the content working group of the Rust Belt Conference of DSA, and most recently ran the 
DSA Cincy Abortion Bowl-a-thon, during which we raised over $7,200 for Women Have Options Ohio. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
Before joining DSA, I had little activist involvement-my primary activity outside it now is acting as a 
meeting coordinator for the local Incarcerated Workers Organizing Committee, as well as supporting 
the local chapter of the org Black & Pink in their letter writing. But the vast majority of my political 
involvement began in and still exists in DSA. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
http://bit.ly/intro_build4 (intro to Build 4)  
http://bit.ly/DMerrill (Brief priorities & analysis for NPC from me)   
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
I want DSA to become a group of organizers, ones that, per Jane McAlevey's vision, go into the 
structures they exist in (their workplaces, neighborhoods, buildings) and organize, able to build a base 
by which we bring more people into the larger fight by fighting for working class power power where 
we experience its deprivation most. I want DSA to be able to provide every local with regular training 
on how to organize, in the model of whole-worker organizing suggested by organizers like McAlevey. I 
also want national DSA to move away from issues priorities, as this structure of choosing our approach 
for the next two years results in either a decentralized, local focus with no broader plan, or a bland 
national campaign unable to adjust to local conditions and opportunities. In its place, we can develop 
a system by which we determine strategic goals, ones based around taking power for DSA & the 
working class, one where national trains and guides locals in how to analyze their particular political 
landscape to see how their locale plays into the larger campaign. 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
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The collective taking of power in society by the working class, the bringing of economic production and 
social reproduction into the collective whole of the working class (and humanity) as opposed to the 
particular ownership of the ruling class over resources. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
In five years, DSA needs to be an organization of a few million members, deeply involved in electoral 
and nonelectoral campaigns centered around broader strategies of connecting to workers by how 
these campaigns are able to mobilize those we've already brought in while building our relationships 
to those in structures we have not already reached. In ten years, our organization needs to be the 
predominant challenge to capitalist power in the country-an organization boasting mass involvement 
by the working class, an existence as a household name, clearly in open struggle with the owners of 
property. In twenty years, we need to have won against those owners. 
 
To get there, we must immediately begin training ourselves to act as organizers that are capable of 
building the working class solidarity and power we need to win. To borrow again from McAlevey: the 
99% has an army. I think DSA's role needs to be building it. Until we are able to build these numbers 
through our efforts to engage in real base-building within structures and done on whole-worker 
organizing, the left will not be able to become an ascendant force. But if we do, this is our moment. 
 
Our largest priority is how we transform from an organization people engage in because they're 
self-selected activists to one that working class people are drawn to because it gives them power and 
control. 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
The potential election of Bernie Sanders is going to predominate the national discourse regarding 
socialism and what it means. In this role, DSA needs to both use this as a platform to engage people on 
the larger crises that Sanders illuminates, and educate them on the deeper strategy and goals that 
socialism entails.  
 
During this period, it is highly likely that we will experience another economic crash or recession. If this 
occurs, DSA must be in the position to act as a leading voice for those affected, as well as having 
restructured itself to the point these people can wield it as a tool in their lives. 
 
DSA itself is caught in the lurch of not knowing where its future lies, caught between the vague 
electoralism of national as it exists now and local activism in many of the chapters, with members 
caught between prioritizing one of these two insufficient priorities. To best this crisis and have the org 
both survive and thrive, we have to ground ourselves in real, extant struggles of the working class and 
prioritize majoritarian building of power in the spaces we inhabit. 
 

 



What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
To be a tool by which the working class comes to know itself as a political entity that is both capable of 
and deserves power, and by which it can defeat the ruling class. To be the mass, democratic army that 
wins the war for the future of humanity. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
How do you think DSA should engage with the labor movement? 
DSA needs to be engaged deeply in the organizing needed to build a radical labor movement, which 
both involves supporting the building of local unions, but also focusing on the kinds of unions that are 
built-it is a dire need that DSA prioritizes the ending of business unionism and moves instead towards 
the radical democratic approaches suggested in works like No Shortcuts. Additionally, DSA is a venue 
by which labor organizing can step outside the workplace, engaging in whole-worker organizing that 
does not divide between 'the workplace' and 'the community', but understands them as a united 
whole of the lives of workers and our problems. In short, we need to become the experts, the teachers, 
the scouts and experimenters for working class organizing. 
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
Locals and the national org need to act as a unified, strategic whole. Despite running for the NPC, I also 
endorse the Assembly of Locals resolution, by which the national body will be a representative body of 
the various locals. In addition, DSA’s voting in of priorities needs to be revamped entirely-in their 
current form, they result in cookie cutter tactical box sets without either a larger plan or strategies for 
particular locales. I instead will propose a system in which we are able to vote in strategic two year 
goals as an organization, focused on building of working class power and winning crucial fights against 
the ruling class. One of the responsibilities of the national organization would be to work with every 
local to plan how to address the national goals in their locale given the political landscape. 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Labor, Electoral, International, Publications, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Convention Planning, Political 
Education 
 

 
 

Darby Thomas 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: San Francisco 
 

 



Nominating Body: San Francisco DSA 
 
What is your gender? Female 
 
What is your race and national origin? Biracial: Half Korean, Half White 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I joined DSA in November 2016 because I wanted to work with local, like-minded people to make life 
better for working people. As the chapter was reforming, I saw a way that my professional background 
could be useful in setting up critical infrastructure and defining a more inclusive culture. 
 
I was co-chair of the DSA SF chapter's steering committee in 2017-2018. I'm currently co-chair of DSA 
SF's mobilizer committee. I'm best known for facilitating internal chapter projects, events, and actions. 
My most recent highlight is the mobilizer 101 series which teaches new leadership the various skills to 
be effective activists in our chapter.  
 
I've contributed graphic design work, phone-banking, lit-dropping, signature gathering, and donated 
money for the San Francisco June 2018 campaigns No on H (fighting a police use of force policy), Yes on 
F (tenant right to counsel) campaigns. For the November 2018 election, I contributed similarly to the 
Yes on C campaign (tax wealthy corporations to fund housing and end homelessness in SF). I've door 
knocked and donated to the November 2019 Dean Preston for Supervisor campaign. 
 
I think I'm best known for my organizing guides that I share with chapters all over the country. I write 
them for new organizers, using unpretentious language, and evolve them over time in response to 
feedback I receive. Finding effective ways to empower a new generation of organizers is my passion. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
At my job I'm active on in our underrepresented gender employee resource group. We've organized 
together to preserve benefits like working from home and winning a 20% raise for all non-technical 
roles in our company.  
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
https://sanfranciscoslate.com 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 

 



I've been privileged to work in various levels of my local's leadership, first as co-chair of our very first 
steering committee and then as co-chair of our mobilizer committee. We've developed winning 
electoral, labor, and direct action campaigns and we've done it with an organizing philosophy that 
welcomes people from all leftist traditions to organize with us. I want to try and scale what we've done, 
with the organizing values and philosophies, to chapters all over the country. I continue to hope that 
the NPC will have a servant style leadership that is centered around supporting local chapters with 
coordination and facilitation. 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
It’s a demand that everyday people should have real democratic control of our economy, our 
neighborhoods, and our city. It’s a demand for dignity, that we and all our neighbors should be treated 
as people, not sources of profit to make a wealthy elite even wealthier. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
I'd like us to continue working towards rebuilding the labor movement and centering a meaningful 
response to climate change. It might not look like purely electoral work, and it might not be DSA that 
leads the charge, but I see our organization having an impactful role in winning socialism in the future. 
 
I think we have all the right pieces: the framework, an engaged and creative membership, and an 
organizational philosophy that wants to synthesize the best of our leftist organizing into something 
new. I'm hoping to be one of many people continuing to support the values and approach that made 
DSA so inspirational to me when I joined.  
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
In the last two years, I saw DSA was serve in mostly support and solidarity roles for other more 
well-established organizations. While we were dramatically reforming, with thousands of members 
organizing for the first time, I think this was an unavoidable reality. I'd like to see and support a 
sustainable organization that can mature and grow past this stage in our development. 
 
Counterintuitively, one challenge I'm concerned about is a Democratic presidential candidate winning 
the 2020 election. Will there still be the same sense of urgency to change things or will people turn 
complacent after a Democrat wins the presidency? How do we continue to activate and engage our 
membership if that’s the case?  
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
For me it's always been about making life meaningfully better for all people. I don't think we 
necessarily have the answer to the question "what will win socialism in the United States?" but I think 
we have some very good instincts about how to do it,  and a desire to try new things and respect a 
diversity of tactics. 

 



 
In the past two years that's looked like supporting leading progressive ballot measures, winning 
elected positions, solidarity work with unions, starting brand new locals, fighting fascism in the streets, 
and serving our communities with relief drives and mutual aid. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
At the last national convention, delegates voted on three national priorities—Medicare for All, 
Electoral organizing, and Labor—along with a number of other key resolutions. What’s your 
assessment of the organization’s work and progress in these areas? 
In all of these efforts, I want to center and credit the local organizers for their creativity and skill in 
carrying out these initiatives. Not every priority was centered by national leadership and not every 
campaign was supported or coordinated through the NPC. 
 
Medicare for All: arguably the priority that DSA is most well-known for, and the priority that had the 
most political will of the organization behind it. Though not through DSA member's work alone, M4A is 
now a plank in most major democratic presidential candidate platforms, has majority support from US 
residents, and is a strategic wedge issue that helps bring the contradictions of the capitalist democrats 
to the front.  
 
Electoral organizing: Another important gateway for bringing new activists into socialist organizing is 
electoral work. DSA members have won national seats of power, and they're using their platforms to 
advance plans like the Green New Deal. Their positive effect on our growth as an organization is 
undeniable, but our challenge now is holding politicians accountable once they're elected.  
 
Labor: The resurgence of labor this last year has been inspiring. DSA chapters across the country rallied 
to support picket lines for hotel workers, teachers, grocery store workers and more. We're also seeing 
local chapters provide resources on workplace organizing, start new locals, and coordinate solidarity 
events. 
 
What policies and demands should DSA prioritize championing over the next two years? Why? 
I'm writing this as thousands of people are evacuating from the first fire of our Northern California 
wildfire season, something that didn't exist three years ago. Last week Facebook announced what is 
essentially their plan to pay their employees in company scrip. We had a devastating week of 
reproductive rights rollbacks. Climate change response, workers rights, and health justice are all 
deeply interwoven issues. We threw our institutional weight into Medicare for All with success. I'd like 
to see us center Climate Change and Labor in the same way.  
 
What’s your assessment of DSA’s National Electoral Strategy and how do you think socialists 
should be engaging with elections in the short term?  
One concrete improvement in our strategy I'd like to see is ballot measures receiving the same weight 
and attention as candidates. We've learned that where socialist candidates run and aren't elected, the 
ballot measures and initiatives they champion often can make it into law. Ballot measure campaigns 

 



are also something that can be (with some obvious exceptions) packaged up and replicated in 
municipalities all over the country.  
 
The Democratic presidential primary and the general election will be underway during your NPC 
term. How do you think DSA should approach the presidential election and its endorsement of 
Bernie Sanders? 
I hope that our organization continues our practice of empowering locals to opt-in to our national level 
campaigns. What I've learned in the last 2 years of organizing with DSA, is that the organizing 
environment from region to region is so diverse that the only effective thing to do trust that locals 
understand their political climate and will make the right choices for their chapter. I believe that most 
chapters will voluntarily choose to engage in the Sanders campaign in the capacity that's appropriate 
for them. 
 
How do you think DSA should engage with the labor movement? 
Our members are workers and are part of the labor movement. Anyone can be empowered to have 
organizing conversations with their coworkers and win pay increases, better working conditions, and 
hold their workplace leadership accountable. 
 
One divergent perspective I can offer here is that we should be open minded about what building the 
labor movement means. Two years ago, I couldn't tell you that antifascist organizing would lead to 
organizing the largest manufacturer in San Francisco, but that's what happened. Our local chapter's 
work supporting the Anchor Steam Union started when an Anchor Steam worker noticed our 
contingent at a counter-demonstration and was motivated to reach out. An entire generation is being 
politically activated for the first-time, through non-traditional paths, and we can't be close-minded 
about how they're radicalized.  
 
How should DSA engage with other progressive and issue-based organizations? 
It depends. There are some issue-based democratic organizations that should have socialists in their 
leadership and membership base. There are identity based organizations where a majority white and 
majority male organization like DSA needs to start from a position of support and solidarity first. 
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
I continue to hope that the NPC will have a servant style leadership that is centered around supporting 
local chapters with coordination and facilitation. 
 
One new challenge for us, and the subject of many submitted resolutions is what we want to do as an 
organization about formalizing regional DSA networks. I have a lightly held perspective that informal 
power structures usually reach a tipping point where they need to be formalized so that power at the 
level can be democratically controlled by rank and file members. I'd like our NPC to facilitate but not 
dictate what those structures look like.  
 

 



Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Grievances, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Convention Planning 
 

 
 

Russell Weiss-Irwin 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: Boston 
 
Nominating Bodies: Boston DSA, Democratic Socialist Labor Commission 
 
What is your gender? Man 
 
What is your race and national origin? US-born white 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I joined DSA in Fall 2014, when I was in my final year at the City College of New York and co-founded a 
YDSA chapter there. In 2015, I graduated, moved to Central New Jersey, and co-founded a new chapter 
there, and also ran for and was elected to the DSA National Political Committee. While on the NPC, I 
worked primarily on building the DSA labor network, which hadn't existed for years before that; serving 
on the Personnel Committee, helping to expand staff and advocating for higher pay and better benefits 
for DSA staff; and mentoring new and growing chapters, including North Jersey, Central Jersey, South 
Jersey, Jersey Shore, North Carolina Piedmont, New York City, Baltimore, and El Chuco del Norte 
(located in El Paso, TX). Since leaving the NPC, I’ve moved to Boston, and been a Mobilizer, a Mobilizer 
Coordinator, and a member of the Labor Working Group and Membership Committee of my chapter 
here. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
The majority of my activism has been in the labor movement, starting ten years ago. I’ve worked with 
UNITE HERE to organize a union at several jobs I’ve had (in a hotel and at an airport), and I’ve been a 
rank and file member of SEIU Local 175 (cook and cashier), the New Jersey Education Association 
(teacher’s aide), and the Boston Teachers Union (teacher). At SEIU, I was a shop steward, and at the 
BTU, I’m the co-chair of the New Educators Committee. I’ve led new organizing drives, a brief wildcat 
strike, solidarity efforts with other unions, internal organizing efforts, and been involved with caucuses 
in two unions. I’ve never been a staff person for a union. Beyond the labor movement, I have also been 

 



involved with local election campaigns for over a decade, campus organizing against austerity and 
racism, and served as an international election observer during the 2018 Mexican national elections. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? 
No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
You can read more about my campaign here: tinyurl.com/Russ4NPC 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
I was part of our leadership during our most dramatic period of growth and change, and my hope is to 
be part of our leadership again during a time that I hope will be our new biggest period of growth and 
change, with the goal of growing to an organization in the hundreds of thousands in the next two years; 
becoming an organization with exponentially more leaders of color; becoming a genuinely multilingual 
organization; becoming an organization with a much greater presence in suburban and rural areas and 
in the labor movement; and with a much larger staff that is better supported and compensated than 
now. I believe that I have one of the perspectives and sets of skills and experiences that can be really 
helpful to the organization in seeking to achieve those goals. To read more about my positions and see 
the groups and individuals who have endorsed my campaign, please see tinyurl.com/Russ4NPC. 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Democratic socialism means the radical expansion of democracy to include everyone and everything. 
What gets called “democracy” right now is shallow, excludes most people, and leaves very little of 
people’s real lives under their control. Democratic socialism would mean deeper, broader democracy 
expanded to include schools, workplaces, households, relations among countries, arts and culture, 
and so on. Eventually, socialism means the abolition of all borders, money, binary gender, police, 
prisons, and much else, and their replacement with what Dr. Martin Luther King called “the beloved 
community”-- a global human society and culture characterized by deep community and the 
development of all people to their highest potential. In the more immediate term, it means aggressive 
class struggle for expanding democracy, Black liberation, better conditions for workers, gender 
liberation, climate transition, and an end to imperialism, among other things. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
When we think about the future, we need to recognize both the fierce urgency of the crisis that we’re 
currently in and also make a commitment to building a sustainable organization and movement that 
can last for decades. 
   
The rise of the fascist right and the existential threat of climate change mean that, five years from now, 
we must be much bigger and more powerful than we are now. Hopefully, DSAers who are deeply 
committed to anti-imperalist, feminist, anti-racist socialism will lead major union locals and national 
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unions; likewise, we will hold seats in city councils, state legislatures, and both houses of Congress 
across all regions of the country; we will number in the hundreds of thousands, and our membership 
will be much more diverse; and we will have the power, in coalition with other groups and forces, to 
win the Green New Deal that is necessary for our survival, to protect ourselves and other activists from 
violence, and to deepen and broaden democracy in our society. To do that, we must organize 
strategically in the labor movement, work to win elections, connect with socialists in other countries, 
invest resources in our members and chapters-- especially in members of color and especially in rural 
and suburban chapters, and fundraise, fundraise, fundraise, and recruit, recruit, recruit. 
 
Twenty years from now, I want my children and your children (or grandchildren, or the children of your 
comrades) to be playing together at socialist summer camps, and what we now know as DSA to have 
been replaced by a mass political party with millions of members that plays a central role in 
working-class life in North America and constantly pushes for greater justice and democracy for all 
people on earth. 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
In our current political moment, we are seeing the largest strike wave in a generation! Mainstream 
debate of reparations for slavery, a federal jobs guarantee, an end to militarized border enforcement, 
universal rent control! A socialist could become president! And at the same time, we face rising racist, 
misogynist, anti-semitic, and anti-leftist violence and increasing authoritarianism. 
 
To me, our biggest opportunity is to recruit hundreds of thousands of regular people who are engaged 
either in mass strikes or in the Bernie Sanders campaign to join DSA, and then help further radicalize 
them and train them to be even more effective organizers. 
   
Our greatest challenge will be making sure that our organizational culture and systems (both at the 
national level and the local level) welcome those people in rather than pushing them away. In the past 
few years, thousands of people have had great experiences joining DSA, but thousands of others have 
come to DSA, and decided, “No thanks-- I don’t have time for this; it’s inaccessible to me; it’s too white; 
it’s too cliquish; it’s too bureaucratic; it’s too ______.” We will never be the right fit for everyone, but we 
can and must change to be less alienating to new members and potential members, especially people 
of color, working class and poor people, women and trans people, people with disabilities, people 
under 25 and over 35, parents, and others. 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
The purpose of a socialist organization is to be a network, community, and resource for socialists, 
including those who organize primarily through the socialist group, those who organize primarily 
through other mass organizations (unions, tenant unions, community groups, electoral campaigns, 
mutual aid communities, cooperatives, etc), those who work for socialism through art or intellectual 
work, and those whose lives don’t allow them to be engaged with organizing right now, but support the 

 



politics of the group and identify with it. The socialist organization needs to help all of those kinds of 
members be more effective in the work they’re doing to build power for the working class and 
oppressed people, help them educate themselves about history, politics, and strategy, and help them 
dream and imagine the socialist world we’re building. It needs to also put forward socialist ideas into 
the world, and work to break the current “common sense” in our culture and replace it with socialist 
common sense. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
How do you think DSA should engage with the labor movement? 
Four years ago, I was elected to the NPC for the first time, and this question about the labor movement 
was central for me. There was no national DSA labor structure then, and as a rank and file union 
member with several years of experience in labor activism, I was focused on figuring out how to build 
one. That effort had some important successes and failures, and I learned a lot from my mistakes. By 
the time I left office, thanks to the efforts of many labor activists, we had the seeds of a labor network, a 
successful priority resolution at the convention, and soon afterwards, the Democratic Socialist Labor 
Commission.  
 
Two years later, I am running for the NPC with the endorsement of the DSLC, and I am extremely 
excited to continue the work I started back in 2015, that has been impressively carried on by the DSLC. 
 
Today, the trade union movement has declined and the socialist movement has surged to the point 
where labor leaders and rank and file workers alike take socialists more seriously and view us more 
positively than probably ever before in US history. Unions are diminished in size and political power 
from decades ago, but they still organize and represent millions of working class people, and are the 
best weapon that our class has. The labor movement must be at the center of any socialist strategy. 
Therefore, we should be working to create socialist networks in unions (both by getting socialists into 
unions and by getting union members into socialism) that can build a mass base for our politics and 
win dramatic gains for the working class. The DSLC has started this work, but there’s much more to do 
on this. Socialists in the labor movement should engage in fights around presidential endorsements 
(which I have helped lead in my union, the American Federation of Teachers); campaigning to build 
labor support for the Green New Deal, Medicare for All, racial and gender justice, and anti-imperialism; 
struggles for greater union democracy; and pushing to win better lives for workers in unionized and 
not-yet-unionized workplaces. 
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
Local chapters are the most important unit of the organization, because that’s where we build local, 
strategic campaigns to build power, and where most members experience DSA day-to-day! Larger, 
well-established chapters (like Boston, where I’m a member now) don’t need that much support from 
the national organization, but newer and smaller chapters (like Central New Jersey when I helped 
found it in 2015) really do need a lot of support from national. We need to fundraise to add additional 

 



staff and resources at the national level and refocus and reprioritize how we use existing resources so 
that newer and smaller chapters can get more support. It is also crucial for national to put resources 
into supporting chapters and members in developing other formations that cut across chapters (like 
the AfroSocialist Caucus, DSLC, etc). NPC members should seek to understand what is happening in 
chapters around the country and nationally as much as possible, should work as transparently as 
possible to identify the problems and choices that face the organization, and should work to resolve 
those with as much input as possible from members and chapters. 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Labor, International, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Personnel 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Michelle Bruder 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: Orlando 
 
Nominating Body: Orlando DSA 
 
What is your gender? Woman 
 
What is your race and national origin? White Puerto Rican 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I started going to local DSA meetings in the summer of 2017, and became an official member in early 
2018. Shortly after I was elected to the steering committee as the Organizing Director, and I held this 
role until February 2019. I was also the Orlando ecosocialism working group lead for a period of time, to 
help get the group on its feet. I helped with out first few brake light clinics, an electoral campaign for a 
county commissioner seat, anti-ICE protests, our Medicare for All Town Hall, and organized the first 
statewide conference and foundation of the first state organization within the DSA.  
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  

 



My activist experience outside of the DSA is largely in the animal rights movement. As an organizer I 
assisted in the campaign to mandate greyhound injury reporting in Seminole county, which was a 
pivotal step in the successful amendment 13 campaign of 2018, which makes greyhound racing illegal 
in the state of Florida. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? 
No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
http://michelle4npc.com/  
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
I am running for NPC because I want to see a safer and more just world for everyone and I believe that 
DSA has the potential to help build such a world. I want to see a DSA that is more inclusive to families, 
less concentrated in certain areas of the country, and more representative of the working class. 
Furthermore, I want the DSA to develop the internal resources to develop and grow chapters 
throughout the country, and will allow the organization to withstand internal disagreements and 
external threats. I believe that I can help us work towards these goals as a member of the NPC. 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Democratic socialism is an anti-capitalist ideology focused on developing collective ownership and 
democratic control over the means of production. These systems must be operated in a decentralized 
manner, respecting the autonomy of local communities, and preventing power imbalances. They must 
also be inclusive and respectful of people and ecosystems. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
In five years, I would like to see DSA and the broader left function as a community of members and 
chapters sharing resources to create real, material benefits for the working class locally and worldwide. 
I would like to see DSA and other organizations become more welcoming of the diversity of the working 
class. 
 
I would like for DSA and the broader left to be at the forefront of building parallel power structures that 
protect against the effects of climate change. 
 
In 10 years, I would like for DSA to be a multigenerational organization where families of all stages have 
a place in the organization. I want children to grow up with DSA, learning what a socialist world can be 
and how they can build it.  
 
In 20 years, I want to see the broader left and DSA organized and in a position to build true parallel 
structures that democratically replace capitalist systems, such as community schooling, medical care, 
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and agricultural systems. Not only do these systems support the working class and help us survive 
capitalism, but they help us build support in the broader community for a socialist future. 
 
We accomplish this by building up local and regional/state structures alongside national 
organizational growth and support. This will require investment in infrastructure devoted to 
developing new chapters and helping to coordinate and communicate among locals, regional 
groupings, and the national leadership. It will require a great deal of effort in mediating ideological and 
personal disagreements, sharing resources fairly and effectively, and ensuring that decisions are made 
collectively and fairly.   
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
Climate change and ecological collapse will define the broader political scenario over the next few 
years, the ramifications of which are heightening global inequality and multiplying the oppressive 
impact of international capital. It also represents the most urgent challenge DSA will face during my 
term: tying all of the far reaching effects of climate change, with immediate but not always apparent 
socioeconomic impacts, and building a response that combats anti-immigrant sentiments, racism, 
sexism, war and imperialism and mitigates the effects of climate change while protecting us all from 
increasing natural disasters and human conflicts. This includes combating a rising ecofascist 
movement, while protecting and supporting climate refugees. 
 
The heightened contradictions inherent in capitalism are already becoming apparent to a generation 
awakened to an impending global crisis. The ecological unsustainability of capitalism and the 
increasing failure of capitalism to provide material wellbeing open spaces for alternative social models.  
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
The role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today is to improve material 
conditions for the working class worldwide while building support for socialism in our communities. 
We must take a stand against US imperialism and amplify the voices of the victims of US imperialism. 
We must also actively fight against the most destructive industries in terms of human rights and 
ecological destruction as priorities in the effort to eliminate all capitalist structures.  
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
What policies and demands should DSA prioritize championing over the next two years? Why? 
DSA should prioritize climate change (particularly in terms of immigration and disaster preparedness 
and relief). This is where much of the coming crisis will be particularly intense, and where reactionary 
elements will work to create increasingly more exploitative and vicious systems. We will also face an 
increasing human need to adapt to a destabilizing economy and environment. We should also demand 
truly accessible healthcare for everyone on the local, national and international level. This goes beyond 

 



a national Medicare for All campaign and includes community care, Medicaid expansion, immigrant 
rights, reproductive rights and fighting food insecurity.  
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
Local chapters should initiate all projects and decide how to best make them work in their regions. The 
national organization should provide support to locals and build resource sharing networks. The 
national organization should be responsible for building national initiatives from local projects, 
assisting chapters in their formation and providing support through difficult times. It should also 
coordinate conferences and trainings where locals can share their experiences and support one 
another. NPC members should take a more active role engaging with locals nationwide and work 
closely with Field Organizers to identify the needs and priorities of individual chapters and regions. 
They should then use this information to create a national organization that reflects local work.  
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Publications, Grievances, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Convention Planning, Political Education 
 

 
 

Zac Echola 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: Red River Valley DSA 
 
Nominating Body: Red River Valley DSA 
 
What is your gender? Male 
 
What is your race and national origin? White, United States 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
Like many members, I formally joined DSA shortly after Trump was elected. I did so by starting a 
chapter in my region. That chapter, Red River Valley DSA, has helped a school board member win in a 
landslide, twice, a city councilwoman and the first Lakota woman to the North Dakota House, 
defeating an architect of laws designed to suppress tribal voting. Furthermore, we are the first city in 
the world to adopt approval voting. I have lead several initiated ballot measures, from recalling awful 

 



politicians to expungement of criminal records to wage increases and government oversight reforms. 
I've also been heavily involved in my chapter's housing program. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
I am a longtime community organizer in my region. I've been involved in projects ranging from 
electoral, to food justice, to immigration and homelessness. The reason I involve myself in such a wide 
array of things is to organize people with varied interests into each others’ struggles. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? 
No. However, I am a union steward in a public employee union that includes parole agents. I work in 
higher education, not in corrections. My abolitionist politics are openly known in my local. 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
http://bit.ly/Build_NatureInMind   
http://bit.ly/z_echola 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
I believe DSA's role in our overall movements is to develop a strong core of well-trained organizers to 
go out and influence the institutions with which our members already interact. That's fundamental to 
our mission as an educational institution. We must develop more leaders, stronger leaders and set 
them loose against capitalism, patriarchy and white supremacy. 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
I want socialism in my lifetime, but how we get there isn't known and anyone who says they know the 
true path is full of beans. If we knew the way, we'd already be walking it. We need to experiment in 
ways that further harden and develop our members' politics and help us build durable institutions. 
That means starting with our own self-interests, learning how we connect to the power structures that 
connect directly to us and poking and prodding at the system to learn methods to undermine it. 
 
I am running on two key points during this convention convention. First, our members best understand 
their conditions and political terrain. The national organization's job is to provide them with whatever 
resources we can. The second is that many of our members are fresh organizers, and like many of us 
living under capitalism, they are alienated from one another. Our second job as a national organization 
is to connect members with one another, train them, and help them share their political experience 
and expertise with one another. A democratic organization must be lead entirely by its members. 
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In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
Obviously the U.S. election, and its result, will hang heavy over us for the next few years, but there's 
more to worry about globally that connects more directly to our everyday lives. War is on the horizon 
under the current administration. Climate change looms over us all. We are in a housing crisis all over 
the country, and our labor unions are at their weakest in decades. These are all urgent challenges. How 
we tackle them depends on who we can become, and our ability to effectively grapple with these 
problems. 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
To develop strong leaders and organizers, and to set them out into their world to change it as they see 
fit. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
What policies and demands should DSA prioritize championing over the next two years? Why? 
The single most important issue right now is climate change, but it’s often one of the hardest issues to 
connect to our everyday struggles. We must develop ecosocialist politics in all of our campaigns, not 
treat the environment as a separate issue that we have to organize a campaign for. Ecosocialism is not 
a campaign to be won. It’s a philosophy. While the Green New Deal is an important aspirational set of 
as-yet-unwritten legislation, we need to develop political thinking that radically changes the way we 
interact with the world every day. That starts with the institutions of material power closest to us: our 
families, our jobs, our schools, our communities and our land. We must have an eye to large scale 
system change while burrowing ourselves into the institutions we already interact with in order to 
transform them, destroy them or rebuild them. 
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
The role of the national organization is to facilitate our network of organizers around the country, 
rather than operate a command and control center over them. Our members know their conditions 
best, and it is national’s job to make sure the organizers in those locals have the means to 
communicate and strategize with others around the country, as well as to redistribute resources to 
areas and projects as opportunities arise. DSA is at its best when campaigns are led by members in 
their locals—from electoral victories to mutual aid projects. 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Budget and Fundraising, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Convention Planning, Tech, Political Education 

 



 
 

 

Jen Snyder 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: San Francisco 
 
Nominating Body: San Francisco DSA 
 
What is your gender? Female 
 
What is your race and national origin? White and North American 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I joined DSA when we started the SF chapter right after the 2016 election. I showed up to the first 
meeting, joined the OC, and then ran for Steering Committee, which ended up being the first 
all-women steering committee in decades in DSA. Since then I have been obsessively involved. I’ve 
started and chaired committees, I helped write our bylaws, I’ve ran campaigns and planned marches… 
There’s been a lot that I’m grateful to have been a part of.  
 
I think my most impactful work has been in our electoral organizing. I was the campaign manager for 
Prop F, which we won with an all DSA staff, and a 99% DSA fueled volunteer base. That won us the 
universal right to a lawyer for any tenant facing eviction. Now I’m Dean Preston’s campaign manager, 
Democratic Socialist and endorsed DSA SF member. I also used my electoral skills to help our Anchor 
Union project create a solid field program when they went public.  
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
I was already organizing before DSA for electoral campaigns and considered myself a democratic 
socialist honestly because of getting really inspired by the Bernie campaign. I’d done a ton of 
volunteering on that and local campaigns, and was a deputy campaign manager for a race back in 2016 
too.  
 
After that campaign, I founded a neighborhood group called Neighbors United which we made to keep 
all of our progressive volunteers activated after the 2016 campaign. We did a ton of stuff fighting for 
affordable housing etc. I learned how to talk to folks who were new to politics and I learned deeply that 
I’m a socialist and that liberalism is seriously dangerous and creates often insurmountable 
complacency. But what I also learned was how to run intensely data driven, deliberate and serious 
campaigns with accountability. It’s something I’ve tried to impart on my chapter (everyone knows the 5 

 



point ask!) as persuasion, messaging and strategy tools. I still work on campaigns as a consultant or 
campaign manager as my job. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
https://sanfranciscoslate.com . And here are some articles/podcasts I’m in, but didn’t write if people 
want to m. 
https://www.thenation.com/article/democratic-socialist-campaigns-target-isnt-incumbent/ 
https://jewishcurrents.org/dsa-sf-burgeoning-socialist-movement-election-day-victory/ 
https://deleteyouraccount.libsyn.com/2018/06 
http://www.sfweekly.com/news/the-socialists-that-could/ 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
My slate-mates and I are running because we want to bring some of the great things we’ve built in San 
Francisco with the larger organization.  
 
We don’t want to see chapters constantly reinvent the wheel when readymade solutions are available. 
We want to leverage what we’ve built in San Francisco and share it.  At our local, organizers at any level 
can plug in wherever they are passionate. Anyone can turn their ideas into actionable projects and 
advance our movement forward. 
 
Our vision of the National Political Committee is to give individuals, organizing committees and 
established chapters the necessary tools, guides, resources and infrastructure for healthy, efficient 
organizing spaces so they can get the work done. 
 
One way that I want to do that is to create a How To for Ballot Measures. I think running a successful 
ballot measure is something that every chapter can do. I’d love to have correlating calls with members 
to sections of the how-to, too.  
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Democratic Socialism means that regular, working people get to make decisions about their 
workplaces, that everyday people get to make decisions about how our economy and our society is 
run, instead of just owning your ability to sell your labor for a crappy wage. It also means that the 
government will take on our basic needs through universal healthcare, education, transportation, 
social housing and make sure folks can eat food and drink clean water.  
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
I hope in five years we’re building a viable labor/workers party to take over eventually. I hope if and 
when we have another crisis in the economy, or with climate crisis, that we have positioned ourselves 

 



as the only rational and compassionate alternative for future generations. I hope we’re meaningfully 
addressing climate change and forcing the oil and gas industry, and all the corporations that rely on 
their profiting, out of power.  
 
I think to create a labor party, we need to continue operating as a big tent, but try to strengthen our 
ideological core in terms of building a structure and framework for what a socialist government will 
look like. The law of attraction has served us well, and I’m hoping that as the stakes become higher, the 
natural need for a more militant and radical reaction to capitalism will become more instinctual. 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
I think that we’re feeling growing pains in DSA. We’re navigating how to organize in a big tent, which is 
really hard because many of us have seriously personal and important ideologies, and many of us are 
just figuring it all out. We’re also finding that it’s hard to organize with super different personalities, 
that conflicts are arising, and that being a part of a socailist organization means becoming part of a 
community -- and you don’t always love everyone in your community. That’s why SF Slate has centered 
a ton of conflict resolution, anti-oppression training, diversity training and stuff like that.  
 
I’m actually more worried about DSA being a place where we can organize effectively together and take 
on the big opportunities that keep coming our way, than I am about us convincing young people that 
capitalism sucks.  
 
Also… white nationalism is totally on the rise and something that we need to extinguish and stamp out 
without hesitation. Socialism or barbarism baby. 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
Our role is to get people excited about creating a world where the rich don’t call the shots for everyone 
else. Socialist organizations have been able to catch all sorts of people fed up with capitalism, 
oppression and stupid Trump as they’ve started too wake up and look for ways to fight back. It’s our 
job to filter them into useful places to channel their people power.  
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
At the last national convention, delegates voted on three national priorities—Medicare for All, 
Electoral organizing, and Labor—along with a number of other key resolutions. What’s your 
assessment of the organization’s work and progress in these areas? 
Nationally the conversation about Medicare for All has been advanced, and we did get AOC and a 
number of other Democratic Socialists elected, and there have been some really impactful strikes 
around the country.  
 

 



But I don’t think setting our national priorities had any impact on what we did in our chapter in SF, and 
I’m guessing that’s the same for a lot of chapters. 
  
In SF, our Medicare for All campaigns barely got off the ground. Housing and homelesesness work was 
way more popular -- this is San Francisco after all. While we definitely did a ton of successful electoral 
and labor work with Prop F, No on H, Prop C and the Anchor Union project, we certainly weren’t doing 
it because they are national DSA priorities.  
 
I think we just as an organization had our finger on the pulse of what our chapters would end up 
focussing on. I’m not sure what the point of setting priorities really is unless we’re going to try to run 
coordinated campaigns across the country. We sort of did with Medicare for All, but it wasn’t all that 
enticing to chapters, likely because of the lack of an end goal to fight for, and the canvassing kits were 
expensive. 
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
Our vision of the National Political Committee is to give individuals, organizing committees and 
established chapters the necessary tools, guides, resources and infrastructure for healthy, efficient 
organizing spaces so they can get the work done. We want to be a mouthpiece for rank and file around 
the country: we will listen to your needs and concerns, and then deliver to you, just like we’ve been 
doing in our local chapter. At nearly any event in San Francisco, you’ll find our zines on a tabletop or 
see someone wearing one of our t-shirts. We understand how to make propaganda that works. Not 
only are you wearing a super cute pin, but you also feel comfortable talking about DSA and socialism to 
your friends and neighbors.  
 
Giving chapters the tools they need to spread socialism is critical to building a mass movement. We 
want to bring monetary resource allocation to new and smaller chapters so they can afford to print 
flyers and zines, buy a button maker or megaphone, and create banners (and show them how to do it!) 
And we want to do cost subsidies for meeting spaces so chapters can safely grow their numbers. 
 
Also Socialist feminism is the core center of our beliefs, and because of that it has been centered in our 
chapter’s work. We had an inaugural all-female steering committee, created a robust conflict 
resolution program, established a clear Code of Conduct, held anti-oppression trainings, and 
demanded diversity quotas which ensure seats at the table. We want to make sure DSA nationally is 
rooted in those same anti-oppressive politics and lifts up the voices of non-men, queer and trans folks, 
and all our comrades of color. 
 
The feminization of politics also means creating a space for true, bottom-up decision making through 
healthy discussion. DSA SF has multiple channels for members to talk openly, debate, and share ideas 
with each other, and many times the results of these conversations are new projects, bylaw 
amendments, and chapter resolutions. No one should have to shout to be heard and every member 
deserves an outlet to share their voice and feel like a member of the community. We want to bring 

 



assistance for chapters to add diversity quotas to their bylaws to elevate non-cis-het male, non-white 
voices. We want to have anti-oppression and conflict resolution trainings at every regional conference, 
with the aim for each chapter to adopt a conflict resolution program. Plus we need to share Codes of 
Conduct for each chapter to explicitly lay out acceptable and non-acceptable behavior. And we’ve 
learned in SF that technological frameworks for each chapter to have an internal online forum for 
discussion are necessary. There needs to be a consistent, dedicated commitment to transparency, 
respect, and open dialogues between the NPC and membership.  
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Electoral, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Organizer Trainings!  
 

 
 

Jennifer Bolen 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: San Francisco 
 
Nominating Body: San Francisco DSA 
 
What is your gender?  Female 
 
What is your race and national origin?  Japanese-American 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I’ve been a member of DSA for over 2.5 years. I (along with my amazing comrade Lisa) was the first 
chair of my chapter’s Socialist Feminist Working Group, until I stepped down to be on Steering 
Committee, where I was Treasurer.  
 
I was involved in our chapter’s largest campaigns, including: Prop F (universal right to civil counsel), 
Prop C (taxing rich companies to serve the unhoused), Anchor Union (organizing the nation’s first craft 
brewery), and the N-95 mask distribution during last year’s fires. 
 
Projects aside, increasing internal communication has always been my jam. I create feedback forms so 
people who can’t attend meetings can still offer input, and even create anonymous ones so people can 
pipe in without worry. I push people to write debriefs of actions and events, and until recently did 
heavy editing of our newsletter. I bring conversations to our internal forums and have bottom-lined 
many of our special chapter business meetings. I even created the One Big Signal group for the entire 

 



chapter (sorry!!). I am proud I helped create a place where rank & file has the real power and can 
collectively out-organize any wrongdoings they see in the chapter. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
Nearly every Friday, I’m on the courthouse steps supporting Mothers on the March -- the families and 
friends of our black and brown neighbors murdered by SFPD’s killer cops. I’m proud to support radical 
groups like the Black & Brown Social Club and Frisco 5, who held a hunger strike until the former chief 
of police resigned. We must stand in solidarity with our community, especially those whose lives have 
been ripped apart by murderous, racist state institutions.  
 
From the courthouse, I can see my office where I’m a litigation paralegal. I did personal injury for 10+ 
years, including complex mass tort and class action cases. Last year, I made the jump to criminal 
defense. Way harder! 
 
My clients are people experiencing trauma from being materially disadvantaged, and are in a lot of 
psychological and/or physical pain. My job is to keep them from falling into the mass incarceration 
system. This requires a lot of listening, empathy, and solving problems that don’t have easy answers. 
As a secretary, I’m organized, know the importance of transparent and constant communication, and 
bottom-lining complex projects. All these skills are necessary for being on NPC. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
https://dsabuild.org/convention; sanfranciscoslate.com 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
We are the first best hope for socialism since the Red Scare, and the last best hope for socialism as 
climate fascism is encroaching upon us. DSA is a robust organization that has all the necessary 
ingredients for socialism in our lifetimes: deep organizing experience, intelligence, moral clarity, and 
revolutionary vision. As a mixed-race woman who grew up in an unstable environment, I think I can 
add a perspective to the NPC that will help keep us grounded in an intersectional analyses.  
 
The purpose of the NPC is to give members the resources they need to create a truly universal 
movement. The San Francisco Slate will give our comrades every possible tool we can to organize their 
families, friends, coworkers, and communities. And then we can go out and organize in a way that is 
both rooted in our specific material struggles and united in a common understanding of the struggle 
against capital.  
 
To paraphrase Fred Hampton, we've got to do the work down in the valley before we go up that 
mountain top. (http://bit.ly/hampton_speech)  
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What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Socialism is reclaiming our collective power. It’s the only path we have to achieving full human dignity 
through liberation from wage slavery.  
 
Is it cliche to quote Marx here? Because I’m going to do it: “And the laborer who for 12 hours long, 
weaves, spins, bores, turns, builds, shovels, breaks stone, carries hods, and so on – is this 12 hours... 
regarded by him as a manifestation of life, as life? Quite the contrary. Life for him begins where this 
activity ceases, at the table, at the tavern, in bed.” 
 
Our lives under capitalism are no longer our own. We sell our life-activity for those measly handful of 
hours we have to ourselves before we fall asleep and do it all over again. And let’s be clear: those hours 
to ourselves are no picnic either. Under capitalism, the pigs in charge tell us to otherize and devalue 
people by their race, class, gender, sexuality, and ability to make ourselves feel valued and included in 
society. So we socialists respond with demands.  
 
We demand for a clean, habitable planet. We demand that housing, healthcare, bodily autonomy, and 
education are human rights. We demand the invincible emancipation of the workers and their work. 
We demand that we smash the parasitical upper classes into the dirt which paves the happy road to 
our future freedom.  
 
Socialism is the only way that all of us, who don’t enter the world on an equal footing, can fulfill these 
demands, and hopefully leave on a more equal footing when we go. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
We don’t have time for incremental change. Global climate fascism is already upon us. If we don’t cast 
our net wide in the next five years, the next 10, 15, 20 won’t matter. Our organization absolutely has to 
put ecosocialism at the forefront of our work. Everyone is going to have this answer, but it’s the right 
answer! 
 
Looking forward: I want a workers’ party. I want an organized working class that will directly confront 
the boss and landlord class. No ruling class has ever given up its power voluntarily! It’s not going to 
happen this time around, no matter how many reforms we vote in. The left needs to engage with our 
fellow proletarians in our workplaces and homes, and build class struggle solidarity with them now.  
 
I respect and value DSA’s big tent. While I know our movement could benefit from some organizational 
discipline, I’d like that to be actually shaped bottom-up to include all voices.  
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 

 



The current popularity of “socialism,” broadly defined, presents two challenges. The first is the 
red-baiting we are already seeing being used against Bernie Sanders in his presidential campaign; the 
second is the dilution of the word “socialism” as it’s co-opted by a reformist, pseudo-left.  
 
Bernie Sanders’s new deal politics are a good beginning—but the original New Deal didn’t safeguard its 
own rollback, despite the popularity of its programs. When Sanders’s program is blocked at every turn 
by a reactionary Congress & a criminal Supreme Court, the working people of this country will be 
looking for answers. If we don’t have them—and if we don’t know what to do, if we’re caught 
floundering or torn apart by bullshit schisms—a quick slide towards the right and doom will follow.  
 
Our opportunity is to break through 70+ years of anti-socialist ultra-capitalism used to divide the 
working class and gain a truly unified front against the bosses and landlords. 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
The workers of the world can never be emancipated until the Imperial Core is neutralized—or better 
yet, overturned. As Americans, we have been schooled since birth to be unconscious of the violence 
they have inflicted upon peoples both outside and within our borders, and the daily violence of 
capitalism that they inflict on our comrades, our bodies, and ourselves. 
 
It is our duty as America’s largest socialist organization in generations to recognize and uplift past 
American socialist traditions that have been pushed aside by 40 years of neoliberal austerity politics, 
while transcending the failures of those movements.  
 
We lose everything if we do not win the whole world.  
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
At the last national convention, delegates voted on three national priorities—Medicare for All, 
Electoral organizing, and Labor—along with a number of other key resolutions. What’s your 
assessment of the organization’s work and progress in these areas? 
The national priorities benefited some chapters more than others. It’s hard to analyze the work and 
progress in these areas considering my chapter did not interact much with National regarding our work 
in these categories. 
 
We really didn’t do much on M4All after our state bill died. Speaking frankly, the failure of the national 
campaign to fulfill its first action item (“Intentionally develop and engage disabled comrades in the 
fight for Medicare for All”) made it easy to ignore and do work elsewhere (like with the SF Berniecrats). 
This was true for other chapters. Alternatively, I saw my comrades in the East Bay do an incredible 
amount of work around M4All! Other chapters must have found the campaign successful for them, too. 
Similar things could be said about the electoral organizing priority. But how are these national 
priorities when it’s not used by all chapters? 
 

 



I honestly think we were just spread too thin, and education/support is lacking because of this. For 
example, in February, 230 members and staff gathered in Los Angeles for a regional conference. We 
were told that LINE Hotel workers were striking for a contract and plans were made to support on 
Sunday morning. We cheered labor power at the convention, and took photos to support public school 
teachers and Anchor workers. Then on Sunday morning--of the 230 DSA leaders, rank & file, and 
staff--fewer than 15 people showed up to the picket line. I can only see it as a failure to educate our 
chapters on our “national priority” if people don’t see offering material support to workers as relevant 
to our movement.  
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
National should serve the membership, not govern. It’s pretty clear in the job description for the NPC: 
we’re to implement the will of the membership’s political and organizational goals, which are decided 
at the biennial National Convention (not make those decisions for them!). How that looks, to me, is 
how we’ve made Steering Committee function in my local chapter. Here, we act as a hub that allows 
working groups to grow autonomously while giving them the various tools and resources they need to 
be successful (money, networking contacts, leadership advice, and sometimes emotional support). But 
it doesn’t have to be just the NPC doing this! The NPC should make sure the national staff (bless them) 
are supported in a way that they can help chapters do the day-to-day work they need to do (and not 
just on national priorities). I’d like to foster better relationships with the local chapters and their 
regional organizers for the next two years. 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Labor, Grievances, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Convention Planning, Political Education 
 

 
 

Blanca Estevez 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: DSA of Northwest Arkansas 
 
Nominating Body: DSA of Northwest Arkansas 
 
What is your gender? Female 
 
What is your race and national origin? Made in El Salvador; Latinx 
 

 



Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I joined DSA on February 25, 2017, aware that there was not a DSA chapter in Northwest Arkansas.  I 
took the initiative to locate and meet other local DSA members and to recruit other potential leaders 
and organizers. As part of building our future chapter, I was the lead organizer for Tacos for DACA an 
event which raised $7.1k in 3 hours so that we were able to fully fund 14 DACA renewals.  I was one of 
the three co-organizers of the 2019 Northwest Arkansas Women's March, which had 3500 attendees 
and focused on marginalized women. I was also the organizer for the Keep Families Together rally 
which had a turnout of over 1500 attendees and raised over $1500 for the Detained Migrant Solidarity 
Committee to whom I hand delivered the funds in El Paso.  After a little over a year of hard work, 
dedication, and perseverance, we gained our full chapter status on March 29, 2019.  I am also running 
to co-chair our chapter; I am the chapter's organizing committee chair. I've been to DC twice for 
Medicare 4 All actions.  I've attended a recent DSA regional preconvention conference and Afrosocialist 
Convening. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
In addition to the organizing work mentioned above, I am an immigration rights activist. I have been 
involved in reuniting families after they've been held in ICE detention, often driving hundreds of miles 
to personally bring family members back together.  I've also built a database with volunteers that drive, 
house, and assist with undocumented cases. I was a volunteer for the Democrat Party of Arkansas from 
the young age of 14. I re-founded the Young Democrats chapter at Arkansas Tech University and 
became the first Latinx president of YDs in the state. I spearheaded a campaign against voluntary 
cooperation of local county law enforcement officers deputizing as ICE officers via memorandum 
287(g). 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
http://bit.ly/b_estevez1 , http://bit.ly/b_estevez2 , http://bit.ly/b_estevez3 ,  https://bit.ly/2XKA3r0  
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
I am running for NPC because as an immigrant organizer from Arkansas, I recognize that people living 
in the south and in flyover states struggle to find effective, progressive representation for the issues 
they struggle with most: wages, healthcare, racism, poverty, quality education, and more. The current 
NPC is made up of leaders from larger cities or cosmopolitan areas. Organizers from places like 
Arkansas recognize the unique value of bringing progressive ideas and initiatives to vulnerable and 
disadvantaged people, but we also know that accomplishing this requires support networks and a 
national platform that we currently do not have.  
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I want to help advance regional and collective power throughout the organization. I would like for our 
chapter to working closely alongside other chapters near us to spread our message. Above all, I want 
all people in often-overlooked states and in immigrant communities to feel like we have the power to 
create progressive change by offering representation at the national level. I could not think of a better 
opportunity to get us closer to meaningful progress for vulnerable people who often feel hopeless 
about elected officials and political systems than through DSA.  
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
From an overall perspective, democratic socialism means a couple of key words to me, hope and 
strength. It means hope because it represents a path for a better, more balanced society for all people. 
The economic change will allow all residents to get their fundamental needs fulfilled, which will result 
in stronger democracy. As the working class begins to see a system that supports them and listens to 
their voices, the more it will become engaged in politically meaningful ways. This will increase the 
positive discourse in addition to incorporating opinions and perspectives to policy debate that are 
currently lacking. The resulting laws and policies will take into consideration a much more 
representative view of all our country's humans.  Moreover, a democratic socialist society that 
increases everyone’s involvement in governing means that workers can use their full faculties instead 
of being stuck in an endless cycle of alienated labor. 
 
Furthermore, to me, democratic socialism represents the best in humanity's self-government, that of 
collective wisdom in decision making -- something that is by design both thoroughly democratic and 
non-bureaucratic  (recallable representatives, etc.) and which is also thoroughly socialist, i.e., the 
working class enjoys the fruits of their own labors -- not a handful of plutocrats and oligarchs.  For a 
planet in environmental crisis, this is my only real hope for an actual solution. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
I would like DSA membership to grow together, inward as well as out. The left should become less 
sectarian and find ways to work together collectively and cohesively. In the first five years we should 
strive to be able to know our chapters members on a friendly and personal level. We should practice 
radical kindness, community care, and skilled mediation within our chapters. I want the rest of the 
population to know and witness that the behavior in which we treat each other is what they can 
expect. We'll need more accessible communication, for all our represented languages and 
communities. With a strong foundation our membership should near 1 million around the 10 year 
mark. In 20 years we will have former capitalists' labor and former ICE agents producing the most 
exquisite of solar panels ;) 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
In the two years of the term, I do not see the country coming together, but will become more 
fragmented by the rigged two-party system that we have been programmed to accept. Human lives 

 



will continue to be lost to climate change, police brutality, unjust immigration laws, damning working 
conditions, to name a few. The most urgent challenge is how we handle and navigate policy to place 
humans at the forefront. One of our opportunities will always be the working class folks, who at their 
core are the very best that is in us; they’ve just been finessed into thinking that we must live in this 
seriously demented competetive state. Furthermore, they have the large numbers and the skills to run 
society.  Another opportunity is their vulnerability and how we can use it to nurture a strong bond, 
uniting them in the struggle with everyone else. 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
Our purpose is to deliver, through mass education the social equality and economic justice that people 
are hungry for but haven't received. Our role is to break the wheel. We must keep imagining and 
believing in the world that should be, because people will follow. Our organization is an integral 
component in the current political conversation, we must capitalize and keep pushing society to the 
left; while uniting locally, regionally, and nationally. 
 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
What policies and demands should DSA prioritize championing over the next two years? Why? 
DSA should champion immigrants' rights and equitable education. Immigration is something that I feel 
incredibly passionate about being an immigrant myself. The system can be very dehumanizing, and the 
current administration takes it to levels that the media brings to our homes daily. It's psychological 
torture for children, babies, and adults to be taken away from each other and kept in hieleras.  
 
Equitable education should be championed as well. Having an equitable system is paramount to 
educating all members of our society in a fair and beneficial way. Society as a whole will benefit from 
all children receiving access to good education. Having as many well-educated, well-informed citizens 
as possible should be seen as a goal in any democratic society.  
 
The Democratic presidential primary and the general election will be underway during your NPC 
term. How do you think DSA should approach the presidential election and its endorsement of 
Bernie Sanders? 
I believe that DSA should leave it up to the individual chapters to decide what they would like to do in 
the presidential election. Our endorsement of Bernie Sanders should be just that, an endorsement 
without commitment to provide our comrades' labor. It would not make sense with the way the 
electoral college is set up. I suggest we capitalize on the advertising Bernie throws our way by 
welcoming as many people into the organization and then walking with them through the process of 
reprogramming the way we've been taught to think, and use the local campaigns that are gaining 
ground around the country to keep pushing our society to the left.  
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 

 



If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Labor, International, Medicare for All, Budget and Fundraising, Convention Planning, Political 
Education, Immigration 
 

 
 

Marsha Niemeijer 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: NYC Chapter / Labor Branch 
 
Nominating Bodies: NYC DSA, Democratic Socialist Labor Commission 
 
What is your gender? She/her 
 
What is your race and national origin? Caucasian, born of Dutch parents in New Zealand, moved to 
France when I was 12, then to the Netherlands when I was 18, and immigrated to the US in 2001 after 
spending a few years in Canada. I have struggled with the national origin question for a long time; the 
first time I was able to feel a sense of belonging was when I started doing movement work that allowed 
me to connect around shared material struggles. 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I became a member of the NYC Brooklyn Branch and Labor Branch in 2017. As a Labor Branch member I 
was elected to the NYC Citywide Leadership Committee for its first year, and I was a delegate to two 
NYC conventions. I’ve assisted with labor trainings, spoken at a labor day school on the power of 
working-class militancy, among other things.  
 
In 2018, I was also elected to the Democratic Socialist Labor Commission Steering Committee. The 
DSLC has accomplished a tremendous amount since its revival after the 2017 Convention. While we 
have grappled with capacity, we collectively and successfully created a brand new national labor 
commission from scratch. We developed local and national political education on labor; we 
encouraged DSA members to consider getting a rank-and-file job (see our Why Socialists Should 
Become Teachers pamphlet); we mapped out our labor branches and working groups; we supported 
strike solidarity starting with the massive West Virginia teachers strike; and we responded to political 
events by, for example, having a national discussion on Janus and supporting Labor for Bernie. The 
work of this first DSLC has generated renewed energy for socialists in the labor movement. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  

 



I have been part of the socialist labor left since 2000, when I helped unionize fellow grad assistants and 
helped lead a successful three-month strike on a 30,000 student campus. This experience led me to 
commit to movement work and troublemaking by joining Labor Notes, where I was a staff writer and 
organizer for almost a decade.  
 
After my daughter Ruby was born in NYC, I became the staff person for the rank-and-file reform group, 
the Longshore Workers Coalition, in the still mobbed-up International Longshoremen’s Association. I 
worked with militant longshore workers throughout the Eastern and Southern US Coast, helping 
members win office, develop contract campaigns, and develop leadership. In 2014 I joined the staff of 
the New York State Nurses Association, where I’m now the lead rep in the Bronx.  
 
Without democratic, militant working-class institutions, we will not win socialism. I’ve committed my 
life to growing the troublemaking wing of the labor movement so workers can move into struggle 
against the boss, and through that process develop a larger political analysis of their task as a class. I’m 
deeply committed to building a strong DSA to advance this process.  
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
My primary writing or direct mention of my own labor work can be found by searching the Labor Notes 
website here (https://tinyurl.com/mnlnnpc) and here (https://tinyurl.com/fclnnpc; I wrote under a pen 
name for personal reasons for a period of time). I also wrote a review of a book 
(https://tinyurl.com/mncharleston5) detailing the famous Charleston 5 struggle in South Carolina with 
which I was involved. 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
Faced with an upsurge in popularity of socialism, and the first strike wave in generations, there’s an 
urgent need for DSA to make the most of this political opening.  
 
I believe the NPC should include members with the deep commitment and experience I have to 
rebuilding a fighting labor movement. As the strikes from West Virginia to LA have demonstrated, a 
rank-and-file labor strategy can enable socialists to build power by transforming our unions and 
empowering our co-workers. Only by helping reconnect the Left and the labor movement can DSA fully 
root itself in the multiracial working class.  
 
I’m running for the NPC as part of a Bread & Roses slate. As candidates we considered how we 
complement each other through the work we are doing as socialists, and our shared desire to be 
responsible for a strong, principled national leadership of a growing and vibrant socialist organization. 
We’re committed to working with all DSA comrades to build a strong, big-tent socialist organization of 
and for the working-class majority.  
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To move in this direction, DSA should help lead effective strategic campaigns locally, statewide, and 
nationally that empower working people, win real improvements, and inspire further battles against 
capitalist exploitation and oppression. 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Democratic socialism means that people are given democratic control over their lives.  
 
What socialism will look like has to be decided collectively, but we know what breaking with capitalism 
means. It means abolishing the private ownership over the means of production and creating a real 
democracy through an active process of discussion and decision-making. It means providing for all 
basic human needs such as food, housing, health care, education, and a clean and sustainable 
environment. No less importantly, it means eradicating racial, gender and LGBTQIAP+ oppression.  
 
Democratic socialism will be beautiful. It means human beings will no longer be subsumed to the 
owners of capital making a profit. It will allow our individual and collective creativity to flourish. We 
would finally be free to develop to our fullest potential. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
Within five to ten years, DSA should have hundreds of thousands of members and be much more 
deeply implanted in the multi-racial working class and its organizations. Our membership composition 
should better reflect working people in all our diversity. And our organization should be playing a 
critical role in creating crises for the ruling class and building winning campaigns that bring working 
class people — in their workplaces, in their communities, and in their political spheres — into organized 
action all across the country.  
 
Most critically in the years to come, DSA must provide increased support for the growth of local 
chapters. It is the job of the national organization to ensure that local chapters are provided all 
necessary resources—skills-training, materials, field staff, resources and more—to build powerful 
political movements locally. The national office should facilitate overcoming all administrative 
challenges so that local chapters can focus on becoming fighting organizations, ensuring they are able 
to engage effectively in the organization’s national campaigns and in local social justice, labor, 
eco-socialist and socialist electoral work based on local priorities and opportunities. 
  
Though we might still be obliged five years from now to use the Democratic Party ballot line, we should 
certainly also be taking steps in the direction of an independent working-class party by building strong 
socialist caucuses within local, statewide, and national office and by supporting viable independent 
socialist electoral efforts wherever possible. 
 
At the same time, as DSA becomes increasingly powerful and influential we will also need to be 
prepared to navigate the counter-pressures and possibly serious attacks—not only from the ruling 
class and conservatives, but also from traditional labor officials and the corporate leadership of the 
Democratic Party. The more DSA members are engaged in activity that brings the organization into 

 



conflict with the ruling class, and the more we must be committed to deep political education in labor 
history and socialist strategy, and the better prepared we will be to push past the inevitable obstacles 
that confront us. 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
Helping build a strong DSA through the Bernie campaign, and helping Bernie win in 2020, is one of our 
most critical short-term tasks. The organizing conversations and relationships that we build in our 
communities and workplaces spiked with excitement for a radically different elected leader prepared 
to take on the wealthy ruling class in the highest office of this country will be powerful building blocks 
for further socialist organizing—and further wins. Bernie’s first campaign was transformative for 
millions, and our task is to use the 2020 campaign to reach even more working class people and build a 
case for democratic socialism. DSA should put tremendous resources into this campaign. 
 
Meanwhile, we have existing priorities and a new one that I will be supporting—a Green New Deal—that 
need to be maintained and deepened: growing the movement for a real Medicare for All (with no 
concessions), growing the nascent labor upsurge, and running a successful socialist electoral strategy. 
Building a fighting union movement will be crucial for all these struggles.  
 
These are weighty tasks to engage in collectively. The role of the NPC will be to provide political 
guidance and organizational support for this work, especially through the addition of a larger 
organizing staff dedicated to building our strategic national and local campaigns and helping our local 
chapters grow in size and scope.  
 
Our greatest challenge, but also our greatest potential, is to build DSA into a strong democratic 
organization that provides deep organizing skills and political education for our 60,000-and-growing 
member leaders, and, through that work, raises the socialist class struggle consciousness of the people 
and communities we are fighting with, side by side, for social change that improves all our lives. 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
We need socialist organization to win socialism; it’s our best weapon in the class war. We need socialist 
organization to cohere socialists active in anti-oppression fights, the labor movement, electoral work, 
environmental work, and more, so that we can collectively put forward a perspective--based on 
concrete strategies and tactics developed from this movement activity and experiences--for building a 
mass working class movement for socialism.  
 
Without socialist organization we might all do important and meaningful work in our smaller 
organizations, but we’d be limited by a narrow focus, risking lowering our strategic horizon to reformist 
change, and lacking the capacity for collectively realizing the possibilities of anti-capitalist struggle. 
Socialist organization allows us to educate potential socialists, and to house (because I call DSA my 

 



home) a growing militant membership prepared to build a mass socialist movement through the ebbs 
and flows of social uprisings.  
 
The socialist organization I call home must be profoundly democratic, and the organization itself, and 
its work, must be shaped actively from the bottom-up. 
 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
The Democratic presidential primary and the general election will be underway during your NPC 
term. How do you think DSA should approach the presidential election and its endorsement of 
Bernie Sanders? 
The Bernie 2020 campaign provides a historic opening for working-class and socialist politics. We 
should be the best builders of Bernie’s campaign, nationally and locally. At the same time, we should 
lean on the Bernie work to root DSA in working-class communities and to support local struggles and 
campaigns. We should provide support to chapters that need canvassing training and assistance. We 
should build Labor for Bernie and other issue-based support networks. We should run a massive 
communications campaign. And we should be prepared to deepen our discussions and political 
education and collect feedback on the issue of how to support Bernie without getting co-opted into the 
Democratic Party. 
 
How do you think DSA should engage with the labor movement? 
I believe deeply in the rank-and-file strategy, which means that all our labor work should seek to 
empower and embolden workers. The workplace is where socialists can effectively support and lead 
class struggles against racism, sexism, and all forms of social and economic oppression. 
 
This strategy doesn’t entail diminishing the critical work socialists can do as union staffers—I’ve been a 
staffer at a union and a rank-and-file caucus for a decade. Nor does it mean denying the need to 
organize the unorganized—my first experience in the labor movement was organizing a few hundred 
members into an existing militant union at York University in Toronto.  
 
But, unfortunately, most existing unions are not fully empowering their members and organizing the 
unorganized. That’s why it’s so important that socialists get rank-and-file jobs (particularly in strategic 
industries like education and health care), which place us in the best possible position to build 
workplace struggles and to win back, transform, and expand our unions.  
 
Workplace struggle is a primary site where one is quickly schooled in relationships of power, and it is 
also, especially if the struggles lead to wins, a primary site where working people can get a taste of 
collective power. Socialists have both a responsibility to be the best builders and leaders of their union, 
and the tools to do so (conviction, class analysis, support from a wide milieu).  
 
The role of DSA teachers in helping initiate and lead the West Virginia strike in 2018 shows the 
tremendous immediate potential for the rank-and-file strategy even in so-called “red states.” Similarly, 

 



the strike in Los Angeles, and the years of deep organizing that preceded it, demonstrates how 
rank-and-file caucus can win leadership of their union and transform it into a powerful organization 
capable of empowering not only its members but working-class communities well beyond the 
worksite. 
 
The NPC should support the DSLC with a range of additional work beyond encouraging and assisting 
DSA members in getting union jobs. We need to help grow our labor branches and labor working 
groups, where labor socialists, rank-and-file and union staff alike, can coordinate work in their area. 
This work can involve labor 101 education and labor trainings, as well as supporting worker actions, 
especially strike activity, but also new organizing drives, especially in strategic unions and industries. 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Labor, International, Medicare for All, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Political Education, I was a national 
leader in another socialist organization, Solidarity, for many years. I am valued for my commitment to 
collective functioning, through a supportive leadership development style coupled with a willingness 
to take responsibility for a variety of tasks. I am also a very focused, detail-oriented person who can 
balance a tremendously complex workload. I am not a quick speaker or writer, but am rather someone 
who will listen, learn, and support decision-making and the development of clear concrete tasks and 
next steps.   I come from a socialist tradition that believes we do not need to agree on every single 
theoretical issue before us as long as we can agree on some basic principles and common tasks. In 
other words, I have a history of building a multi-tendency big tent organization where we seek to 
bridge differences in favor of socialist regroupment.   My primary focus will be on supporting the DSLC 
and Labor for Bernie, and I will be happy to serve on whatever committees as needed. I could also see 
myself assisting especially with personnel and the international committee (which I have just agreed to 
serve on as current DSLC Steering Committee liaison). 
 

 
 

Marianela D’Aprile 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee:  Chicago 
 
Nominating Body: Chicago DSA 
 
What is your gender?  Woman 
 
What is your race and national origin? Latina - from Argentina; immigrated to the U.S. in 2002 
 

 



Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I joined DSA in 2016 and immediately got involved with building the single-payer healthcare campaign 
in the East Bay chapter. In that campaign, I helped to build the infrastructure necessary to canvass and 
organize for single-payer, as well as to write raps and trainings which are now used in our national 
Medicare for All campaign.  
 
I moved to Chicago in 2017, where I served as secretary from September 2017 until April 2018. In 
Chicago, I helped to start our chapter’s involvement with the state-wide campaign to lift the ban on 
rent control, which has since become one of our chapter’s priority campaigns. I also played a role in 
streamlining and updating our chapter’s internal and external communications and record-keeping 
systems. In July 2018, I was appointed to the NPC, where I have served on the National Electoral 
Committee and on the Convention Planning Steering Committee. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
As a graduate student, I was a member and steward in UAW 2865, the union that represents graduate 
student workers across the University of California. In my time as a chapter steward, I helped to found 
the union’s first Organizing Committee. Later on, I was hired as a part-time staffer for UAW 2865, a 
position that I used to help build the Berkeley unit into majority membership for the first time in almost 
ten years and organized an aggressive orientation membership drive where we signed members up by 
the hundreds every day. This set up the local to head into contract bargaining in 2018 on much 
stronger footing than it had been in the past.  
 
I’ve also been involved with The Architecture Lobby, a group that’s organizing to unionize architects, 
helping to organize their 2017 Members’ Congress and to kick off their #NotOurWall campaign, which 
saw architects organize to prevent their firms from bidding on the Southern Border Wall. The campaign 
was successful in getting one multinational Architecture, Engineering and Construction firm, one of 
only three companies qualified to work on the Southern Border Wall, to rescind their submission to the 
Request for Proposals. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
http://bit.ly/m_daprile 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
I’m running for NPC because I want to see our organization keep growing and building a mass 
movement for socialism. We find ourselves in a historical moment that few could have predicted — 
masses of people are being radicalized by the resistance to Trump and the broader growth of the 
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strength of the socialist message. I believe DSA has to seize this moment by orienting ourselves toward 
mass campaigns that can seize on the energy that our politics and message attract and continue to 
grow our organization and the power of the working class.   
 
In order to do this, we have to further embed ourselves in existing working-class spaces and 
institutions; we have to tailor our campaigns to local contexts even as we’re pushing a national vision; 
we have to ensure all of our campaigns center anti-oppression work; and we have to continually 
deepen our own political education in order to better analyze and understand our context and 
successfully radicalize masses of people. 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Democratic socialism means a world that’s run for people and not for profit. It means the end of all 
oppression and exploitation, and the ushering in of a truly equal, just society where everyone can 
thrive. It means workers — who make our world run and make up the vast majority of the world’s 
population — getting to live the lives they want and deserve, without having to sell their lives away to a 
capitalist who is going to use them to pad their pockets. It means millions of people fighting alongside 
each other, united by their shared interests despite their individual differences, for a just society where 
every single person can reach their full human potential. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
I would like to see the socialist left gain in numbers and become more rooted in the working class. To 
get there, we have to prioritize existing working-class struggles and find avenues through which to get 
involved with them. This means that we have to have strong political leadership at all levels of the 
organization, and that we have to foster strong ties with community organizations, independent 
political organizations, unions and other institutions of the working class. Those ties have to come to 
fruition through our shared work and struggle. We have to be attuned to where the masses are moving 
and meet them there with a class analysis and a way for people to see how their particular struggle ties 
into the struggle of the working class worldwide.  
 
Concretely, this means that we have to have a fairly flexible set of tactics within a larger strategy of 
class struggle and mass action. We have to continue to pursue large reforms like Medicare for All, as 
well as harness the energy that those campaigns bring into local efforts. We have to be able to make 
the connections, for example, between local fights for energy democracy with the national campaign 
for a Green New Deal.  
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
As the planet continues to warm, we’re facing a ticking clock on making serious changes to our 
economy to avert climate catastrophe. DSA members across the organization have started up local 
efforts — from creating a Great Lakes Authority to democratizing utility companies like ComEd in 

 



Illinois and PG&E in California. These efforts can and should tie into a broader campaign for the Green 
New Deal, which will no doubt draw in millions of people. 
 
We’re also facing a potential roll-back of abortion rights across the country, which means that we’ll 
have to increase our action around reproductive health, centering it as a part of Medicare for All and 
also incorporating direct action and protest tactics into our broader strategy of winning M4A.  
 
And, we’re facing a housing affordability crisis across the country. From big cities to small towns, real 
estate developers are seeking to have a monopoly over housing, to further turn what should be a 
human right into a commodity. Socialists are some of the only people equipped with the ability to 
clearly name the enemy — real estate developers and the politicians in their pockets — and devise 
strategies to defeat them.  
 
One of the greatest opportunities we have to tie all of these issues, and more, together will be Bernie 
Sanders’s presidential campaign. Millions of people will be drawn to his message, which is increasingly 
explicitly democratic socialist. And, because of that, people will be drawn to our organization. We have 
to be ready to harness that energy and channel it toward the broader movement we’re creating — 
plugging people into campaigns like Medicare for All, using our labor groups to support people as they 
organize in their workplace, making connections between the struggles on the ground and Bernie’s 
campaign so that the energy last long beyond 2020. 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
I see the role of a socialist organization in the U.S. today to be threefold:  
 
1. We should make more socialists. We should do this by putting people into direct struggle against 
capitalist forces, and building on the lessons learned on the ground through political education.  
 
2. We should grow the power of the working class. This means joining in and supporting labor fights 
where they are and supporting our members in their unions. It also means organizing the working class 
by identifying where it’s moving and meeting it there. It means fighting for demands that will make it 
easier and more sustainable for our class to get organized and stay organized.  
 
3. We should popularize our message and our politics. AOC and Bernie have contributed a lot to 
popularizing democratic socialism, and we have to build on that work. We have to choose strategic 
campaigns — and we have to win them — to draw more people into our movement and will popularize 
our politics even with people outside of our movement.  
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
What’s your assessment of DSA’s National Electoral Strategy and how do you think socialists 
should be engaging with elections in the short term?  
I think DSA’s National Electoral Strategy (NES) has laid some great foundations from which to build our 
electoral work. Its emphasis on grassroots organizing and using electoral campaigns to build our 

 



socialist movement and our organization has served our chapters well, and I would like us to continue 
to move in this direction in our electoral work.  
 
At the chapter level, I believe that flexibility in electoral work is of the utmost importance. Chapters and 
their leaders know their local context best, and they should continue to have latitude to pursue 
electoral campaigns and experiment with their strategies and tactics. At the national level, there is 
room for improvement of our endorsement system and our overall electoral strategy. I want to work on 
building out and deepening the national portion of the NES, specifically to move DSA toward nationally 
endorsing candidates who will carry out class-struggle campaigns. That is to say, candidates who will 
openly identify as socialists, who will call out the capitalist class as the enemy, who will actively oppose 
all forms of oppression and discrimination, and who will fight alongside the working class and use their 
campaigns to build socialist organizations, unions, and other working-class institutions.  
 
In order to successfully this national strategy, we’ll have to build a pipeline to develop potential 
candidates within DSA, as well as adopt a class-struggle approach to our Bernie Sanders campaign in 
order to hone our tactics, including supporting Labor for Bernie efforts to democratize union 
endorsement processes and win union backing for Sanders; creating socialist propaganda; and 
building working-class organization beyond the Sanders campaign, whether he wins or loses.  
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
One of our most important tasks as socialists is to build a movement of our class, the working class, at 
the scale of itself. This makes the fact that we’re a national organization important — we can unite our 
specific, local struggles under a single banner, and we can have a shared analysis and name a common 
enemy. Even as it takes multiple forms, we know our struggle is one.  
 
That said, struggle against the capitalist class manifests itself differently in each context, and chapters 
have flexibility to pursue campaigns and projects that address their local conditions. This means that 
at the national level, DSA should support chapters mainly through giving them the concrete skills they 
need to pull off these campaigns and projects on on their own, as well as practical support when they 
need it. This means, for example, conducting regional conferences like the ones we had this year with 
significant training components so that new leaders can learn how to fundraise, how to power-map, 
how to do political education, and how to run campaigns. It also means providing new chapters 
support as they incorporate and open bank accounts, so that they are immediately eligible to receive 
dues-sharing.  
 
NPC members should ensure that this support is provided, as well as develop active relationships with 
members in their chapters, in the national committees and working groups they serve on, and, where 
possible, throughout their region. 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 

 



If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Electoral, Publications, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Political Education 
 

 
 

Tawny Tidwell 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: NYC 
 
Nominating Body: NYC DSA 
 
What is your gender?  Genderqueer 
 
What is your race and national origin? White, USian 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I've been in DSA since 2016. In Houston, I co-led the Harvey Relief demo crew, and started the FemSoc 
reading group. Now I'm in North Brooklyn, where I am on the volunteer OC for political education, and 
a member of Rose Buds (new member orientation for NBK). Harvey Relief is my big highlight, but I'm 
also very proud of a MedicareForAll bingo brunch I co-organized in Houston that raised over $800! 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
I have been organizing since 2010. I started out as a clinic escort at Planned Parenthood before being 
co-chair of the PP Young Leaders Gulf Coast. I was also a Lilith Fund (abortion fund) hotline volunteer 
before I joined the Fund's board for a three year tenure, and now I am in DSA! I've done phone banking, 
lobbied in DC for All Above All against new abortion restrictions, helped set budgets, helped hire staff, 
and spent a lot of time in the streets with a megaphone. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
http://bit.ly/build_tidwell1, http://bit.ly/build_tidwell2, http://bit.ly/tidwell3 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
I'm running because I believe member development and chapter support are the two biggest reasons 
we have a national organization, and I want to improve both. 
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What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Democratic socialism is workers owning the means of production, people getting their needs met, and 
people being able to lead full, creative and liberated lives in an equitable society. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
I would like to see the broader left and DSA grow massively in the next five years. We are in a situation 
where the urgency of the climate crisis limits our ability to plan beyond ten years, but good organizing 
practice demands that we do so. Because we have no real way to know what the planet will look like 
beyond a decade from now, I believe we need to envision how our local communities and the broader 
international world will look on a very hot planet, and we need to do it now. 
 
I want DSA to function as a home for people who are socialism-curious and want to learn more. I want 
DSA to function as a support network where people not only get involved in campaigns to change their 
material conditions and help their neighbors, but also find a community of care to babysit their kids, 
play sports and board games with and break bread. 
 
I want DSA to be the stage that takes people to another stage, to quote Fred Hampton. I think a DSA 
that's doing that in five years is a sustainable organizing model that, in ten years, can be a movement 
with teeth. 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
We face a multi-faceted political crisis. The presidency is one front in an infinitely complex war for 
tomorrow. We already live in a nation that has concentration camps at the border, with worsening 
conditions every day. We immiserate people with debt, homelessness, and ill health through 
everything from lack of medical care to deliberate social neglect through cuts to basic services and 
inadequate responses to climate disasters. Every day, new abortion restrictions and rollbacks of 
trans-affirming laws, paired with increasing surveillance, threaten our bodily autonomy.  We are 
perpetually searching for new ways to murder people abroad to seize their resources to maintain our 
imperialist grip on the world. 
 
Unfortunately, I think we are in a reactive position in facing many of these challenges. In order to 
fundamentally and sustainably shift the tide in our direction, we must dig in and root ourselves deeply 
in our communities and strategies. To achieve long-term, permanent change, I think we must take on 
fights for better conditions where we can, while showing that we will be here for the long haul and 
finding openings to organize fundamental shifts. If we are in position and organizing with hope, we can 
win. 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 

 



I think its twofold: one, to oppose every type of oppression at every opportunity, and to push for 
liberation for everybody. And two, to provide a supportive and interconnected home for everybody 
that vision speaks to who wants to win. 
 
As the Assata Shakur quote goes: 
It is our duty to fight for our freedom. 
It is our duty to win. 
We must love each other and support each other. 
We have nothing to lose but our chains. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
At the last national convention, delegates voted on three national priorities—Medicare for All, 
Electoral organizing, and Labor—along with a number of other key resolutions. What’s your 
assessment of the organization’s work and progress in these areas? 
We have seen many electoral victories since 2017, including Houston's own Franklin Bynum getting 
elected judge. AOC and Julia Salazar are also huge victories, and I'm glad I was in Brooklyn already to 
celebrate the hard work of my NYC comrades when they won. 
 
We've also, as the broader Left, seen some good labor victories in the interim. DSA SF's work with the 
Anchor Union is particularly inspiring as a long-term effort.  
 
Medicare for All continues to dominate the news cycles, and is a make or break issue for the 
presidency, in my opinion. I truly think we'll see it happen within the decade, if not sooner. 
 
On the other hand, we have no national bail fund, and I think this is a crucial priority for us if we are 
getting into the necessary trouble. But the good news is, we can change that as we grow our capacity 
and move forward! 
 
What policies and demands should DSA prioritize championing over the next two years? Why? 
The Green New Deal and Medicare for All should be paramount. We should also be pushing to abolish 
the border camps, and to push federal legislation demanding reproductive autonomy for all. 
 
What’s your assessment of DSA’s National Electoral Strategy and how do you think socialists 
should be engaging with elections in the short term?  
I think prioritizing building the organization through electoral campaigns is good, and that down-ballot 
races are indeed crucial to building institutional power. 
 
I think strategic engagement with electoral can make for big wins. Salazar in the NY Senate, for 
example, helped the external tenant campaign win big on our rent regulations just this month. 
 
The Democratic presidential primary and the general election will be underway during your NPC 
term. How do you think DSA should approach the presidential election and its endorsement of 
Bernie Sanders? 

 



I think that chapters should engage with the campaign if they feel that it is strategic for them, and to be 
clear I think that for the majority of chapters it will be. I think for some chapters that will mean 
engaging inside the campaign, and for others it will mean participating in national's IE. I do not think 
there is a right or wrong choice here. 
 
How do you think DSA should engage with the labor movement? 
By organizing inside it for a more militant rank and file, and by organizing with and outside it to 
organize the South and the unorganized everywhere. 
 
How should DSA engage with other progressive and issue-based organizations? 
We should engage when and where it makes strategic sense, and maintain relationships with these 
organizations even if we are not participating in a particular action or campaign. 
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
National should provide support, guidance and capacity development for chapters. Chapters should 
be able to look for national on help engaging in priorities work, and should have prompt and open 
communication with the national organization. 
 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Publications, Grievances, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Convention Planning, Social Media, Political 
Education 
 

 
 

Lloyd Goldsmith 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: Huron Valley 
 
Nominating Body: Huron Valley DSA 
 
What is your gender?  Genderqueer 
 
What is your race and national origin? White, US-born 
 

 



Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I joined DSA in 2017 thanks to outreach from my local chapter. Since then, I have not held any elected 
leadership positions, opting instead to support the work of others by doing things like helping design 
and execute the decision making process for my relatively small chapter to select a chapter-wide 
campaign to focus our energies on. My involvement in DSA is focused on helping shift work around so 
comrades can focus on the work they excel at. I find the greatest joy in helping people figure out what 
they care about enough to devote their time to, encouraging them to work on it, and helping them 
succeed at it, so highlights of my organizing in DSA have all been opportunities to help people 
interrogate what work they think is important and empowering them to do that work. I recently led a 
Socialism 101 session for my chapter’s summer school and it has been the highlight of my organizing 
work so far this year.  
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
I have some experience with the Occupy movement and various small activist groups, and the most 
important lesson I’ve learned from those experiences is that you have to listen to people. When you 
listen to people, they will tell you what work is important to them and you have the chance to make 
both their life and the movement better by connecting them to the right work and letting them grow 
from there. Without empowering people to do the work that matters to them, finding and retaining 
active members is impossible. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
I want to ensure that the interests of all chapters are represented in organizational leadership and 
facilitate the generation of sustainable and meaningful connections across chapters. I want to 
demonstrate that the NPC can be responsive and reactive to the general membership, as well as model 
constructive disagreement at the top of the organization to encourage more comradely and 
democratic decision making processes across the organization. I want to help shape the NPC into a 
body that listens to members more intently and anticipates, or at least reacts to, the growing and 
changing needs of the organization. I also have administrative experience and can do the detailed work 
that is necessary to keep the lights on and keep things running, as well as experience with process 
design and improvement to make sure we’re all doing things well and using our resources wisely. 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
For me, the core of democratic socialism is empowering working class individuals and communities to 
self-determine. People should have the agency to make meaningful decisions about their lives and the 

 



systems that drive the way that they can live their lives without being trapped by the chains of 
capitalism and the false freedoms that define it. So, to me, democratic socialism means liberation and 
empowerment. It means a world where the power of being vulnerable is recognized and respected. It 
means a world where we do not have to hide parts of ourselves depending on where we are and who’s 
there with us -- we can simply be ourselves without any worry. It means a world where we don’t have to 
work ourselves to the bone for the privilege of barely being able to survive. It means a world where we 
live in concert with the earth and grow along with it instead of destroying our planet to feed the egos of 
the myopic minority who claim to own everything around us. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
To get to a place that’s more expansive organizationally, our organization needs to teach members 
practical organizing skills to grow our base and change the organization so that all members celebrate 
each others successes and differences are resolved in a comradely manner. In the shorter term, DSA 
needs to engage in shows of solidarity with other socialist left organizations domestically and 
internationally and deepen our ties across the world to confront growing threats like the global rise of 
fascism, the increasingly devastating impacts of climate change, and generally build the power 
necessary to realize socialism. It's difficult for me to put any of this on a five, ten, or twenty year 
timeline because it is so breathtakingly urgent to make the progress we need to make. 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
I think that, regardless of the electoral outcome of the 2020 election, DSA will face a political climate 
that is defined by polarization and apathy. The polarization presents not a challenge, but an existential 
threat as the rising tides of fascism and white nationalism become more organized in their efforts to kill 
socialists and marginalized people. We are already seeing the success of domestic terrorism as people 
react to perceived threats with panic and Nazis feel comfortable enough to openly march through the 
streets, and our government is growing its collection of concentration camps with little attention being 
paid and virtually no material opposition. The opportunity that this creates for us is one that it is 
necessary that we confront: we must improve our anti-fascist organizing and prepare members to 
protect themselves. The polarization will also mean that more people are pushed left, which creates a 
great opportunity for organizing and both growing our membership and engaging in both rhetorical 
and material displays of solidarity with other organizations so that a unified socialist left begins to 
form. We are also seeing great strides being made in electoral support for the Green New Deal and 
Medicare For All, so we have huge opportunities to make progress towards meaningful climate and 
health justice. 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
A socialist organization in the United States today must improve material conditions on the ground 
itself, support electoral efforts to shift the systems that we operate in, and do the work necessary to 
organize the working class into a unified force capable of reclaiming what is rightfully ours. We must 

 



engage in the types of mutual aid projects that can stabilize people’s lives to the point where they can 
organize, demonstrate our collective power in order to convince them that this is a fight we can win, 
and build communities centered on mutual empowerment and care. We must also connect these 
communities with each other to grow them into a network capable of shifting from a working class in 
itself to a working class for itself. In brief, we must do the work necessary to build working class power 
while supporting the work of others and strengthening our ties with other organizations with similar 
goals. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
How should DSA engage with other progressive and issue-based organizations? 
DSA should support and work with other progressive and issue-based organizations when we share a 
common goal. We should not instrumentalize other organizations and use them simply to achieve an 
end, but support them in work that we agree with because their success will make us stronger. We 
should also provide members practical organizing training so that while locals engage in these 
partnerships, they have the skills that they need to radicalize and organize people engaged with other 
progressive and issue-based organizations into the ranks of the socialist left. 
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
I think the national organization should support the work that local chapters do and connect local 
chapters doing similar work. The NPC can facilitate this by connecting individuals or chartering work 
groups or commissions for common working areas so that local members have a forum to learn from 
experience and translate a mass of local successes into a national movement or program. The NPC 
should implement a system to stay aware of what work is happening at the local level so that it can be 
proactive about trends in the organization and anticipate the needs of the membership. 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
International, Medicare for All, Grievances, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Convention Planning, Tech, 
Political Education, Overall administrative and project management competence 
 
 

 
 

Erika Paschold 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: DSA Lincoln 
 

 



Nominating Body: DSA Lincoln 
 
What is your gender? Non-binary 
 
What is your race and national origin?  White, US-born 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I joined DSA the day after the 2016 election and attended the first meeting of what would become DSA 
Lincoln later that month. Since then, I helped charter the chapter and served two terms as Chair. My 
involvement has run the gamut from one-on-ones to designing a chapter website to planning actions 
and events. I’ve been involved in immigrant justice, anti-fascism and tenant organizing, and in the 
summer of 2018 I led our chapter through a restructuring and reorientation discussion after the 
majority of our core members moved away from Lincoln for various reasons. Since those discussions, 
we’ve been focused on tenant organizing using a solidarity network model, which has grown enough to 
spin off into an independent organization: Lincoln Tenant Action. This spring, I co-led half-day 
organizing trainings in all three DSA locals in Nebraska. 
 
I’ve been involved with DSA nationally as a 2017 National Convention delegate, regional organizer for 
the National Dues Drive Committee, regional training participant and breakout facilitator at the Denver 
Pre-Convention Conference earlier this year. The best part of being in DSA is experiencing collective 
growth alongside my comrades. Everyone is a teacher and every day is a lesson. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
Last August, DSA Lincoln sponsored the first Red State conference in coalition with several other local 
leftist groups. The event was a huge success, and as we’ve been planning our second conference I’ve 
been learning about the importance of clearly articulating politics and values, building trust across 
differences, and establishing concrete expectations and structures for accountability. I’ve also been 
involved with Feed the People - Lincoln, a local mutual aid organization focused on building solidarity 
and class consciousness in the Lincoln community. Regardless of what organization I’m working with, 
I’ve learned that building trust and credibility in the community is key to organizing beyond our 
immediate social networks. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
Not at this time. 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 

 



I have a clear idea of what National should be and I have the skills necessary to realize that vision. We 
must build DSA at the chapter level, where the work is happening and face-to-face relationships can be 
built. National should be focused on sharing resources to strengthen every chapter, creating robust 
mechanisms for collaboration so our work is not siloed, and assessing the results of local work so we 
can replicate effective strategies while learning from our missteps. The current national structure was 
not built for an organization of our size, with chapters in almost every state facing different political 
terrains. Despite the best efforts of staff, for most chapters National is a distant and opaque entity 
which has failed to address our most pressing needs. As a member of the NPC, I will focus on creating a 
member retention strategy, building structures for cross-chapter collaboration, creating better 
communication mechanisms both between chapters and between National and membership, and 
democratizing the organization’s finances.  
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
I'm a socialist because I believe our only viable path forward is for ordinary people to seize democratic 
control over the world’s wealth and resources. If the capitalist class maintains power, we face 
annihilation at the hands of climate disaster and rising fascism. The latter threat requires us to 
simultaneously dismantle white supremacy, patriarchy, and other systems of oppression that pre-date 
capitalism and are not reliant on capital to persist. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
Thinking ten or twenty years into the future feels impossible with the climate crisis looming. That’s why 
I believe DSA and the broader left must do many things simultaneously. To mitigate the worst damage 
of climate disaster and global fascism, we must build durable, democratic institutions from the 
neighborhood level up to federated international networks. We will need explicitly anti-racist and 
anti-capitalist cooperative housing, community gardens built on sustainability and food sovereignty, 
timebanks and sharing economies, healthcare and drug collectives, mutual aid disaster relief networks 
and everything in between. Without these alternative institutions, we know the most vulnerable among 
us will face the brunt of climate disaster and fascist violence—they already are. 
 
Yet we can't ignore existing institutions. We need to contest power in the state, in existing unions and 
in other social and political institutions. Without shifting the balance of power within these institutions, 
our efforts to build dual power will be crushed. Above all, we must develop structures and mechanisms 
to grow at the base—through local work—and bridge divides between different forms of organizing. We 
can’t afford to write off any tactic that relates to the larger strategy of building democratic institutions 
and organizing the unorganized, including electoral politics. We need community gardens facilitating 
strike support and organized tenants fighting for a Green New Deal. By spotlighting the links between 
struggles, we can broaden the movement and build a foundation for the mass party we need to win 
socialism in our lifetimes. 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 

 



your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
In the next two years, we will continue to see rising global fascism and local white nationalism while 
neoliberalism continues to be a dominant force in cities across the country. Above all, the terrain will 
continue to be staggeringly uneven. Our most urgent challenges will be maintaining our resolve against 
the far right in our communities and mitigating the effects of climate change, including the neoliberal 
response of racialized violence and privatization. We have an opportunity to build solidarity through 
these struggles. The people facing the worst of it can be part of the base we’re building—indigenous 
communities, racially or class segregated neighborhoods, queer folks and ethnic and religious 
minorities. If we engage with this work in the spirit of solidarity, democracy and collective liberation, 
we have the potential to grow the organization in a way that’s more representative of the diverse 
working class. 
 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
Socialist organizations should be making more socialists. I don’t think there’s one clear way to do that 
in every context, but we should be focused on three kinds of activity: moving people to collective 
action and greater levels of commitment through organizing; putting down roots that can withstand 
the coming storms through institution-building; and learning about ourselves, one another, and the 
systems of oppression in which we live through community-building and political education. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
What policies and demands should DSA prioritize championing over the next two years? Why? 
DSA should not be an issue-based organization; instead, we should be focused on larger strategies of 
growing through local work, organizing the unorganized and building power through democratic 
institutions. I support the development of a national platform through a member-driven and 
democratic process, but we should not be limiting ourselves to a set number of campaigns. Capitalism, 
white supremacy and patriarchy create complex webs of exploitation and oppression. Our task is to 
survey local conditions, coordinate across chapters, find pressure points and attack these systems 
holistically. Tenants who are radicalized over access to clean water or safe living conditions must be 
brought into the fight against climate change. Multi-state landlords and private utility companies profit 
from each other’s exploitative practices. We have to match this compounding effect through our 
organizing by building our capacity and coordination to fight these targets simultaneously. This is 
much easier said than done, but to win large-scale demands like Medicare for All or a Green New Deal, 
masses of people have to reach the understanding that our struggles are connected and start 
practicing solidarity in their everyday lives. 
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
One of the most pressing tasks for DSA is to narrow the gap between National and locals. The NPC’s 
role should be administrative in nature—not defining politics or priorities for the organization, but 

 



providing resources, processes and structures to facilitate local work and connect chapters to one 
another so the impact of our work is greater than the sum of its parts. Regional staff is key in facilitating 
communication, but instead of simply relaying information from the National organization to chapters, 
they should be focused on connecting chapters and members to each other and to national resources. 
State and regional structures and national working groups are key, but they must be open, democratic 
and equitably resourced. Above all, National should serve chapters, not the other way around. 
 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Budget and Fundraising, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Convention Planning 
 

 
 

Emily Cameron 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: Fresno 
 
Nominating Body: Fresno DSA 
 
What is your gender? Woman 
 
What is your race and national origin?  Latinx/white (mixed race); American 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
Like many others, I joined DSA in November 2016, but not so much as a response to Trump - I needed a 
new project after the election ended. I am the current Treasurer for DSA Fresno and former Co-Chair. In 
my chapter, I’ve organized candidate forums, voter registration trainings, direct action trainings, rapid 
response to anti-homeless ordinances, and within 36 hours I organized a vigil for Heather Heyer which 
remains to date our chapter’s highest-attended event. My favorite moment as a DSA organizer was in 
December 2018, coordinating a multi-chapter protest against the “Genocide 5”, a handful of 
Democratic Congressmen from agricultural areas who voted for the Farm Bill containing a provision to 
continue supporting war in Yemen. Fresno teamed up with Jacksonville DSA to call out our 
representatives, and our action felt so much more impactful knowing we had comrades on the other 
end of the country doing the exact same thing. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  

 



I’ve held several positions in political organizations. I was briefly a County Councilmember for my 
county’s Green Party. As Election Integrity Team Leader for Progressive Democrats of America Fresno, I 
organized teams of volunteers to monitor our Registrar of Voters’ office while they processed ballots. 
We caught them jeopardizing the security of our elections, so I worked with PDA activists around 
California to fix the problem and pass a reparative state law. 
 
I am VP of the San Joaquin Valley Democratic Club, and on June 1st my term expired as Executive 
Member-At-Large of the California Democratic Party’s LGBT Caucus. I was the only LGBT Caucus 
executive board member who called for the resignation of our now-former Party Chair - a member of 
our Caucus - after allegations of sexual assault/harassment came forward. I also authored the first 
Abolish ICE resolution passed within a chartered Caucus of the California Democratic Party, which 
included abolishing the Department of Homeland Security and repealing the Patriot Act. 
 
I’ve worked on campaigns ranging from local ballot measures to federal elections, but I do not see 
electoral work as the key path to liberation. Electoral work is one tactic and we should attack 
capitalism from multiple angles. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
Please visit my website at emilynpc.com 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
I am running because I believe the NPC as a system of governance should be abolished, and in case 
that does not happen, we need people who understand its inherent problems to ensure the NPC’s 
power is not abused. Fundamentally, DSA is structured so specific factions can maintain hegemonic 
control over a burgeoning political movement. With 16 elected members of the NPC and 55,000 
members in DSA, the NPC makes up 0.029% of the organization. That is unacceptable. 
 
The NPC has too much power and ignores Resolutions from Convention at its leisure with zero 
accountability. The NPC goes unchecked for two-year stretches of time, has no recall procedures, and 
fills vacancies with appointments. Most importantly, the NPC has no regional representation 
requirements. For DSA to be a mass organization, we must have leaders from every part of the country 
making decisions collectively. 
 
I am running because we deserve budget reports and minutes delivered to us on time. I am running 
because we should have steering committee meetings open to members. I am running because poor 
chapters, small chapters, rural chapters, and non-coastal chapters deserve a voice. Quiero llegar a más 
audiencias. I am running for a better DSA. 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
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Democratic socialism is a commitment to ending oppression in all its forms, starting with the total 
destruction of capitalism. Democratic socialism should not be mistaken for social democracy - workers 
should own the means of production, full stop. Democratic socialism is a commitment to democracy in 
its true form, and a recognition that democracy is not a destination but a constant, oftentimes difficult 
process. 
 
I disagree with class reductionist interpretations of democratic socialism. Capitalism relies upon 
cisheteropatriarchy, white supremacy, ableism, imperialism, and colonialism to maintain itself. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
Five years from now, I want DSA to have offices in each major region of the country, and I want DSA to 
have more of a presence in everyday life. DSA should be a place for ordinary folks to engage with their 
community and build organic power. I hope in five years that the broader socialist left has not eaten 
each other alive, and is coherent enough to stick together as we scramble to fight climate change. 
 
Our actions in ten years will depend greatly upon how quickly we can pass a Green New Deal and 
transition off of fossil fuels. If we cannot get a handle on carbon emissions, we will spend more time 
dealing with massive disasters such as wildfires, hurricanes, and tornados. Environmental catastrophe 
and immigration issues relating to climate refugees will be the defining crises of that time period. 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
DSA’s greatest struggles between summer 2019 and summer 2021 will be figuring out who we are 
outside of the 2020 election. We need to maintain our own identity separate from Bernie Sanders and 
ensure that our vision of democratic socialism is very clear, because sometimes we have different 
definitions of democratic socialism than Bernie. We should prepare for the very real scenario that 
Bernie Sanders may lose the Democratic nomination due to DNC meddling, and raise hell should the 
occasion arise (Fun fact: In 2016, I sold a bunch of my possessions and flew to the Democratic National 
Convention in Philly to protest). However, DSA must also prepare ourselves in case the unthinkable 
happens and Bernie Sanders really does become President of the United States. How will DSA navigate 
a Sanders presidency when we already struggle to condemn bad votes and statements from our 
current endorsed elected officials? We should not assume that a socialist utopia of magic and rainbows 
will emerge from the sky as soon as Bernie is inaugurated. There will still be incredible amounts of 
work to do no matter what happens in 2020. As Bernie always says, real change never stops from the 
top. 
 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
Socialist organizations in the United States have a unique distinction, as our country is the greatest 
imperial power and military aggressor in the world. Socialists in the U.S. must be vehemently 

 



anti-imperialist and take the lead on denouncing the evils perpetrated in our name with our tax dollars. 
We cannot go easy route and simply demand modest domestic proposals. There is a direct relationship 
between the lack of basic services such as a nationalized healthcare program and trillions of dollars 
spent on blowing up poor brown children abroad. Our suffering and the suffering of others go hand in 
hand. Lastly, Socialist organizations have a duty to provide political education as an antidote to 
decades of Red Scare tactics, especially in conservative areas where it can be dangerous for socialists 
to organize in public. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
What’s your assessment of DSA’s National Electoral Strategy and how do you think socialists 
should be engaging with elections in the short term?  
DSA’s National Electoral Strategy should focus on training our own talented members to run for office 
instead of just providing trainings to chapters on how to run effective campaigns for their endorsed 
candidates, who may or may not be socialists (and spoiler alert: progressive is a euphemism for 
capitalist with a happy face). The NEC should analyze upcoming elections and identify potential 
leaders in our chapters who should be encouraged to throw their hat in the ring. Our biggest electoral 
problem is lacking enough socialists to run for office, and the clear solution is that we have 
connections with amazing socialists all over this damn country who are capable and intelligent people. 
If the election of Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez has taught us nothing, it’s that we all have what it takes to 
win if we put in the effort and knock enough doors. 
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
The National organization should exist to serve the needs of local chapters. Chapters are the lifeblood 
of this organization - we are the footsoldiers of the revolution and without us, DSA does not exist in the 
real world in any practical sense. National needs to be out in the field with chapters, ideally at offices 
throughout the country. Right now, National feels like an invisible entity hundreds of miles away. When 
chapters do not receive any tangible support aside from a Zoom call here and there, they start feeling 
like they don’t need to stay in DSA in order to create change in their communities, and that’s how we 
lose so many great organizers.  
 
The NPC cannot realistically forge relationships with all of our chapters and that is why I support the 
Assembly of Locals proposal. When every chapter has representation at the National level, chapters 
won’t feel like they are being excluded or ignored. We also need state and regional organizations to 
mitigate some of the organizational difficulties chapters encounter without overloading National. 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Electoral, Budget and Fundraising, Chapter and OC Pipeline 

 



 
 

 
 

Dan Quayle 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: Asheville (ex-Providence DSA) 
 
Nominating Body: Asheville DSA 
 
What is your gender?  non-binary 
 
What is your race and national origin?  I’m a white person 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
1) Nov 2016 
2) Membership Coordinator, Secretary of Providence DSA, Moderator of the DSA National Forum. 
Leadership, to me, is a fun way of saying "I help my comrades be more efficient at doing what they 
need to do" 
3) I helped develop from Day 1 Providence DSA's Nationalize Grid campaign, the process of which we 
decided on such a campaign, and a lot of the backbone of the organization around it.  
4) I helped build the technical and outreach infrastructure for Providence DSA from 25 people to almost 
300, ran multiple canvasses, skills training, and handled both outbound and inbound communication 
processes, accounting and one on ones. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
I've been an activist since the Iraq War days. I did a lot of electoral politics when I lived in Chicago & 
Georgia.  
 
What did I learn?  
 
What makes good organizations is an organization that supports the people to do the work. That's the 
point being organized, to support each other. Amusingly though, a lot of my organizing experience 
translates directly from my work, where I work to make the people I work with have an easier time 
doing their job, be more effective, and grow through critical evaluation. Every day I wake up and 
facilitate, rabble rouse when needed, and try to create unity in action regardless of where we are. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 

 



 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
I do, but I don't have them all up yet. 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
Because I believe that the leadership of DSA needs to engage with the membership as a whole much 
more, and I believe that we need to engage our at-large membership more, and that the NPC can be 
the central clearinghouse of that information. It's the exact same reason I ran in 2017. Handling the 
growth and challenges we have requires both technical and process organization to build DSA into an 
organization that helps organizers be their best selves, allowing for organic solidarity. I believe that we 
can communicate deadlines and accountability better, that through this, we can strengthen trust in 
DSA's mission and capacity. 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
My thirty word take on it is: Democracy for the people, in all spaces, with the intent to provide true 
equality for many, not the few, through a commitment to a shared class struggle. 
 
I believe Democratic Socialism is more than just a descriptor of our political legacy, but how we choose 
to organize, as a big tent of left tendencies, together. Democratic Socialism is about building a future 
out of our past, synthesizing something for the material conditions of today. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
I'd like us to be more critical about our successes and failures and understand why things have 
succeeded and failed. I think often times we can blur the lines of taking credit for things happening as 
"our movement is working", when in reality it's a plurality of forces at hand. I feel we, and the broader 
socialist left in America, focus so much on how we appear to be on the outside instead of what we are. I 
feel that we, as an organization, should be a reflection of the future we want to build here in our 
project. We're building a "better way" forward. We're showing what socialism is, that it's not just policy, 
but how we organize, how make decisions, socialism is building that equitable, democratic space that 
stands in contrast to the world around us. 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
Honestly I think a lot of the urgent challenges within DSA is organizing our vast resources. Yeah. I 
believe we have vast resources of talented organizers who donate hour after hour for building 
socialism, but also vast resources of people who aren't activated who we need to help share the load 
and prevent burnout. It's real, it's hard, I've dealt with it myself over the past 8 months. If we want to 
affect the broader political scenario, we need to address our ability to affect it in a sustained way. 
Certainly we have the 2020 election coming up, we have abortion rights to defend, we have medicare 

 



for all to fight for, we have a planet to save.... but without a strong support network, multiple layers of 
redundancy, and an organization that can sustain growth, we're going to have significant problems 
engaging with the opportunities we do come across. 
 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
Today? We're organizing for the future. We're not able to be the force we need to be, so our role and 
purpose should be to build both a physical network and community of socialist organizers and an 
ideological alternative to the capitalist hegemony we're fighting against. What that means to me is, we 
need to fight for the end of the United States as we know it. If we're not socialists for all people, not just 
those living in our borders, we're not socialist. Democratic Socialism for the United States isn't enough. 
We need more. Our governments, our states, our cities systematically transfer wealth not just from 
countries across the globe, but from counties across the river, from neighborhoods across town. The 
systematic exploitation of our neighbors at the hands of the same capitalist powers that exploit others 
internationally are the same source, fighting for the same power to exploit labor for profit. Whether it's 
chemical manufacturing in Asia, unsafe mining in South America and Africa, or prison labor in the US, 
it's our job to tie that struggle together in a way that provides true equality for many, not the few. 
 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
At the last national convention, delegates voted on three national priorities—Medicare for All, 
Electoral organizing, and Labor—along with a number of other key resolutions. What’s your 
assessment of the organization’s work and progress in these areas? 
I think Medicare for All is going to be significantly tougher than just enacting it on a federal level. 
Because of the inadequacies of our federal government and the long standing commitment of states to 
undermine progress at every turn, this is a fight that's going to be a lot deeper and a lot longer than I 
think we, as an organization, have planned on. Just getting public support isn't enough, getting 
enough cosponsors on federal bills isn't enough, we have to start understanding the possibility of 
building a deeper conversation in America about health justice. The idea of "equal access" isn't just our 
ability to pay for it, but our ability to actually see the medical professionals we need to live a dignified, 
healthy life. For much of America that's another piece of the puzzle that needs to be solved, and I think 
making a massive investment in education, through college for all, and opening up state university 
medical schools to eliminate the million dollar debt pile that comes from graduation is a tie we need to 
make. 
 
When it comes to electoral organizing, I think we've actually done a pretty fantastic job of getting folks 
elected, but I think enumerating what that means to the membership at large, not only do we have 
power in office, but what does that mean for the membership, how does putting socialists in office 
build socialism? I think looking into the next 2 years, we should be able to build a scorecard on both 
the chapter and national level about the successes of our endorsements, how we've managed 
accountability, and what we could have done better beforehand to vet these candidates. 
 

 



To be perfectly honest, the labor priority hasn't been my strong point here. I've listened to a lot of 
people talk about labor, but it's something that I don't have the capacity to be invested in as much as I 
have the other components of our organizing. I know about the DSLC's commitment to organizing 
teachers, but, I believe that they (along with both other priority committees), need to do a better job of 
communicating to the membership what is going on. 
 
What policies and demands should DSA prioritize championing over the next two years? Why? 
Ecosocialism needs to be a key priority of how we're expressing ourselves over the next two years. I 
think that above all, this is the tie that binds all of our other organizing work together. In order for us to 
have a socialist future, we have to have a future to begin with. This means we need to shine the light 
away from the individual consumption model of protecting our planet to expose the 
capitalist-systemic model that is destroying our planet. This plays right into our ability to describe and 
work towards a socialist future, one that escapes the profit-growth-consumption model, and one that 
works to protect our planet and all that thrives here. 
 
But I believe that what I want isn’t as important as what the organization wants. One of the key things 
when we were developing our initial campaign in Providence was building depth of knowledge in our 
membership. We asked ourselves: how could we make a definite decision in the future of our 
organization without giving our membership all the knowledge to make that decision? How can we get 
effective feedback from our membership to leverage their ideas, their concerns, their knowledge? 
 
As a member of the executive committee in Providence, we collected, collated, and compiled all of the 
information around each of the campaigns we were planning to work on, and created a vote that 
empowered our membership. As a member of the executive committee in Providence, our job was to 
advocate for our members, and to put the power in their ability to make decisions that directly affect 
them. 
 
That’s what I want the NPC to do. To facilitate the work in providing the knowledge to the membership 
and collect the feedback. I want to do the things that take time and energy and minimize that for 
chapters and our membership but at the same time don't minimize their ability to make decisions. 
 
What’s your assessment of DSA’s National Electoral Strategy and how do you think socialists 
should be engaging with elections in the short term?  
I think our focus on local elections is paying off, and we should continue working on those. I believe 
that we should be critical about how effective those are though, that our NEC should get feedback at 
regular intervals after elections, and provide a way to distribute that information effectively. 
 
The Democratic presidential primary and the general election will be underway during your NPC 
term. How do you think DSA should approach the presidential election and its endorsement of 
Bernie Sanders? 
As someone who knocked on over 2k doors for Sanders in 2016 in 5 states, I believe that there is value 
in a President Bernie Sanders. I will likely knock doors again later this year. I believe that we need to get 
better at polling our members, both new, and long term, about what DSA can and should be doing 

 



about this question. I don’t think as a member of the NPC it’d be my prerogative to assume what I 
believe the membership should be defining politically. This is inherently a political question, and I 
would work to develop a process to generate feedback from the membership as to how to clarify and 
approach our endorsement. 
 
How do you think DSA should engage with the labor movement? 
I do not feel qualified enough to answer this question on a specific level. I believe that many of the 
things we have done have been a net good, but understanding what we want to get out of the action 
we do take within the labor movement is important. I think that the Anchor Unionization effort has 
been extremely good, and I believe that the social component of DSA, getting coworkers involved in 
DSA, can lead to profitable unionization. This requires us not only to work with rank-and-file, but with 
staff unions as well. I believe a critical and pragmatic approach is to understand what a national 
organization can do to help local unionization efforts. I do not have the answers on how to do that, but 
I look forward to listening to folks who have been working deeply in labor organizing and working with 
them to help them build a sound strategy as to our relation to the labor movement. 
 
How should DSA engage with other progressive and issue-based organizations? 
Very carefully! I actually believe that this is one of those things that there’s not a one size fits all answer 
here, and I think that throwing a blanket over all progressive and/or issue-based organizations as to a 
coherent strategy isn’t effective. 
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
I think it starts with understanding what the role of the national organization should be: to me, I believe 
the national organization should facilitate the growth of our membership. I believe that the national 
organization should look for ways for chapters not to have to reinvent the wheel every time they try to 
do something. I believe that chapters should have the flexibility to re-invent the wheel when it’s not 
currently working for them, and provide them the tools, listen to them, and become a clearinghouse 
for that information. I think the NPC should engage with the general membership at a much higher 
rate. I believe that we should be surveying the membership quarterly, that we should be 
communicating to the membership much more than the NPC is currently. I believe that not just local 
chapters, but organizing at-large membership, and regional structures is imperative to building a 
deeper, more resilient organization that is able to meet the needs of chapters. I think that the NPC 
needs to ask chapters what they need from national more, and report the results back to chapters and 
build a feedback & communication cycle which builds trust in a very important national organization. 
One fantastic comrade reminded me why I’m in DSA is because without it, I wouldn’t have a chance to 
organize across the nation with so many fantastic folk. If we were only local or regional, we wouldn’t 
have that same banner, even if our tendencies our different, our needs are different, and we wouldn’t 
be able to look at socialist organizing as a national (and international) construct, which we need to do. 
We can’t build socialism in one city, we need each other to build socialism internationally. 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 

 



 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Electoral, Medicare for All, Budget and Fundraising, Grievances, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Convention 
Planning, Social Media, Tech, Political Education, Communication & Membership Polling/Data 
 

 
 

Valerie Sinclair 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: at large 
 
Nominating Body: Orlando DSA 
 
What is your gender? Trans woman 
 
What is your race and national origin? Palestinian 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I have been in DSA for a year and a half. I temporarily led the UofSC YDSA for a period of 6 months. We 
got a trans healthcare clinic established in a trans care deadzone, counter-protested an anti-choice 
rally, and marched with teachers on strike. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
I have worked with SJP and PSL on Palestine solidarity, pro-sex worker, and prison abolition work. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
The best way to find the work I do as it happens is my twitter: https://twitter.com/maruchan1312 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
I am running for the NPC to advance a local level oriented viewpoint within the DSA. I believe the DSA 
needs to adopt a diversity of organizing, leadership, and tactics, and I want to advance that vision as 
much as I can. The DSA can and should serve a role in building the infrastructure for class 
consciousness in the United States, and for mutual aid and community defense. 
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What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Democratic Socialism is a vision of socialism that rejects Democratic Centralism and purely 
revolutionary tactics in favor of an organizing strategy that incorporates both electoral, local, and 
direct action work. Democratic Socialism to many means "socialism through reform", but I reject that 
notion. I view Democratic Socialism within the context of DSA as a general organizing strategy, rather 
than a single vision or tendency. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
I want the socialist left to be a mainstream, major political force. We should be taken seriously as a true 
force for change in the United States, and in the world. In order to do so, we need to focus on outreach 
and base-building, targeting economically destitute regions of the United States -- the South, the 
Midwest, and the Great Plains. We must be internationalist, we must expand our media outreach, and 
we must strive to become the backbone of the communities we reach out to. Mutual aid and 
community defense are the vessels which will carry us into the future. In ten or twenty years, hopefully 
we can be beyond the point where we need to worry about how much time we have. 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
The backlash to socialism will become even stronger. We may head toward a second Red Scare as both 
liberals and reactionaries amplify their attacks on socialist principles. I view the future as presenting to 
us greater challenges, but greater opportunities. As life will generally get worse, and climate change 
becomes more severe, I see many flocking to socialism, provided the infrastructure exists for working 
class people to develop a solid understanding of socialist principles beyond propaganda. 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
Socialist organizations in the United States today must continue to spread an outlook away from the 
apocalyptic future we will soon find ourselves in. We must continue to provide a light, a way out, for the 
working class of the United States. DSA must continue its fight for social justice and for an increasingly 
diverse American, and International, working class. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
What policies and demands should DSA prioritize championing over the next two years? Why? 
The DSA must fight on an anti-war and pro-solidarity platform, one which is truly internationalist and 
focused on the international struggle. Internationalism has been part and parcel of the left in America 
for over a century, and we must continue this tradition in a renewed fashion. Our struggles are global 
and interconnected, as are our enemies. The global struggle is one and we must fight it with other 
socialist organizations, internationally. 
 

 



We must also focus on climate change, an impending catastrophe which puts billions at risk. It is the 
greatest challenge facing our species and eco-socialism may be the only way to mitigate it. It should be 
a priority because if we do not win on this, all our other victories are meaningless. 
 
We must continue our focus on a single payer healthcare system. Access to medical care is a keystone 
issue to run candidates and to advocate on, and brings in many activists and organizers.  
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
Local chapters must take the lead. National should act to facilitate and coordinate, but local chapters 
are the backbone of the organization. They know the landscape where they exist best, and as such are 
best equipped to run candidates, perform protest, or perform direct action where they reside. The NPC 
should seek to not be hands off, but to be hands on behind what the locals want to do most. 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Publications, Grievances, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Convention Planning, Social Media, Political 
Education 
 

 
 

Natalie Midiri 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: Philadelphia 
 
Nominating Body: Democratic Socialist Labor Commission 
 
What is your gender? Woman 
 
What is your race and national origin? White, American 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I served in leadership of Philly DSA from 2014-2017, first as chapter Events Coordinator, and later as 
Chair through the height of the Bernie Sanders campaign. In my time as a chapter leader, I led a series 
of Political Revolution 101 events to encourage Bernie supporters to join DSA and organized a Socialist 
Convergence and Socialist Caucus event during the DNC. Following the primary and the Trump bump 
in 2016, I was part of a group of leaders in Philly who supported launching a Medicare for All campaign 

 



to channel the new energy in our chapter into action and later, supported Medicare for All at our 2017 
Convention as a national priority for DSA.  
 
In my time in DSA, I’ve been involved with my chapter’s Abolish Student Debt, 15 Now, Bernie, and M4A 
campaigns. I’ve also provided strike and picket support for numerous unions in Philadelphia, including 
PASNAP nurses, SEPTA workers in TWU Local 234, faculty in APSCUF and TAUP, and UPS workers at 
Teamsters Local 623.  
 
As a national leader of DSA elected to the NPC in August 2017, I’ve served on the NPC’s Steering 
Committee, the Personnel Committee, and have chaired the Fundraising & Development Committee as 
well as the Convention Planning Committee. Some of the decisions I’m most proud of making as an 
NPC member include: endorsing Bernie’s 2020 presidential campaign, supporting our collective 
bargaining agreement with DSA’s staff union, and sending DSA teachers to provide strike solidarity and 
build relationships during the West Virginia and UTLA  teacher strikes. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
For the last 10 years, I’ve worked as a teacher, community organizer, union organizer, and I’m currently 
on my way back to teaching. One of the most important political experiences I’ve had outside DSA was 
working on the Fight for $15 campaign in Philly. Like many on the left, I was blown away by the courage 
of fast food worker leaders in Philly and the solidarity that they built at chains across the city, despite 
difficult hours, dangerous working conditions, and retaliation from their bosses. At the same time, I 
watched union executives threaten almost daily to shut down the campaign, with no concern 
whatsoever for the well-being of workers putting themselves and their families on the line. I was lucky 
to be a part of a supportive community in DSA around that time, with people who taught me about the 
history of rank-and-file led union movements and connected me to Labor Notes. This experience, and 
the commitment it developed in me to the rank-and-file strategy, is what motivated me to become a 
public school teacher. At this point in my life, I believe that the project of rebuilding a vibrant American 
socialist movement deeply depends on rebuilding the militant worker-driven wing of the labor 
movement.  
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
I'm running as a member of the Bread & Roses Caucus slate. Check out our website for more 
information on our platform. https://breadandrosesdsa.org/ 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
I’m running for reelection to the NPC on the Bread & Roses Caucus slate because I believe that we have 
an incredible opportunity through the Bernie 2020 campaign to popularize socialist politics among the 
working class majority in America. I believe that if we play our cards right, DSA can turn this moment 
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into a mass movement for socialism in the US but that it will take developing the capacities of 
thousands, if not millions of socialists, ready to fight for a better world.  
 
I’m also running because my life was profoundly changed by experiences I had in DSA and the labor 
movement when I was a new member. As a result, I’ve spent the last two years of my life getting 
certified to teach so that I can be a lifelong union member fighting for public education and the public 
good in the Philadelphia Federation of Teachers. I think DSA can and should be encouraging the 
thousands of new members who come to the socialist movement every year to run campaigns in their 
local area with unions whenever possible, and to take jobs as rank-and-file union members wherever 
possible. If elected for a second term, I will continue to support the DSLC’s work and ensure that the 
national organization is in solidarity with workers rebuilding the militant wing of the labor movement.  
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
For me, democratic socialism is the belief that society should be run to meet the needs of the working 
class majority, not a handful of capitalists. Under capitalism, the only thing that most of us are 
guaranteed is the right to struggle, in unfulfilling and underpaid jobs, with huge student loan payments 
or medical debts, against greedy landlords, etc. Most of the wealth we generate in our lifetimes goes to 
serve a handful of ultra rich capitalists at the top of society, who benefit from our unequal economic 
system and from racial, national, gender, and other divisions that keep them in power. Democratic 
socialism is a direct counter to this logic and the current ills of society. It is the belief that another world 
is possible and that the working class has a right to flourish, not just struggle.  
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
Within 5 years, I would like DSA to become a major left coalition partner with labor and other 
progressive groups fighting to advance a workers political program in every major city in America. To 
get there, I believe we need to continue developing the independent capacities of DSA chapters (i.e. 
their canvassing operations, strategic planning skills, direct action coordination, grassroots 
fundraising, strike support & labor solidarity, etc.), so that it’s not just our politics that are value added 
but also our ability to carry out campaigns. I also think it’s crucial and very possible that we win 
Medicare for All within the next 5 years so that American workers can reap the tangible transformative 
benefits of our politics.  
 
Within 10 or 20 years, I’d like to see the socialist left make deeper in-roads within labor and in electoral 
politics. This might include socialist caucuses (not just reform caucuses) in major unions, more unions 
endorsing sociaist electoral candidates, more unions responding to major political crises with militant 
action like the Flight Attendants Association in response to the government shutdown, and maybe 
even a democratic socialist as president of the AFL-CIO (*cough cough* Sara Nelson). It might also 
include a socialist caucus in Congress or in multiple state assemblies for DSA electeds to introduce and 
advance democratic socialist programs. Whether Bernie wins in 2020 or loses, I think it also means we 
need to be ready in the coming years to win a Rep. Rashida Tlaib or Rep. Alexandria Ocasio Cortez 
presidential campaign and the intensified class struggle that would come from such a victory.  
 

 



In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
Bernie’s campaign is both the greatest opportunity and the greatest set of challenges before us in the 
next two years. If Bernie loses, I fear that we will be right back in the same scenario as 2016, with a 
moderate democratc candidate who will lose to Trump or another republican, who will spend their 
term nailing the coffin on the labor movement and all other major progressive gains made in the last 
100 years. In that case, we as socialists will continue to fight alongside progressive forces to defend 
civil, economic, and human rights wherever we can. Meanwhile, if Bernie wins, the ceiling for what we 
as socialists can demand and likely win in American mainstream politics will be blown open and a left 
that’s been on a losing decline for decades will quickly need to figure out how to run a nation. As we 
saw with the Allende government in Chile and more recently, when Syriza took power in Greece, when 
the Left takes state power the ruling class’ assault on working class forces intensifies class struggle and 
it will be up to us to help Bernie maintain popular support in the face of threats like capital strikes. 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
The role and purpose of a socialist organization today in the United States is to make more socialists! 
Whether they will continue to build DSA, run for office, become a leader in their union, develop 
campaigns that will win victories for the working class, run a voter registration drive in their 
neighborhoods, teach children, care for the sick, rebuild our infrastructure -- it’s clear that we need 
thousands (if not millions!) of American socialists to transform society. It’s DSA’s responsibility to take 
in all of the people who have heard our cry that another world is possible, who are excited by our 
recent success, and develop them over the long haul into skilled socialists that can confront the 
challenges we face under capitalism and solve them with socialist solutions. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views 
 
At the last national convention, delegates voted on three national priorities—Medicare for All, 
Electoral organizing, and Labor—along with a number of other key resolutions. What’s your 
assessment of the organization’s work and progress in these areas? 
Each of our three major priorities passed in 2017 has played a key role in building DSA’s capacities and 
as we head into the 2019 Convention, I believe we should be thinking about continuing the priorities 
and how other work can fulfill the same functions. For example, the Medicare for All campaign in the 
last two years has been a pipeline for developing organizing skills in our chapters across the country. 
Many chapters now understand how to run a canvass, manage canvassing data, and have developed 
successive groups of canvassing leaders because of their involvement with the weekends-of-action 
coordinated by our national M4A committee. The Democratic Socialist Labor Commission (DSLC) 
coordinated DSA support for the wave of teachers’ strikes kick started in West Virginia, has been 
recruiting rank-and-file teacher leaders into DSA, all of which has led to stronger organic connections 
between workers, their unions, and DSA. Last but certainly not least, the National Electoral 
Commission (NEC) has brought our politics into the mainstream before a mass audience and 
demonstrated that the socialist Left can win. In the next two years, I believe we absolutely should 

 



continue this work, training more DSA organizers, building more connections in labor, and engaging in 
American political life in a mass arena.  
 
The one thing that I think has significantly held back our priority work is the lack of dedicated DSA 
priority staff who can help our elected priority committee leaders coordinate work with our chapters. 
While we have incredibly talented leaders involved in the work of our major priorities committees, who 
bring tangible experience from their chapters, other activist work, and their progressions, they also 
have jobs, families, and other responsibilities outside DSA. In my experience volunteer leaders must be 
at the center of DSA's work but are not a substitute for staff support for big national projects. Currently, 
DSA regional organizers are assigned to a regional territory to assist chapters but also a priority 
committee. In my opinion, this is too much work and has meant that DSA staff organizers are spread 
too thin to provide the level of support that our priorities need to grow, involve more chapters, and 
take on more ambitious work. As an NPC member assigned to the DSA Personnel Committee in the last 
two years, I’ve advocated for dedicated priority committee staff and as DSA grows, I think this should 
be a core part of our plans to expand staff.  
 
How do you think DSA should engage with the labor movement? 
When I first joined DSA in 2013, most members were more focused on developing relationships with 
labor leaders and staff, than they were on rank-and-file union members. Did this mean they didn’t 
welcome rank-and-file union members at DSA meetings? Absolutely not! They were thrilled if union 
members attended DSA events. But it did mean that our labor work at the time involved doing things 
like inviting a local AFL-CIO leader to receive an award at a banquet or inviting a labor staffer to speak 
on a panel. It also meant that since I was a young socialist trying to figure out what it would mean to 
live my life in the socialist movement,  I was often encouraged to take jobs as a union staffer but few 
suggested I join the labor movement as a rank-and-filer.  
 
Since 2016, there’s been a significant shift in the way that the average DSA member orients to labor. 
Now, our labor work is more likely to involve strike support, like the Bread for Ed program in Oakland, 
or canvassing side-by-side with union members to build support for fair work week legislation. I think 
this is a really positive shift because I believe socialism’s success is deeply interconnected with 
strength in the labor movement. In turn, the labor movement we need to confront capitalism won’t be 
built by the leaders who have accepted political concessions and attacks from democrats for decades. 
Wherever possible, I think DSA members should be allying with rank-and-file union members, with 
reform currents fighting to democratize their unions, should encourage young socialists to take jobs as 
union members, and be working closely on campaigns that bring DSA members and union members 
together.  
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Labor, Budget and Fundraising, Political Education, Personnel  
 

 



 
 

Ravi Ahmad Haque 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: Long Beach 
 
Nominating Body: Long Beach DSA 
 
What is your gender? Female 
 
What is your race and national origin? South Asian 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I joined DSA in Winter 2017 and I served as co-chair of the Bronx/Upper Manhattan branch of NYC-DSA, 
before I moved to Long Beach and joined the chapter there in August 2018. I co-chaired the National 
Training Team until it was taken over by staff; I co-chaired the National Dues Renewal Committee until 
it was also taken over by staff. Over the last two years, I've directly supported chapters across the 
country with everything from campaign planning to internal anti-oppression culture building.  
 
I am a passionate police & prison abolitionist and, in addition to the abolitionist plank I wrote for my 
2017 NPC race, I helped start my chapter’s Police Abolition campaign here in Long Beach. I also 
participate in the national SocFem WG and Afrosoc Caucus. In Summer 2018, I co-founded Build, a DSA 
collective with the explicit mission to work across factional lines within DSA. We have members from 
every national caucus who work together to provide the resources chapters and members need to do 
their work. You can check out our zines, campaign analysis, trainings and recipes at @BuildDSA and 
dsabuild.org. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
I've worked as a student organizer for the Communist Party of India (Marxist), as an activist with 
Occupy Wall Street in New York and in a number of other organizations and campaigns. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
http://bit.ly/r_ahmad1 
http://bit.ly/r_ahmad2 
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In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
I believe deeply that working class militancy is our only hope as a species AND I know my American 
history well enough to know that developing class consciousness in this country has very serious 
challenges. If we want to build power, we need to go back to basics: organizing for power is a long slog 
and we need to build communities of learning, struggle and resilience that will see us to the horizon. 
 
DSA chapters punch above their weight because we have so many strong organizers who are working 
across a wide range of campaigns and projects. As we slowly mature as a member-led organization, we 
are all figuring out how to make an organizer’s life sustainable with our other obligations. Our 
collective strength means that none of us should feel obligated to have all the answers to all the 
problems. Instead, we should develop the twin habits of leaning on and supporting one another. As an 
individual, I can only cover so much of our collective struggle and I’m looking forward to a productive 
culture of collaboration on the next NPC, if I’m elected. 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
I see the question of how we get to the end of capitalism- socialism- as an open one which requires 
mass participation to answer. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
Our lives and political work must be deeply connected to the climate crisis, possibly the most potent 
demonstration that capitalism has outlived its usefulness for our species. The Abolition movement, 
Socialist Feminism and Ecosocialism are each lenses through which to build a sustainable and 
equitable society. DSA needs to be a good faith partner in these existing struggles which will require a 
combination of education of our members in what people have been doing on the ground for decades 
as well as a massive skilling up to make us useful partners for more than media attention. We have 
many chapters that are figuring out how to do this and the national organization should be patterning 
itself on those successes rather than trying to be a separate organization running its own campaigns. 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
I believe deeply in the ability of all human beings to transform themselves and, working together, make 
revolutionary change in the world around us. People got us into this mess and I believe we can get 
ourselves out of it. Socialism has a capacity to bring together many struggles that makes it, in my view, 
uniquely able to address the systemic challenges of the day. I hope DSA will serve that urgent need. 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
To develop strong leaders and organizers, and to set them out into the world to change it. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 

 



What policies and demands should DSA prioritize championing over the next two years? Why? 
The Green New Deal and the work of the Ecosocialist WG exemplifies the power of a visionary horizon 
that ties together all our struggles, of member driven organizing within DSA and of being part of larger 
coalitions with Sunrise Movement and others. 
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
For too many people in DSA, this one tiny organization is the entire movement and this is, in our view, a 
fundamental misreading of the political moment and our role in it. DSA’s porous nature with many 
entry points allows people to ease in and, hopefully, learn new organizing skills and develop new 
radical perspectives. We believe that it is the national organization’s responsibility to aid members in 
their political development. Our job is to help chapters, working groups, and members connect the 
dots in their daily lives. Our approach is not prescriptive or dogmatic. Our members know what they 
need to get what they want. They don’t need another boss. They need comrades. People join DSA with 
their eyes beginning to see a new horizon and then set out into the real world with a plan to reach it. 
National leaders ought to remove every barrier we can for our members as they take this journey. 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
International, Budget and Fundraising, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Convention Planning, Political 
Education, Training 
 

 
 

José G. Pérez 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: Atlanta 
 
Nominating Body: Atlanta DSA 
 
What is your gender? Male 
 
What is your race and national origin? Latino. I do not consider myself Anglo (so-called white). 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
Although I've been an active socialist for decades, I have only been in the DSA since 2017. I am 
Treasurer of the Metro Atlanta Chapter and co-chair of its electoral committee.  

 



I've also  been active in the developing chapter's relationships to the immigrant rights movement 
based on my long involvement with the Georgia Latino Alliance for Human Rights (GLAHR). 
I participate in the Afro-Socialist and People of Color Caucus and am on the Steering Committee of the 
Immigrant Rights Working Group.  
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
I was a member of the Socialist Workers Party in the 1970s and 1980s, and was editor of its 
Spanish-language magazine. I learned a lot of Marxism then, but most of all that building a 
democratic-centralist sect like the SWP does not work. 
 
I lived in Nicaragua in the 1980s during the destruction of the Sandinista Revolution by the U.S. Contra 
War. Way too many lessons to list here. 
 
Since 2002, I have been continuously involved with GLAHR. It has given me a much deeper sense of 
pride in our class and my people. For example, look at this "march for dignity" in front of the State 
Capitol against the most viciously anti-Immigrant laws of any state: https://youtu.be/dpm-l70M65o. 
 
In GLAHR I also learned the importance of systematic organizing, person by person, building 
relationships, and to take great care in making sure your messaging (slogans and images) are really 
understood by the intended audience. 
 
I was very involved in the Atlanta Occupy movement, and created a YouTube channel. Asking, "why are 
you here" and listening, I came to see that we were entering a new political era.  
 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
"The question facing the Democratic Socialists of America: What Are We?" 
http://bit.ly/TheDSA_WhatAreWe. Daily 2-hour Spanish language show I produce and co-host: 
https://www.facebook.com/RadioInformacion/. In Spanish only, I'm afraid. YouTube channels on 
Occupy https://www.youtube.com/user/OccupyAtlantaVoices/videos  YouTube channel on the 
immigrant rights movement: https://www.youtube.com/user/jbustelo/featured Articles by "Joaquín 
Bustelo" (pen name while at CNN) are scattered all over the Internet 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
To support the following:  
 
Consolidating and organizing the DSA's tremendous growth in the past few years. 
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Two resolutions I presented, one on giving top national priority to immigrant and refugee rights (with 
Duane Campbell), the other on a stronger orientation to the Latino community  starting with a 
Spanish-language web site.  
 
Increasing support to the movements of oppressed sectors like Latinos, Blacks, women, etc., and 
following the leadership of people from those communities. 
 
Orienting to the South, where the majority of Blacks and Latinos live. 
 
Strengthening two-way communication between chapters, the National Office, and especially the NPC. 
For example, the NPC should not adopt proposals like the Bernie strategy without first letting the 
membership discuss the issues. 
 
Developing regional cooperation and exchanges, beginning with informal structures to do events like 
the pre-convention conferences but with a lot of local input on how to do them and with that input, 
developing more formal structures.  
 
On a personal level, I have the time to devote to NPC work, since doing the radio show does not take 
more than four or five hours a day. And I have experiences that I think would be unique on the body. 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Organizationally it means a democratic, multi-tendency organization where there is room for a wide 
range of approaches and tactics. 
 
It means that the job of the NPC is both to design campaigns and policies where there is broad 
agreement in the organization, and look for ways to make efforts by groups of comrades with different 
tactics mutually reinforcing rather than contradictory. 
 
It also means a democratic spirit and culture, giving the membership an opportunity to discuss major 
proposals before they are ratified by the NPC. 
 
Ideologically, I think democratic socialism should be the continuation of the ideas outlined in the 
Communist Manifesto especially the central strategic ideas:  
1) We are not a sect trying to impose a "principles of our own" on the working class.  
2) We are not a vanguard seeking to lead, but want to be "the most advanced and resolute section ... 
that section which pushes forward all others," which, of course, necessarily also means working with 
all the others. 
3) Our strategy is to organize the working class into an independent political force in order to "raise the 
proletariat to the position of ruling class to win the battle of democracy." 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 

 



Five years from now, I would like the socialist left to have consolidated our own party that can act in 
concert with the labor movement as well as organizations of Blacks and other oppressed people. 
 
In ten years, I hope this cohered force will have reached power and begun the socialist transformation 
of society. 
 
To get there, I think the alliance between the movement of conscious socialists, labor, and the 
movements of Blacks, women etc. is key, and I am convinced the way to get there is prioritizing the 
struggles of all these sectors but especially of the most oppressed, and convincing working people as a 
whole (including Anglos, men, etc.) that it is in their own self-interest as workers to support them.  
 
A vital part of getting there is following a broad and systematic policy of forming alliances and 
coalitions wherever possible, instead of shunning those so we can have "our own" DSA campaigns.  
 
Our most fundamental identification must be with the broader movement that has put wind in our 
sails. We seek to cohere it into and independent political force and even if not called DSA, we 
undoubtedly will be its origin. 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
American politics is polarizing very sharply with tens of millions of working people, especially younger 
workers and minorities, moving to the left and an older overwhelmingly white and relatively privileged 
or socially isolated population moving to the right and being manipulated by demagogues. 
 
The greatest opportunity for socialists right now is to relate to the Bernie campaign, whatever the 
tactic followed.  
 
The greatest challenges include having something to offer beyond the Bernie campaign, and also not 
alienating the supporters of Elizabeth Warren with a sectarian stance towards them. 
 
The greatest challenge to left and progressive forces generally is to project an alternative to the 
neo-liberalism that has dominated politics since the 1980s.  
 
Without an alternative that goes way beyond "my name is not Trump," it will not be possible to 
mobilize the many tens of millions of left-leaning people who have been alienated from politics in this 
country, and without them we can't win in the long run and perhaps not even defeat Trump in 2020.  
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
Ultimately, to cohere working and oppressed people into an independent political force, whether as a 
single party or alliance, that can "win the battle of democracy" as the Communist Manifesto says by 
putting the working class in the saddle. 

 



 
Short term, for our socialist organization, to cohere (organize and consolidate) itself and with that 
strength build alliances and form coalitions with all other forces fighting for progressive change to 
advance towards the creation of what will be in essence a mass workers party, whatever its form. 
 
We must also consolidate and develop our place in mass national politics and the media as THE 
Democratic Socialists, projecting ourselves into debates and controversies, developing relations with 
"the squad" of four women of color Justice Democrats in Congress, and so on. This work is completely 
undeveloped and the incoming NPC will have to examine in collaboration with national staff how we 
can start making progress on it. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
What’s your assessment of DSA’s National Electoral Strategy and how do you think socialists 
should be engaging with elections in the short term?  
I think the DSA National Electoral Strategy should be completely re-examined. First, an evaluation of 
2018 needs to be made. Although two DSA members were elected to Congress, the main role in their 
election, and of two other radically progressive women of color, was played by others, especially 
Justice Democrats. Doesn't that suggest we need to be acting in concert with them? 
 
We also need to consider whether this is really a *national* strategy. Because from the South, I'd say 
no. It says absolutely nothing about some of the most important issues facing our chapters throughout 
the South (the sunbelt, not just the confederate states) and also in rural areas and smaller cities. 
 
First, what attitude do we take towards non-working class candidates who nevertheless are in battles 
where the working class has an important stake, such as the Stacey Abrams gubernatorial campaign in 
Georgia in 2018? 
 
Then in 2020 in Georgia, control of the state House of Representatives will be in play. Don't we have to 
say "vote Democrat" for all of them in the state's House of Representatives, including the worst and 
most retrograde corporate Democrats, or do we tell people it doesn't matter, we don't care whether 
Republicans keep control of the entire state government.  
 
And how do we relate to the fight by Blacks, Latinos and others for political inclusion and 
representation? It is not just about voting, it is about having one of your own in office. In Georgia, 10% 
of the population is Latinx, but of 236 members of the General Assembly there are only two, less than 
1%. Don't we care about the Democratic Right to be represented? 
 
Ignoring these questions is an example of why there are such strong centrifugal tendencies in the DSA 
right now.  
 
How should DSA engage with other progressive and issue-based organizations? 

 



The DSA should prioritize alliances and coalitions not go-it-alone campaigns on issues like Medicare for 
All. Because if we are going to have those national campaigns, they must be truly national. And in 
Georgia, the main fight has not been about Medicare, it has been about Medicaid expansion, and the 
catastrophe in rural healthcare as hospitals close because people don't have Medicaid and these 
hospitals are not receiving as much aid as before Medicaid expansion.  
 
Unless we form alliances and coalitions, we are often not going to be aware of the parameters in a 
given area of an issue we care about, such as Medicare for All. In Georgia it is very clear that this fight 
goes through the fight for Medicaid expansion. 
 
And in relation to the Latino and Black communities, building relationships and acting in concert with 
the leading organizations in those communities is absolutely vital if we want to change the 
racial/ethnic composition of the organization. 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
International, Publications, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Political Education, Immigrant and Refugee 
Rights 
 

 
 

Timothy Zhu 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee:  Honolulu 
 
Nominating Bodies: Democratic Socialists of Honolulu, Democratic Socialist Labor Commission 
 
What is your gender?  Male 
 
What is your race and national origin?  Chinese-American (born in the U.S.) 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I joined DSA on November 9, 2016. I co-founded the Honolulu chapter of DSA in early 2017. I helped 
grow the organization from 3 founding members to regular monthly meetings of 50+ people, and 
nurtured a new core of elected leadership and organizers. I developed our electoral endorsement 
process for the 2018 elections, and helped set up the most robust canvassing and phonebanking 
operations of any non-union organization in the 2018 elections in Hawaii, and mobilized people for 
actions up to 100 people. Personal highlights for me in working with the Honolulu chapter include 

 



helping a member win her race for State House and building relationships between socialist members 
of union locals through our Labor Working Group. Our membership is diverse, in terms of race from 
Chinese to Hawaiian to Japanese to Samoan, and also in terms of ideologies ranging from communist 
to mildly social democratic to prioritizing indigenous sovereignty, and it’s been a great opportunity to 
organize a membership so diverse in viewpoints and backgrounds around common objectives. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
I am a co-founder of Academic Labor United, a graduate union organizing committee at the University 
of Hawaii, and the current vice chair of its executive committee. I developed our committee’s 
organizing, political, communications, and media strategy. I developed a card check strategy that 
resulted in 400+ union authorization cards signed in less than a month this spring. I’ve also worked as a 
salt on a successful union recognition campaign and contract negotiations at a hotel. I’ve worked many 
jobs in my life, but the most defining ones for me have been in wildfire management, food and 
beverage, and higher education. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
The Kuleana of Socialism in Hawaii: http://bit.ly/t_zhu 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
We have less than 12 years to make huge, revolutionary changes to our socio-economic system if we 
are to have a remote chance at staving off the worst effects of climate change. This is an incredibly 
short and critical timeline - win or lose. We have no choice but to take on this fight if we want a world 
where our grandchildren know whales and native forests and reefs and fish and clean water and 
bountiful food. The only way we can make these huge changes in such a short time is if we take on the 
system that has led us to this result - capitalism. It will require a massive struggle that will result in the 
expropriation of trillions of dollars of assets belonging to the oil and gas corporations. I want DSA to be 
a key part of a mass class struggle that will win a Green New Deal and end climate catastrophe. I am 
running for NPC to continue to grow the membership; develop leaders; and create a strong, responsive, 
and effective national organization that facilitates and amplifies the work of members, local chapters, 
and campaigns, and is worthy of the incredibly precipitous moment at hand. 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Democratic socialism means a lot of things to me, including: the decommodification of life; an 
economy not oriented around profit but around human interests and ecological principles; the 
guarantee of basic human rights, including healthcare, housing, food, work, and education; democratic 
ownership of the means of production; the leveling of hierarchies (economic, racial, gender, nation, 
colonial, imperialist, carceral); international cooperation; and more time for what we actually want to 
do in life. 
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Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
DSA should be the engine of political momentum in the country, not just in terms of on the Left or in 
terms of a membership organization, but in reshaping the cultural and political hegemony that 
neoliberalism has enjoyed for the last forty years. By the time the 2020s are well under way we need to 
be playing key roles in winning labor strikes and organizing new unions; winning hundreds of local, 
state, and national electoral races every year, and organizing and winning on ballot and community 
issues like tenant’s rights, overturning Right-to-Work, and climate funding. 
 
To get there we need to continue to focus on training effective and capable socialist organizers by the 
thousands. We need to build deeper relationships of trust and cooperation with the rest of the Left, and 
recruit local leaders into our organization where it makes sense. We also need a plan for continued 
membership recruitment and on-boarding. We need to identify transformative win/lose campaigns at 
local and national levels that are within our capacity to win, and can boost DSA’s overall fighting ability 
in addition to changing power dynamics. Where we are most effective, we should be learning from 
each other and sharing skills and tools. We also need to develop our own means of articulation, so that 
we are not as reliant on mainstream media and big tech monopolies for messaging and culture. 
 
One of our most important questions going forward in the next decade is how to break out of the 
insularity of the Left, and become an actual mass movement that is of the 99%. Our plans for growth 
and in building campaigns need to be created with this question in mind. 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
Our greatest challenges in the next two years will be in countering rising fascism, red-baiting, organized 
money, racism, and the Democratic Party establishment. The best way to counter these challenges, 
and the only way we will win, is to build a mass, democratic, multi-racial, and transparent grassroots 
movement. Capitalism is fundamentally rooted in racism and colonialism, and we need to develop a 
clear line on these issues. As part of breaking out of the insularity of the Left, we need to organize 
intentionally along multi-racial lines, and make our organizing more accessible to different 
communities that face the worst of capitalism. In many cases, this means participating in other fights 
but not leading. Additionally, we need to build unity and solidarity among the Left despite 
disagreements. We will need to prepare for very likely crises - climate, ecological, a new recession - and 
also prepare to make the most of opportunities, such as a continued labor struggle upsurge. 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
The role and purpose of a socialist organizing in the United States is to present a meaningful political 
analysis; to offer a clear, participatory, alternative for people upset with the current state of things, 
with current political choices, and with capitalism in general; to build a multi-racial, feminist, 
decolonial, mass movement; to intentionally organize with communities of color, poor people, and 

 



immigrants; to oppose and organize against U.S. imperialism; to combine clear-eyed class struggle 
ideology with brass tacks organizing; to win material gains for the working class; and to be undogmatic 
and welcoming. People are tired of losing. People are screaming for a fight. We need to give them the 
tools, the training, the joyful militancy, and the organization to fight and win. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
The Democratic presidential primary and the general election will be underway during your NPC 
term. How do you think DSA should approach the presidential election and its endorsement of 
Bernie Sanders? 
I joined DSA the day after Trump won the general election, but I would very likely not have joined the 
largest democratic socialist organization in the country if it had not been for the transformative 
presidential primary campaign of a democratic socialist candidate that put socialism as an idea back 
on the main stage. 
 
At this stage many outcomes for the Democratic presidential primary seem likely and it would be 
foolish to make a confident prediction as to the victor, and DSA itself is still so small that it likely lacks 
the ability to be a key decider in a nation-wide primary. Bernie, however, along with only a few others, 
is clearly a front-runner, with the most amount of small donors and the largest number of volunteers. 
The Bernie 2020 campaign offers an important opportunity to organize for socialism. Politics is clearly 
everywhere, but for the vast majority of Americans, their first entry point is at the polling booth. Many 
people that are normally unengaged with politics in general are energized and brought in through 
electoral campaigns. Some of our strongest DSA organizers in Honolulu, for example, were brought in 
through electoral campaigns in the 2018 primary. In addition to using the campaign as an opportunity 
to grow our membership, it’s an opportunity to educate on socialism, train organizers, and connect 
local issues with the national primary. 
 
And, suffice it to say, if Bernie is the primary winner, then we’re off to the races, and we need to start 
building a mass socialist movement yesterday to prepare for the counter-attack of capital. 
 
How do you think DSA should engage with the labor movement? 
Our labor strategy should be multi-faceted. We should be organizing in existing unions while also 
working in partnership with unions and allied organizations to organize the unorganized. Half of 
America's non-unionized workforce, some 58 million workers, would join a union if they could. It is 
hard to imagine any major change occurring in America without organizing these workers. 
 
We need to focus resources on boosting our chapter labor branches/working groups/committees, 
including hiring a dedicated labor organizer. The work of these labor branches is invaluable in 
connecting socialist organizers in locals and in sharing connections and lessons, and can be key 
opportunities for building militant minorities or reform caucuses in existing unions, and can serve as 
welcoming spaces to help in organizing the unorganized. DSA at the national level can help local 
branches develop and implement Labor Notes-style workplace organizing training and workshops. 
 

 



We need to also build relationships with unions. Local chapter work can also serve as a bridge in 
building relationships with unions that are oftentimes skeptical of partnering with the broader Left. 
Proving that DSA can win pivotal elections or ballot measures, for instance, gives an opportunity for 
more conservative unions to take a chance in giving up their corporate partnerships. This kind of 
relationship-building will be crucial, for instance, if we are to rally labor to a Green New Deal - by 
proving, as Jane McAlevey puts it, the Left can produce “shovel-ready” alternatives to fossil fuel jobs. 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Labor, Electoral, International, Budget and Fundraising, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Social Media, Tech, 
Political Education 
 

 
 

Rachel Zibrat 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: Chicago 
 
Nominating Body: Chicago DSA 
 
What is your gender? Female 
 
What is your race and national origin? White, USA 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I joined DSA the day after the November 2016 presidential elections. I have served as Co-Chair of the 
Chicago DSA Socialist Feminist Working Group for a year and a half, as well as an elected North Side 
Chicago DSA Steering Committee Member and representative to the citywide Executive Committee for 
nearly a year. In Chicago, I have been involved in the annual SocFem effort to raise money for the 
National Network of Abortion Funds’ Bowl-A-Thon fundraiser, which has brought in over $20,000 over 
the past two years to fund abortions in the region. I have also been involved in our member mobilizer 
and new member orientation programs, which help to guide new members into participating on 
campaigns.  
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
I have been an abortion clinic escort in Chicago for the past seven years. Bearing witness to the 
harassment and abuse ordinary people accessing healthcare are subjected to by the religious right has 

 



been the most radicalizing experience of my life, and led me to socialism. I have learned several key 
lessons from this work. First, we have to work in coalition toward a common goal on key issues. For 
example, the fight for abortion rights is dominated by non-socialist organizations, for example, but by 
DSA being collaboratively involved and present in these spaces with a working-class oriented strategy, 
as we are in Chicago, we can build power without isolating ourselves. This leads into the second lesson 
- we have to meet people where they are, not where we imagine them to be. I have met hundreds of 
people clinic escorting, from fellow escorts to patients, who each have a complex relationship to 
abortion access informed by poverty, racism, religion, and patriarchy. Whenever we organize, we have 
to work toward building working-class oriented mass socialist campaigns that are enriched by these 
perspectives, rather than pitting oppressions against each other or ignoring them altogether. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
I’m in this Chicago Reader cartoon: http://bit.ly/r_zibrat1 and in this article on being an abortion clinic 
escort: http://bit.ly/r_zibrat2 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
I am running for NPC because I believe we have a critical opportunity in DSA to build a mass socialist 
movement and politicize millions of people into socialists. I believe that by participating in mass 
campaigns for demands like Medicare For All, we can build a powerful movement that galvanizes 
working-class people to fight against economic, racial, and gender oppression. I believe that I have a 
unique perspective as a feminist organizer that centers anti-oppression work in these campaigns. I also 
have experience both within DSA and in my career as a nonprofit membership organization worker 
managing large projects and supporting badly-needed infrastructure improvements on limited 
budgets. My vision and experience would serve our organization well as we affirm and strengthen our 
organization’s commitment to socialist movement building.  
 
I am running on the Bread & Roses Caucus slate alongside four other women because I believe our 
strengths and experience complement each other, and because we share a common vision for a mass 
socialist organization supported by an effective national infrastructure. We are fully committed to 
transparency and collaboration with all DSA comrades, and I am honored to be submitting my 
candidacy for this position with this aim in mind.  
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Democratic socialism means living in a just world that is free from profit and oppression. It means that 
working people are able to live in a world where we own our labor, and can live healthy, full, and 
meaningful lives free of fear and of exploitation by the capitalist class. Finally, it means masses of 
working-class people fighting together despite their differences toward a shared vision of this better 
world.  
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Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
I would like to see the socialist left continue to grow in numbers and become a true mass movement. In 
order to accomplish this in the DSA in the shorter term, we need to continue to build coalitions with 
labor unions and other working-class community and political grassroots organizations. The only way 
we will become a powerful political vehicle for the working class will be through struggling alongside 
other organizations and organically building those ties. Furthermore, we will need to continue to 
improve our internal structures and organizing in the next five years to support these efforts, including 
developing leadership and infrastructure that makes the connection between smaller local campaigns 
and the larger socialist movement. In the longer term, I hope we continue to flourish and radicalize 
millions of people by supporting these efforts for broad, materially meaningful campaigns.  
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
Without question, climate change and healthcare should be at the forefront of our concerns in DSA. 
These are two strategic and meaningful efforts that we should orient ourselves to that, if successful, 
will vastly build our organization’s internal capacity, make millions of people socialists, and help 
connect personal and local struggles to a broader, international socialist movement. Our greatest 
opportunities during this timeframe will be fighting for a national Medicare for All program, and 
organizing for a Green New Deal. With fascism on the rise and capitalist roadblocks an inevitability in 
these struggles, the only way forward to power for socialists will be building campaigns that masses of 
people will feel personally invested in.  
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
Our purpose as a socialist organization in the United States is to make more socialists. Our politics and 
goals are popular, and we need to move people into direct struggle against capitalism toward those 
goals. Untold millions of people are alienated and suffering in a post-Trump United States, and our role 
should be to politicize these radicalized people into class-oriented struggle together to end 
oppression.  
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
What policies and demands should DSA prioritize championing over the next two years? Why? 
Medicare for All and the Green New Deal should be at the forefront of our demands in the next two 
years. These campaigns have broad appeal to millions of Americans, and can be tied to local struggles 
for improved healthcare and the fight for democratized utilities, as we are doing here in Chicago. We 
should fight for these demands because they tie in many struggles toward a common purpose, and are 
critical needs as countless Americans suffer and die in our healthcare system, and as climate change 
will continue to displace and affect entire communities through flooding, drought, and a decrepit 
national infrastructure.  
 

 



How should DSA engage with other progressive and issue-based organizations? 
In my own chapter, Chicago DSA, joining coalitions and forming partnerships with local progressive 
organizations has been incredibly fruitful, giving our organization inroads into existing working-class 
organizing and our members great opportunities to learn, hone their organizing skills, and make 
connections with people outside of our organization. I think that we should continue pursuing these 
partnerships, and that they should be more than merely institutional handshakes — these partnerships 
should emerge from and facilitate the campaigns and organizing work DSA and other organizations 
share. 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Budget and Fundraising, Convention Planning, Political Education, Socialist Feminist National Working 
Group  
 

 
 

Abdullah Younus 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: New York  
 
Nominating Body: NYC DSA 
 
What is your gender? Male 
 
What is your race and national origin? Desi (Pakistan) 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I have been in DSA since late 2016. I am also the former Co-chair of NYC-DSA, former Steering 
Committee Representative for the South Brooklyn Branch of NYC-DSA, and a member of the National 
Electoral Committee.  
 
I played a more active role in the following campaigns/ projects: forming the South Brooklyn and 
Staten Island branches of NYC-DSA, No Amazon, Khader El-Yateem for City Council, Jabari Brisport for 
City Council, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez for Congress, Julia Salazar for State Senate, and Tiffany Caban 
for District Attorney.  
 
My greatest highlight is my one-year term as Co-chair of NYC-DSA, during which time I helped to guide 
the organization through several huge accomplishments: the victories of Alexandria Ocasio Cortez and 

 



Julia Salazar, adding a new branch (Staten Island) to NYC-DSA, a huge bump in membership and 
engagement, kicking ICE out of New York Courts and Amazon out of Queens. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
I am currently the Director of Political Engagement at the New York Immigration Coalition, which is a 
network of 200 organizations in New York State. The bulk of my work is political and grassroots 
organizing for legislative advocacy around immigration justice issues. 
 
Prior to this, I was a strategic researcher for the United Automobile Workers (UAW), working on the 
Columbia and Harvard grad worker organizing campaigns. Our fight to have the union recognized by 
the administration was eventually successful. Before that, I was a strategist at MPower Change, a 
national Muslim advocacy organization. In addition, I have worked on a few electoral campaigns in 
various capacities as either a staff member or volunteer. One such campaign was the Khader El-Yateem 
for City Council, where I served as the Field Director. This effort was one of the first DSA endorsed races 
post-2016 election, and helped NYC-DSA develop its electoral program. 
  
I am an active leader in the Arab and Muslim community of Bay Ridge, Brooklyn where I am in involved 
in various organizations, including the Arab-American Association of New York and Yalla Brooklyn. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
http://bit.ly/a_younus 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
As the co-chair of NYC-DSA, and as a Desi Muslim, I have had first-hand experience with both the 
substantial power and the current limitations held by DSA locals. 
 
Right now, one of DSA’s biggest strengths is the effective local campaigns happening across the 
country. The organization should focus on developing these campaigns into national efforts from the 
bottom up and work with the locals to determine how the lessons from these campaigns can build 
together into something bigger. The national organization should evaluate existing national campaigns 
to ensure that they have a viable comprehensive campaign strategy in place, and determine how locals 
can be supported in executing them at the local level. The national should work to provide resources 
and guidance to locals engaged in their own campaigns, through a skill-share model. The NPC should 
work to ensure that national, state, and local level campaigns are always undertaken with a deep 
consideration for how the work will bring our members closer with working class and POC 
communities. By consistently showing up and engaging in shared struggle, we can build the trust and 
relationships necessary to bring DSA into broader alignment with other allies with whom we will build 
a mass socialist movement. 
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What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Democratic socialism means we are committed to building a socialist society guided by democratic 
principles, which are both political and economic. As democratic socialists, we are committed to 
building a democratic socialist society from the bottom up. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
In five years, I want DSA to have a crucial role in a broader socialist movement that involves many 
working class organizations working in concert. In ten or twenty years, I want that movement to be in 
power and be implementing programs to dramatically transform and democratize our society and 
economy.  
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
I believe an organizing-forward strategy is what is necessary for DSA’s continued success, especially in 
the coming two years. Our goal is to build a socialist majority, and that will require effective 
campaigning with working class communities and communities of color. Getting there will be done 
through democratic, transparent and accountable processes. 
  
Successful national campaigns require a democratic bottom-up structure, where local struggles are 
connected to broader goals through a shared strategy and coordinated calendar. DSA has the 
infrastructure to carry out just that, and I recognize that strength in our institution. Through this 
emphasis on campaigning practice, we will work in coalitions with organized working-class and 
progressive groups to build long lasting relationships and solidarity. 
 
Key questions we face: 
 
Bernie Sanders: How we win & what comes next?  
How can our work bring our members closer to working class & POC communities?  
How can the national be a more effective resource for the locals?  
Are our campaigns robust and strategic?  
Is DSA a positive and transformative experience for people? 
 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
To build and expand the power of the socialist movement and the political agency of the working class. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 

 



What’s your assessment of DSA’s National Electoral Strategy and how do you think socialists 
should be engaging with elections in the short term?  
Over the last two years DSA’s National Electoral Strategy has been a major success.  As a supporter of 
the strategy that was passed by this NPC who had a small role on the team that drafted it, the success 
of local electoral races, rooted in the independent efforts of DSA locals, has been more effective than 
we could possibly have predicted two years ago. 
 
There are two key things that I think makes electoral organizing one of our strongest projects. 
A point of entry to socialism - Elections are often the lowest barrier to entry for people to engage in 
their political life. This gives us the opportunity to create an environment for people to learn about 
socialism and articulate their own political demands. 
 
A platform for our ideas - People pay attention to elections and the press covers them. This gives us an 
opportunity to publicize our demands to a wider audience, and also to impose them on politicians.  
 
How should DSA engage with other progressive and issue-based organizations? 
Most working people in the United States are not members of a socialist organization, but many 
millions of them have organized themselves in their own interests - through unions, community 
organizations, immigrant rights groups, and more. We need to prioritize coalitions because we don’t 
know everyone, and we don’t know everything - we have as much to learn from working class 
organizations as we have to teach them. 
 
Working in coalitions can be challenging, but it often strengthens our movement. We should work 
alongside other organizations in order to build relationships between our members and theirs. 
Building trust gives us the opportunity to expose our politics to the not-yet-socialists and also exposes 
our members to the often deep local knowledge of other organizers.  
 
Joining in coalitions doesn’t mean hiding our politics or compromising our principles. DSA should be 
public and unapologetic about our politics, but we should also be trying to win over millions of other 
people to our views, which means building long term, trusting relationships with their organizations. 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Electoral, International, Chapter and OC Pipeline 
 

 
 

Megan Svoboda 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: East Bay 

 



 
Nominating Body: DSA Medicare for All 
 
What is your gender? Woman 
 
What is your race and national origin? White 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
Since joining DSA in January 2017 I have worked on local campaigns including SB 562 (CA single-payer), 
the Jovanka Beckles District 15 Assembly Race, and supported the Oakland teachers’ strike. I have 
been an elected leader in my chapter, serving on the East Bay DSA Steering Committee from May 
2017-18. I have worked on national DSA campaigns as a Steering Committee and Organizing 
Committee member on the Medicare for All campaign and the DSA for Bernie campaign. I’m running on 
the Bread & Roses Caucus slate, a group of socialists whose core principles are mass action, strategic 
campaigns, rank-and-file labor orientation, and fighting oppression. We are committed to working with 
DSA comrades from all tendencies to build a strong, big-tent socialist organization of and for the 
working-class majority. 
 
Helping to launch and run the Medicare for All campaign has been a highlight of my time in DSA. 
Through the development of the Organizing Guide and the Regional Organizer program I have been 
able to connect with and learn from DSA members all over the country. Campaigns like this - that 
connect chapters, develop our organizing skills, and help us draw clear lines in class struggle - 
demonstrate the importance and potential of DSA.  
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
Prior to joining DSA, most of my organizing experience took place in the context of working or 
volunteering for issue-based non-profits, mostly in the realm of cooperatives and food justice. 
 
On the one hand, these experiences gave me important insights about how to participate in 
membership-based organizations, and the importance of concretely linking local-level struggles to 
larger national and global issues.  
 
But on the other hand, my frustration with the limitations of the non-profit model was one of the things 
that led me to join DSA in the first place. At the most basic level, the non-stop grind to find money 
diverts energy from on-the-ground organizing and directs it towards constant fundraising. And the 
mission of those nonprofits, however good they might be, always lean towards the priorities of the 
wealthy funders that keep them going. Socialist and working-class organizations (like DSA, parties, and 
unions), get their funding from their membership, and it is this lack of reliance on wealthy foundations 
and donors that makes it possible for us to build movements that take on capital. 
 

 



Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
http://bit.ly/m_svoboda 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
I am running for NPC because I believe that DSA is capable of helping to build a mass movement of 
working people that can make transformative demands on our society. Major campaigns like Bernie 
Sanders, Medicare for All, and a Green New Deal have the potential to galvanize millions of working 
people in a struggle against the capitalist class.  
 
In order to play a crucial role in this moment, DSA needs to step up. We need to bring more 
people--especially working people and people of color-- into our organization, we need to develop our 
organizing capacity both on a local and national level, and we need to build strong coalitions with 
progressive and working-class forces to fight for these mass demands.  
 
To fulfill DSA’s potential in this important political moment, we need effective and well-run national 
campaigns that create space and infrastructure for chapters to organize in their local context. If elected 
to the NPC, I will bring my experience from the Medicare For All campaign committee to continue to 
build these types of campaigns and the national infrastructure needed to support on-the-ground 
organizing by local chapters. 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Democratic socialism means a society in which workers and all people have democratic control over 
the important decisions that structure our economy and society. It means freedom from exploitation 
and oppression, and a shared public economic and political life that empowers everyone. But the 
harder question is: how do we get there?  
 
I believe the best strategy for reaching this future is through mass demands on the state (like Medicare 
for All, Green New Deal, etc.), running candidates who can fight for those demands, and building 
democratic movements that can use their power to defeat the forces of capital and achieve those 
demands. In the medium term, this means building the labor movement into a democratic and militant 
force for working people, and establishing a political party rooted in and fighting for the whole working 
class.  
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
It is important to plan for the future, but it is equally as important to know that we will need to adjust 
those plans based on circumstances that we cannot predict right now. 
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In the next five years I’d like to see DSA grow to be an organization comprised of hundreds of 
thousands of members with strong relationships to a rank-and-file-led labor movement and other 
left-wing groups across the United States 
 
By 2024, I hope that we are wrapping up the first term on a Bernie Sanders presidency - fighting for and 
winning Medicare for All, free college tuition and loan forgiveness, an end to our punitive immigration 
system, and a Green New Deal that includes a jobs guarantee. I would like to see dozens of DSA 
members elected to office across the country, from judges and school board members to Congress - 
creating an infrastructure for socialist legislators to run for higher office. These elected officials would 
act primarily as movement organizers, agitating for our demands and constantly differentiating 
themselves from establishment Democrats, regardless of the ballot line they run on.  
 
Five years from now, I’d like worker militancy to continue its current upsurge, spreading to new sectors 
and pushing unions to organize new workers, take on more militant campaigns, and become more 
democratic. DSA can play a significant supporting role in helping to encourage and organize a 
rejuvenated labor movement. In 2024, I hope that thousands of DSA members are active rank-and-file 
union members, DSA is actively supporting organizations that connect the militant rank-and-file (like 
Labor Notes and others), and the DSLC plays a leading role in developing tools that allow local 
chapters to support strikes and other local labor struggles. 
 
The political landscape over the next 10-20 years is more difficult to predict. But, I hope that 
working-class and socialist movements have built the power to win a nationalized healthcare system, 
massive decarceration, expanded investment in education, and a jobs guarantee. With the rising threat 
of climate change certain to become the most pressing political issue, we will need to use a Green New 
Deal to implement a just transition towards an ecological, working-class society. To win these things, 
we need to build independent working-class power, likely through a new political party. While we can’t 
know exactly what that party will look like, DSA can and should play a major role in bringing about the 
level of class struggle necessary to achieve it. 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
The next two years will be a critical moment for DSA and socialism in the United States. Our primary 
tasks are to (1) grow DSA, (2) build effective national campaigns that engage members across the 
country, and (3) strengthen DSA’s connection to the labor rank-and-file by recruiting union workers 
and supporting DSA members in getting rank-and-file jobs. 
 
On the positive side, the next two years could witness the election of Bernie Sanders to the presidency 
and the emergence of mass movements around major demands like Medicare for All, free college, and 
a Green New Deal. In the labor movement, we could see a continuation of the current teachers’ strike 
wave, see the Teamsters--the U.S.’s largest private sector union-- elect a rank-and-file reform 
leadership emerging from Teamsters for a Democratic Union, and witness Sarah Nelson elected 

 



president of the AFL-CIO. There is an opportunity for millions of workers, for the first time in their lives, 
join picket lines and become active in union politics.  
 
As the largest socialist organization in a generation, we have to commit ourselves to solidifying working 
class power where it is strong, and helping to grow it where the potential exists. Even if Bernie is 
elected and the labor movement continues to grow in a more militant and democratic direction, only a 
strong democratic socialist movement can link all of them together. It is our task to build campaigns 
and infrastructure that can bring millions more working people into struggle. Continued strikes and the 
Sanders’ agenda won’t be won’t be won unless there are large organizations like DSA to push them 
forward. DSA did not create the conditions under which these things came to be but we have a 
responsibility to accept the role history has given us--to help cement these gains and push forward to 
bigger demands. 
 
The next two years also hold a number of challenges and potential pitfalls for our organization and our 
movement. The continued rise of the far-right and the reactionary agenda of the Republican Party, the 
intensification of climate change, and the continued consolidation of wealth among the billionaire 
class all pose serious challenges for winning our immediate demands. The corporate wing of the 
Democratic Party will likely further entrench itself against the socialist and progressive challenges it’s 
currently facing. 
 
No matter which way the political winds shift, our path forward will include a focus on growing DSA, 
engaging members across the country in national campaigns for mass demands, and building strong 
relationships with organized workers and other grassroots left-wing organizations. 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
At the most basic level, the role of a socialist organization is to make it easier to working people to 
struggle against capital. Our purpose is to provide infrastructure and political analysis that lowers the 
barrier for ordinary people to engage in politics. On the one hand, we must meet people where they’re 
at by organizing campaigns around mass demands that have an impact on people’s lives in the 
here-and-now. On the other hand, we must be clear that winning reforms under capitalism is not 
enough. 
 
Of course, the hard question is how to build an organization that can effectively do both of those 
things.  
 
In terms of our immediate political work, we should focus on opportunities to build campaign 
infrastructure for mass demands like Medicare for All, Bernie Sanders, and a Green New Deal that 
people who don’t yet fully consider themselves socialists can participate in. We should pair that with a 
strong but flexible political education program. National should provide resources which local 
chapters can choose to use in running Socialist Night Schools or other events that talk about our 
longer-term goals of transitioning away from capitalism and towards a system where workers and all 
people have democratic control over our economy and our society. 
 

 



The rapid growth of DSA, which I expect to continue over the next two years, also brings a number of 
challenges in terms of our organizational structures. DSA will need to adapt and evaluate our 
organizational structures to become more responsive to the needs of members, chapters, and the 
changing political situation.  
 
First and foremost, we need to dedicate more National resources and staff time to newly formed 
chapters and organizing committees, to increase their capacity to get off the ground (opening bank 
accounts, establishing bylaws, hosting their first public organizing events). We also need to find ways 
to expand democratic decision-making between Conventions for questions of national importance. 
This could look like national elections for an expanded National Advisory Committee. We should take 
the time to consider and evaluate a variety of models, but no matter what path we follow, it is 
absolutely necessary to expand democratic decison-making at the national level.  
 
Another crucial role of a socialist organization in the United States is to help build a working-class 
movement in the heart of global capitalism that can participate in the international struggle against 
capitalism and imperialism. At the most basic level, this means using National resources to invite 
speakers and activists from around the world to educate us on their struggles. Developing 
relationships with socialists from around the world is the foundation of any internationalist movement. 
But as socialists in the United States, we have a special role in opposing imperialist U.S. military 
intervention, pushing back against our outrageous military budget, abolishing ICE, and demanding an 
end to immigration restrictions. The forces of capital think and act internationally, and so the 
working-class movement needs to do so as well. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views 
 
At the last national convention, delegates voted on three national priorities—Medicare for All, 
Electoral organizing, and Labor—along with a number of other key resolutions. What’s your 
assessment of the organization’s work and progress in these areas? 
These priority work areas have been a major part of DSA’s growth and success over the past two years. 
In January 2017, the national Medicare for All campaign represented DSA’s first large-scale national 
campaign. Over the past two years, well over 100 chapters have taken advantage of this national 
infrastructure to host M4A-related events that helped them develop organizing skills, grow their 
chapters, and build local coalitions. 
 
The Democratic Socialist Labor Commission (DSLC) was tasked with carrying out our Labor priority. 
Since August 2017, they have played an important supporting role in carrying forward the momentum 
of the teachers’ strike wave. By bringing socialist teachers to picket lines across the country, creating 
resources for socialists who are interested in becoming teachers, and establishing networks for 
socialists teachers to share ideas and coordinate nationally. They have also begun to take an active 
role in supporting Labor for Bernie, giving rank-and-file workers resources to organize for Bernie in 
their workplaces and push their unions--local and international-- to democratize their union 
endorsement processes. 
 

 



The National Electoral Committee has supported DSA chapters across the country in considering 
electoral endorsements, running local candidates, and fighting back against corporate Democrats and 
Republicans. Through their development of a National Electoral Strategy, they set up a framework that 
empowers local chapters to implement their own electoral strategies, build independent campaign 
structures, coordinate with other chapters, and connect electoral work to other campaigns that the 
chapter is participating in.  
 
The committees carrying out theses national priority areas have, overall, been successful. But they 
have encountered a number of challenges, and we need to be willing to address them if we want this 
work to continue to build power and capacity. First, more national resources (money and staff time) 
need to be committed to each priority group, especially the DSLC. And we need to figure out better 
ways of incorporating all of this work into the national and local organization so they don’t become 
siloed off from each other.  
 
The Democratic presidential primary and the general election will be underway during your NPC 
term. How do you think DSA should approach the presidential election and its endorsement of 
Bernie Sanders? 
Bernie Sanders’ campaign is the most significant development in left politics in my lifetime. His 2016 
campaign was an important catalyst for the growth of DSA and has shifted the political discourse in this 
country significantly to the left. We need to take seriously our role in building this movement, 
especially our responsibility to translate excitement around a single candidate into greater 
participation in labor unions, grassroots political movements, and DSA itself. 
 
We need to hit the ground running and support chapters in launching DSA for Bernie campaigns that 
are tailored to their local political contexts. During the 2016 Bernie campaign, DSA was still relatively 
small and didn’t have the capacity to run a campaign at the scale we have today. This time around, DSA 
chapters are established in local communities across the U.S., and can be a hub for DSA members and 
socialist-curious Bernie supporters to develop their skills and learn about capitalism and democratic 
socialism.  
 
Having an Independent Expenditure (IE) campaign at the national level allows us to be the left flank of 
a Bernie movement and create spaces for DSA to comment on the Bernie campaign from the outside, 
build independent infrastructure, and offer Bernie volunteers a space to learn about democratic 
socialism. Our national IE does not limit local chapters from choosing to coordinate officially with the 
Bernie campaign. This flexibility is important, because each local context is different, and though some 
chapters may prefer to run independent campaigns, others could benefit from a closer connection with 
Bernie’s official campaign. 
 
Our DSA for Bernie campaign can help us continue to grow DSA, equip members with crucial organizing 
skills, and establish democratic socialism as a major political force across the country. Bernie’s 
campaign will mobilize and radicalize millions of people, including young people, working people, and 
people of color. If Bernie wins, he will need a mass movement willing to take disruptive action against 
capital to push forward his agenda. If Bernie loses, millions of volunteers and supporters will be 

 



looking for a political home where they can continue to organize for that agenda. DSA should be the 
place where those millions of people go. 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Electoral, Medicare for All, Chapter and OC Pipeline, DSA for Bernie 
 

 
 

Maikiko James 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: Los Angeles 
 
Nominating Body: DSA-LA 
 
What is your gender? Woman 
 
What is your race and national origin? Chinese, Japanese, Black 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I’ve been involved in DSA-LA since December 2016 and dues-paying since March of 2017. Since then, 
I’ve held positions as chair of the former Racial Justice Committee, coordinator of the former 
Anti-oppression Committee, both decommissioned in effort to prevent issue-siloing of 
underrepresented people in our chapter and remove undue burden on those who were organizing 
most in those committees. I was also an at-large member of the DSA-LA Steering Committee in 2018. 
Within those positions, I helped to coordinate quarterly culture forum addressing oppressive aspects of 
culture within our chapter, and build the infrastructure for the implementation of our misconduct 
policy and conflict resolution team. I am currently the capacity coordinator of the Membership 
Committee, supporting the work of our training program and the onboarding of new members into 
DSA-LA organizing.  
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
My first experiences in community organizing were in high school for local anti-gentrification 
campaigns in San Francisco, resourcing small businesses and working class residents to fight off major 
development. Since then, I’ve had professional and volunteer experiences in youth leadership, 
immigration justice, juvenile justice system reform, media representation and equity, and feminist 
anti-militarism. Many of these experiences were and remain confined by the political and capitalist 

 



limitations of working within non-profit organizations. I joined DSA having come to an understanding 
that work at this level cannot be transformative without major systemic overhaul in our economy and 
society. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
N/A 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
Candidly, the last two years have been among the most challenging of my life. I found an organization 
whose politics animated me to a height I’d never experienced. I’ve worked with formidable organizers 
whose commitment to a world for all inspires me daily. I’ve also been deeply conflicted and sad about 
influences of patriarchy and white supremacy insinuating themselves in our treatment of one another 
and our behaviors, including my own, within the organization. Practically, I have eighteen years of 
administrative experience that keep me on task and organized enough to contribute to the structural 
development required of an organization growing at DSA’s pace. However, I think it’s the navigation of 
the emotional and social polarity that commits me to the organization and its potential for real 
revolutionary effect. As internal divides have historically contributed to the diminishing of progressive 
movements, I’m eager to explore DSA’s capacity to adapt to, be strengthened by, and heal through our 
differences. I look forward to growing into a group of hundreds of thousands of skillful organizers who 
not only build and maintain authentic, community-based relationships, but also embrace the 
complexity of what those relationships need to survive, and ultimately, for all to thrive. 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Democratic socialism to me means the potential for every human life to be valued and every person to 
be participatory and determining in the structures in which we live. Since joining DSA, I’ve witnessed 
deep commitment to these principles, even if we’re varied in our methodologies. This too is a critical 
part of democratic socialism, and a multi-tendency approach to organizing is itself counter to the 
dogmatism of right patriarchy. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
In five years, I would like DSA to have grown at the same consistency if not faster than over the past two 
years. We’ll have done this through organizing to win practical campaign victories that improve the 
lives of the majority of people. We’ll also have attracted thousands more by naming and illuminating 
the daily oppressions imposed upon us by capitalism, coupled with concrete alternatives and an 
understanding that collective power can replace the perceived intractability of neoliberalism. In ten or 
twenty years, I’d envision DSA to have been instrumental in the dismantling of fossil fuel’s dominance, 
money in politics, and unsustainable class disparity. While capitalism may still exist in ten years, far 
more people will be embracing policies that have already benefited them, such as universal healthcare, 

 



mass infrastructural improvements, significantly defunded military and prison industries, and 
educational systems that provide genuine agency instead of pre-corporate training. Women, trans, and 
non-binary people will have far more if not complete bodily autonomy, plus required authorship on all 
healthcare legislation that affects us. Many of the seeds of these ideas are planted, and DSA must stay 
vigilant in our visions to bring them to pass without losing sight of our space created for mass 
involvement. 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
In the next two years, the event that will politically activate the largest number of people in our country 
is the presidential election, and the one that should is the looming climate cliff that threatens our very 
existence. As DSA, I believe we have an opportunity to more intentionally integrate the vast range of 
issues we currently address - Medicare for All, strengthening labor, abolishing ICE and the prison 
industrial complex, homelessness and housing, fascist white nationalism, and many others - to engage 
a broad cross-section of people in a mass, intersectional movement of the working class. As we work 
on campaigns addressing specific, often more localized, issues, we have the opportunity to build 
dialogue around the roots of entrenched capitalist oppressions and link them to national and global 
imperatives.  
 
Socialism’s rising popularity among people in the United States presents a critical moment in our 
culture to amplify the needs of the most alienated and oppressed in this country and build our capacity 
to take power. Moreover, socialism as being adapted and evolved by this generation of organizers 
presents the moment to consciously develop praxis centering socialist feminism, decolonization, racial 
equity, queerness, ecosocialism, and indigeneity. This requires our dedication to collaboration, 
learning from our elders, and being attentive to how and through what outlets the majority of working 
class people engage in politics and society. 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
The role of a socialist organization in the US today is to present the only viable alternative to currently 
dominating, harmful power structures. The role of DSA, as big tent and multi-tendency, is to present 
that alternative as nuanced and responsive to the vast range of human experiences that we will have in 
this organization if we aim to be influential. We’re watching the deep reach of conservative, nationalist 
barbarism wage terror and instability across the world, and whereas we don’t have the money of those 
who uphold that value, we’re also seeing an undeniable groundswell of people who long for a more 
sustainable, compassionate way of living. We have many centuries of social movements which have led 
to our potential for radical change. Our purpose now is to honor those legacies, and, in coalition and 
solidarity with many others, weave a foundation on which the largest number of people can engage in 
our own liberation. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 

 



How should DSA engage with other progressive and issue-based organizations? 
DSA’s growth and survival is incumbent on our ability to be trustworthy and dedicated coalition 
partners, both as supporters of pre-existing organizations who work on issues we believe in, but also as 
a guidepost for new socialist policies within those issues. In order to do so, we must have clarity on why 
we align, acknowledging that while many if not most issue-based organizations won’t share our exact 
political objectives, if they are trusted in serving the communities for whom we must fight hardest, we 
must work intentionally to build relationships with them. I see chapters across the country doing this 
well - showing up regularly for actions and picket lines, turning out members to marches, campaigning 
for local radical policies. We also occasionally will be asked to provide guidance or support in more 
instructional terms. These opportunities are critical, to both lend help and political influence when 
asked, however we must also diligently ensure we center expertise of people who have been in the 
fight for many years, and whose lived experience cannot be replaced by theory or capacity. Coalition 
building is a long game, and we must approach it with humility and patience. 
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
With the vast range of sizes and bandwidth of our local organizing bodies, I believe it should be a 
prioritized responsibility of the national organization to consistently be in correspondence with 
chapters and organizing committees in assessing their needs, and to tailor as many resources as 
possible to meet those needs. As an example, I’ve heard of rural chapters not knowing where to turn to 
acquire training and fundraising resources. While it may not be feasible to create in-person regional 
trainings that every person in our organization can attend, it is certainly possible to provide more 
webinars and written materials, and diligently track to make sure every member has access to those, if 
not attends or implements them. Respecting the limitations of our national staff, I think this should be 
a shared assignment between staff and the National Political Committee. The hiring of additional 
regional organizers has been instrumental in the improvement of resources, however, as a member of 
Socialist Majority, I also endorse an expansion of regional presence and representation within our 
national leadership, as it will be a key component of increasing our capacity and reach.  
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Budget and Fundraising, Grievances, Chapter and OC Pipeline 
 

 
 

Kristian Hernandez 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: North Texas 
 

 



Nominating Body: DSA North Texas 
 
What is your gender? Female 
 
What is your race and national origin? Mexican 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I joined DSA in early September of 2016 and have been an active member for nearly 3 years. In 
November 2016, I was elected one of three chapter chairs and was re-elected in November 2017, while 
also forming and chairing the Racial Justice Working Group. As chair, I oversaw our involvement during 
Standing Rock and the Oklahoma Teachers Strike, helped our monthly meeting attendance go from 15 
to 75 people, and supported our membership growth to nearly 500 members. In 2018, I pushed for the 
creation of a Membership Coordinator and am currently in this position. I oversee membership, 
renewals, and the creation and implementation of organizer trainings for the chapter. I also served on 
the coordinating committee for the Texas Regional Leadership Training, the Pre-Convention Regional 
Conference, the National Immigration Working Group, and spoke during the opening plenary and 
co-facilitated the Immigration Workshop at the 2017 Convention and 2018 YDSA Convention. I’m the 
lead for our paid sick time campaign, which started off as a ballot initiative in 2018 and then a 
successful city council campaign in 2019, which secured paid sick for over 300,000 workers, also serving 
as the volunteer coordinator for the Dallas Working Texans coalition. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
Before DSA, I was an immigrant rights organizer with the North Texas Dream Team, a grassroots 
mixed-status organization founded in 2010. I served as the Community Outreach chair, where I grew 
our volunteer list to over 1,000 and our active volunteer base to 200 and developed strong relationships 
with organizers and activists in the DFW area. I was also the two-term Vice President and the Vice chair 
for the Immigration Affairs Committee which oversees the DACA workshops we developed and 
implemented. This committee has helped over 8,000 recipients, saved approximately 1-2 million in 
legal fees, and lead workshops all throughout North and rural Texas. I also coordinated with DSA to 
raise over $25,000 for DACA fees when DACA was rescinded under the current administration. In 2016, I 
also was a Bernie Sanders State and National Delegate. 
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
N/A 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 

 



I’m running for NPC because I want to continue having an active role in improving the capacity, 
effectiveness, and strength of this organization. My biggest goals for DSA over the next two years 
including navigating the 2020 election (and the resulting administration), while keeping a strong focus 
on how we build local power. I’d like our national numbers to grow to over 75,000 members, as well as 
having our locals see their active bases grow to at least half of their paid-membership. I want chapters 
to feel supported in both resources and training, as well as in the spaces that DSA-culture creates. I 
want to work with NPC members, as well as chapter leaders, in helping develop strategic plans to grow 
their active base, as well as to communicate what their needs are based on location, political context, 
and chapter priorities. I’d also like to help connect chapters that are doing similar work so that 
community can be created beyond state-lines.  
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Democratic socialism to me means working class people having direct say and ownership in their 
everyday lives. It means democracy being the fundamental framework of the economy, of workplaces, 
of our relationships to each other, and of our justice system and political systems. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
In the next five years, I’d like DSA and the broader socialist left to be key figures in the struggle against 
the capitalists and the growing facist presence internationally. This also stands for the next 10-20 years, 
particularly with the constant threat of climate change and what it means to the urgency of our 
organizing and strategic plans to change the way our world is currently run. Our organization has a lot 
of work to do in order to get anywhere near that type of role. We must take a closer, honest, and 
self-aware look at the way our DSA spaces can be hostile and unwelcoming to people of color. The 
make-up of our organization is not something we can ignore any longer, and we must take concrete 
and authentic efforts to analyze how we are upholding the very systems we purport to be against. I 
want our chapter spaces to be collaborative, community-based, creative, and effective. This is going to 
require struggle, conflict, and humility. I think, particularly because we grew so quickly, we will also 
need to develop a national and regional infrastructure that supports skill-sharing, resource-sharing, 
and open and transparent communication where everyone feels part of and privy to the way this 
organization is run.   
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
We will, without question, continue to see the rise of fascism and red-baiting. I believe these two things 
to be serious obstacles to the strength of our organization. The 2020 election will play a huge role in 
every-day people seeing the limitations of the existing Democratic party and how they continue to not 
be real advocates for the working class. This will provide an opportunity for groups like DSA to 
challenge the imagination of the working class. It's certainly a pain in the ass to hit a point where you 
realize that the world is not okay, that humanity is suffering, and that the systems are working just as 
they're meant to. It's that awakening when we see clearly that no one is going to save us: WE are going 

 



to save us. And to do that, we must get radical. Now, I know there are people who hear that word and 
instantly run in the other direction, thinking radicals are all chaos. But I use radical in the true sense of 
the word, meaning "getting to the root of the issue." As Ella Baker once said, being radical "means 
facing a system that does not lend itself to your needs and devising means by which you change that 
system." 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
Our role is to help each other figure out how we end capitalism, collectively, and how we can develop a 
deep solidarity not only which each other, but with working class people all over the world. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
What policies and demands should DSA prioritize championing over the next two years? Why? 
The Green New Deal should be at the forefront of the work we are doing. The limited time we have and 
the fact that we are dependent on this earth to survive lends to the urgency of pushing for every facet 
of this developed platform and beyond. I also think that we need to be working actively on prison 
abolition work. The campaigns and work we are doing are only becoming more dangerous because of 
the fact that we stand to be criminalized at every turn, and we must not ignore the fact that many of 
the working class people that need to join the fight are currently in prisons, jails, and detention centers. 
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
NPC is currently responsible for overseeing the implementation and coordination of national priorities 
as decided at convention. I think, however, there does not need to be a cookie-cutter approach to this 
work. No matter the priorities, these are going to need to be implemented differently across locals. I 
think we should be doing the work to make sure each chapter feels supported and has the resources 
needed to make this work happen in whatever strategic way they democratically decide to implement 
the campaign. We need to help coordinate transparency and access to information. 
 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Budget and Fundraising, Grievances, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Convention Planning, Social Media, 
Political Education, training 
 

 
 

Dave Pinkham 
 

 



Chapter or Organizing Committee: Austin 
 
Nominating Body: Democratic Socialist Labor Commission 
 
What is your gender? Male 
 
What is your race and national origin? White, US 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I joined DSA in February 2017. I was co-chair of Austin DSA from November 2017-January 2019 and 
currently am an At Large Member of our elected Leadership Committee. I helped organize our work on 
the campaign to win Paid Sick Days for all workers in Austin. We paired Paid Sick Days with 
conversations Medicare for All while canvassing, a combo which was met with wide approval at the 
doors.  
 
One of my current areas of focus is expanding and strengthening our chapter’s connection to organized 
labor, including educational and solidarity work as well as engaging DSA members in strategic salting. 
As part of this work, I am helping build stronger relationships between DSA and labor unions by 
mobilizing our membership to support important campaigns. In January, I organized around 40 DSA 
members from around the state to participate in the Young Active Labor Leaders Summit here in Austin 
including tabling for DSA and going through the weekend’s curriculum with young trade unionists from 
around Texas. Broadly, I have sought to expand membership participation in our chapter and actively 
seek out new leaders and organizers to help grow. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
Outside DSA, most of the organizing work I’ve been doing is around labor, with my goal always to help 
grow, strengthen, and radicalize unions. Last year I helped support a successful union drive at a large 
bookstore in Austin. Along with several excellent comrades, I helped provide support and direction, 
connect them to the resources they needed, and mobilize DSA members to support their cause. They 
are currently negotiating their first contract, which is super exciting!  
 
Recently, I’ve been working as an organizer at the Texas AFL-CIO, which has provided me with both 
good experience and a higher level of insight into what will be necessary to revitalize the labor 
movement in the US. The most exciting part has been the opportunity to meet and develop 
relationships with progressive union members from around the state. 
 
Currently, I am helping support a worker-led effort to organize a local food service chain. I have 
recruited several members of DSA (including myself) to salt some of the shops and am working on a 
community support system to aid the workers morally and materially as they carry out this fight. 
 

 



Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
N/A 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
In my time organizing with Austin DSA, I have been part of campaigns that put working class people 
into direct conflict with bosses and centers of political power to fight for improvements in our material 
conditions. These campaigns have helped to expand our base and build our reputation as an effective 
force for change in Texas. We have done all this work as part of broad coalitions of labor and 
progressive organizations but explicitly as socialists. We are connecting working class struggle to our 
larger transformative demands. I believe that this is an effective model for DSA to implement more 
broadly. I would like to help make that a reality. 
 
Additionally, I realize the importance of having leaders who reliably carry out the day to day 
administrative tasks necessary to keep DSA functioning. In my time as an elected officer of Austin DSA, I 
have put in the time to do this mostly invisible but critical work. I will do the same as a member of the 
NPC. 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Democratic socialism is the struggle to end capitalist exploitation and oppression. It is the fight to win 
a just, equitable, democratically governed world by building a mass working class movement capable 
of confronting the capitalist class, whose power is underpinned by racism, patriarchy, resource 
extraction, and labor exploitation. I do not think of it as a fixed goal, but rather as a constant process of 
building power through working class organizing to win concrete improvements to our living 
conditions that point the way towards a world we collectively envision, which is rich with personal 
freedom, ecologically sustainable, and equitably provides for human needs and wants. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
In five years, I’d like to see DSA and other socialists building on the unique opportunity presented by 
the US having elected its first ever socialist president. When we win Medicare For All, we’ll have the 
chance to direct the momentum built in the fight to other critical tasks. I think that enacting sweeping 
labor law reforms in the US -- such as Sanders’ Workplace Democracy Act -- which will allow us to help 
build mass militant unions and unlock the door to larger and more powerful organizing, is one of the 
natural next steps. With this growing power, the US left will have the leverage we need to win the Green 
New Deal, which is urgently necessary. During this time, DSA should be intentionally building solidarity 
with other left and socialist organizations around the world with the goal of forming a new 
international coalition to begin the fight to end militarism, capital flight, and capitalist extraction in the 
Global South.  
 

 



In ten years, we will have put in the hard work to win several nationally transformative victories and in 
doing so will have enough socialists in office and a large enough base to pass election law reform that 
will allow us to effectively create a new Labor or Socialist Party in the US. Depending on the 
circumstances, DSA may fold into this new party. Either way, we will have the ability to build 
independent electoral power directed solely towards winning reforms that will further empower the 
working class, such as universal rent control -- which is a possible first step toward large scale social 
housing -- and more aggressive regulation of the finance sector. 
 
In twenty years, we can be fighting to decommodify as many critical sectors of the economy as 
possible, such as the finance sector, agriculture and food supply chains, etc. Through an international 
coalition of socialist organizations, we should be fighting to prevent the free movement of capital, 
which would seek to undercut our gains by forcing recession and austerity, and maintaining peace and 
international cooperation to avert imperialist war and the profiteering that goes with it.  
 
To get us there DSA needs to raise our members’ level of political education. We should do this by 
implementing a more robust and programmatic educational institution for our core members, but 
more importantly by actively engaging our membership, and working people more broadly, in 
struggles for power. This is one of the most important tasks for leadership. We need to focus DSA’s 
energy into clear and strategic campaigns that mobilize existing membership, recruit new members, 
and win. 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
We are in a moment of economic, social, and cultural crisis. Since the majority of American political 
consciousness and rhetoric is focused around presidential elections, I believe we will see the existing 
hegemony fracture at an increasing rate as the election progresses. It is our urgent task to drive a 
wedge into the cracks. Our enemies are already doing the same.  
 
With the right moving in an openly authoritarian direction, we must be able to present our vision of a 
better world that is free from domination and exploitation. As the election progresses, the wealthy will 
intensify their red baiting and fear mongering tactics in the hopes of keeping people divided. That said, 
I believe the most urgent tasks will be joining in the fight to win the Sanders presidency and using it as 
an opportunity to vastly grow the size of DSA, continuing the issue campaigns in which we’re already 
engaged, and seeking out strategic opportunities to enter into coalitions that will help us win reforms 
and merge the fight for socialism into the active struggles of working people around the country.  
 
This is a gamble. I think it is one we must take. The necessary conditions to enact transformative 
change will not last forever, and we cannot conjure them up of our own accord.  
 

 



If Sanders wins, we’ll have a unique opportunity to grow into a mass, diverse, working class 
organization that can keep building, fighting, and winning. It is both an urgent challenge and a great 
opportunity.  
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
I think that the role of a socialist organization in the United States today has two main parts. The first is 
to organize for power alongside labor unions and other working class social justice organizations to 
win reforms that improve the material conditions of people’s lives. The second part is to frame these 
struggles in the context of a socialist worldview that unites them and makes clear that the struggle for 
freedom from domination is the struggle for socialism. It is our task to point toward that utopian 
horizon as we bring people together to take collective steps towards it. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
What’s your assessment of DSA’s National Electoral Strategy and how do you think socialists 
should be engaging with elections in the short term?  
The National Electoral Strategy lays out a solid blueprint for how chapters should engage with 
elections. By building our own independent electoral apparatus, DSA can reach a broader audience of 
working class people than we can through many other community organizing campaigns. And it's not 
just movement building; winning elections helps build the concrete power we need to enact legislative 
reforms. These reforms will then further heighten the ability of working class people to organize for 
power.  
 
For example, take the Wagner Act in 1935. In the decade or so following its passage, private sector 
union density grew from about 15% to about 35% nationwide. The legal requirement that employers 
recognize card check union formation and the enforcement of closed shop workplaces is a huge boon 
to working class organizations’ ability to grow and maintain power. If we hope to rebuild workplace 
democracy to the level where it can hold the state accountable to our demands, winning such a reform 
is necessary. If we are able to win such a reform while simultaneously building left militancy in the 
labor movement that can inoculate against the possibility of another purge of socialists from the labor 
movement, we may be able to continue on a path to winning many more of the victories we hope to 
achieve. 
 
I believe that both in the short term and thereafter, DSA should run independent electoral campaigns 
for self-identified socialists. If we hope to build a new party, the bare minimum requirement for the 
candidates we support should be that they approach politics as class struggle and seek to build the 
power of the working class. They should promote a program that includes our urgent issues, such as 
Medicare For All, Green New Deal, racial justice, housing as a right, unrestricted abortion access, 
immigrant rights, and US non-interventionism, etc. depending on the office for which they are running. 
Preferably, we continue to develop our own internal mechanisms for candidate selection so that we 
may grow candidates from our own ranks of dedicated organizers. 
 

 



In the last election cycle, Austin DSA ran an independent campaign for Lewis Conway Jr. for City 
Council. Conway was the first formerly incarcerated person to run for office in Texas. Though not a 
member of DSA at the beginning of his campaign, Conway joined DSA and became a staunch advocate 
for democratic socialism as his campaign progressed, even before receiving our chapter’s 
endorsement. Though we did not win the race, I believe that had we been more prepared to hit the 
ground running and had been able to endorse in a more timely fashion, there is a high chance we 
would have won. Conway’s campaign was issue driven and focused heavily on the right of formerly 
incarcerated folks to vote and otherwise participate in civic and political life. The campaign gave us the 
opportunity to speak to black working class people in Austin about this issue as well as many of the 
others DSA focuses on, such as the right of all people to health care, housing, and dignified work. By 
and large, the people we talked to about Conway’s campaign were extremely receptive to our 
message. 
 
I think that contesting for and winning state power is of the utmost importance if we hope to continue 
to build a mass base of organized people and spread the idea that the struggle for working class 
liberation is the struggle for socialism. 
 
How do you think DSA should engage with the labor movement? 
Building a militant, progressive, democratic, and massive labor movement is one of the most 
important tasks we have to accomplish as socialists. The rank and file strategy should be at the core of 
our strategic analysis as we do this work and inform how we engage with the unions that already exist 
as well as those we hope to organize. Our goal should be to ensure the creation of a left pole in unions 
comprised of worker leaders able to agitate their coworkers and move them into action to fight the 
boss. I think there are several ways to engage in this, each with its own level of efficacy and time frame 
in which it is possible. 
 
One way is the most straightforward interpretation of the rank and file strategy: DSA should encourage 
our members to take jobs in strategic unionized workplaces in order to bend the already existing 
power of the unions into a more progressive and democratic direction. While simple in theory, in 
practice this is a bit more difficult. Many DSA members work in unorganized sectors. It is difficult for 
people to uproot their lives en masse. In the long term, I think it is incumbent on our organization to 
create the infrastructure that will provide material support for our members who wish to do this. One 
of Austin DSA’s most dedicated organizers just left our chapter to become a teacher in New York. What 
would it look like for us to facilitate many more of our members to do so? 
 
Some DSA members are already in unions, though most of them are fairly conservative and 
bureaucratic. In these situations, DSA has the opportunity to build the militant minority within those 
unions. DSA can connect workers in the same unions and help them develop effective workplace 
campaigns. Austin DSA has been carrying out a “Labor census” of our membership since January and 
now has the ability to coordinate our members who are members of the same local who may not know 
each other. We can equip them to organize and fight by facilitating trainings such as “Secrets of a 
Successful Organizer” and we can support them by helping expand the connection between them, 

 



other unions, and the community more broadly. This is a process which we can begin immediately and 
is an easy idea to share and implement. 
 
Many DSA chapters exist in places that do not have much, if any, union density. Here in Austin we have 
several locals with decent membership, with a significant majority of it being in the public sector. 
Outside of that, we have hundreds of thousands of unorganized low wage workers in the service and 
construction sectors as well as a significant number of generally better paid tech workers. We must 
accept the reality that to gain the power we need we have to organize these people. We should 
encourage DSA members to take jobs in businesses that are strategic and ripe to be organized. 
Currently members of Austin DSA are salting at a local restaurant chain. Following the lead of worker 
organizers already working at the company, we are taking an active role in an effort to form a new 
union. If we win this campaign, Austin will have its first and only organized food service company. This 
campaign is transforming the workers’ everyday understanding of workplace grievances into a 
willingness to fight for power by pitting them against their bosses and drawing them into class 
struggle. Last year, Austin DSA also supported a successful organizing campaign at a local bookstore. 
Though members did not take jobs at that business, we played an active role in building community 
support and solidarity from other union locals, canvassed the public to sign a petition in support of the 
new union leading up to their election, and offered guidance and support during their organizing 
efforts. The new union members now view socialists as their reliable ally in the struggle for dignity. I 
believe that DSA should work to build an infrastructure that will support our members to salt and 
organize new unions in the same way we support folks taking jobs in strategic unions. 
 
Finally, we must take opportunities to work in coalition with unions and progressive labor 
organizations when they engage in community campaigns to improve rights and working conditions. 
Starting in late 2017, Texas DSA chapters joined coalitions that successfully passed ordinances 
mandating paid sick days for all private sector workers in Austin, San Antonio, and Dallas. These 
campaigns sharpened our organizing skills, won reforms that materially benefit working class people, 
and earned us the reputation of being a reliable and effective ally to working class organizations. Most 
importantly, the campaigns allowed us to speak directly to working class people – union and 
non-union – about issues that were important to them and convey through our work that the cause of 
socialism is the cause of working class liberation. Because of this, we are having more conversations 
and raising people’s understanding that if they organize and fight for their mutual self interest, they 
can improve their working and living conditions. 
 
To sum up, I think there are three primary ways DSA should engage with the labor movement: build a 
militant layer of rank and file leaders inside existing unions, actively participate in organizing new 
unions in strategic places, and engaging in coalition with labor organizations in campaigns that 
improve the material conditions of working class people. The first two are the most important in the 
long term and the third will help us secure wins in the shorter term while setting the stage for the other 
two. 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 

 



If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Labor, International, Medicare for All, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Political Education 
 

 
 

Hannah Allison 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: Lawrence, KS / Democratic Socialist Labor Committee 
 
Nominating Body: Democratic Socialist Labor Commission 
 
What is your gender? Woman 
 
What is your race and national origin? White 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I joined DSA because an organizer I trusted told me it was our best chance to build a movement of the 
working class. I still think that’s true. Shortly after my first meeting, I was hired for a job as an organizer 
at DSA--first as a traveling organizer, and then as the organizer for the Midwest region. I worked for DSA 
from 2017-2019. In helping to develop chapters across the country and supporting the day-to-day 
operation of the national organization, I learned a tremendous amount about what makes DSA strong. 
This experience informs my DSA organizing in my local chapter (Lawrence, Kansas) and my vision for 
DSA nationally.  
 
I’ve witnessed and supported many of our major victories over the last few years, but the work I’m 
most proud of has been my own work as a member of my local chapter. Using the skills from the 
organizing trainings developed by our national staff, we’ve quadrupled our chapter membership, 
established relationships with union members and unorganized workers, developed a deep canvassing 
method (which led to our housing working group), endorsed our first local candidate (who is a DSA 
member!), and recently had a win in our campaign against a local landlord. I serve as the chair of the 
labor committee in my chapter and we’re organizing a broad group of rank-and-file union members 
who are fighting to make their unions more militant and democratic (run by us, the workers!). I also 
helped start our socialist feminist and racial justice group.  
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
I grew up in rural North Carolina, but I really started organizing when I moved to St. Louis eleven years 
ago. Through Jobs with Justice, I learned to organize from amazing mentors--women in the labor 
movement and black freedom organizations. As a housing organizer, I led a series of occupations of 

 



banks during the foreclosure crisis. I worked for a post-ACORN org to organize working class people on 
education issues, federal climate legislation and a ballot initiative to raise Missouri’s minimum wage. 
I’m now a social worker and an adjunct in a social work department. In 2018,  in New York, I was on the 
organizing committee to win our adjunct union (we won by over 400 votes!). 
 
Currently, I work as a paraeducator in Lawrence public schools where we are organizing to win our 
paraeducator union. I’m also a graduate worker at the University of Kansas and a member of the 
American Federation of Teachers, Local 6403 where I serve as our organizing chair. We are organizing 
public school teachers and paras around wages and working conditions, but also on issues that affect 
our communities, like the school to prison pipeline and policing of students of color. A few lessons I’ve 
learned from this work: there are no shortcuts in organizing, relationships matter, and you’ve got to 
pick up the phone and meet people where they are!  
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
https://socialistmajority.com/program-for-dsa/ 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
We must build a mass movement capable of overthrowing capitalism. Inside DSA and in the broader 
movement, I’ve helped to do this by supporting others to develop their organizing skills, broaden their 
political horizons, and become leaders in their communities and workplaces. I’m excited to help lead 
our organization by focusing on win-or-lose campaigns against the capitalist class, political education, 
and transforming DSA into a mass multi-racial organization of the working class. I’m also eager to 
develop our capacity to work in coalition with the broader Left and progressive ecosystem.  
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Democratic socialism means radical democracy in all areas of our collective life--in our society, in our 
economy, our workplaces, and our political system. And, at the same time, democracy alone isn’t 
enough. Democratic socialism is also about radical transformation in our values and our cultural life. 
For example, there are democratic unions--unions truly run by their members--that remain deeply 
invested in white supremacy and patriarchy. But it is possible to transform ourselves through the work 
of organizing. Democratic Socialism is about our struggle for collective liberation--it’s about all of us 
having the  freedom to live good and meaningful lives. And in this moment, Democratic Socialism, like 
organizing, is also a struggle against neoliberal individualism. Organizing is our opportunity to work 
together to transform ourselves, our communities and the world.  
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
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In 2018, I moved to Kansas. I made a plan to build a working-class coalition capable of challenging the 
right-wing stranglehold on our state. Through electoral work, tenant organizing, and labor organizing, 
my comrades and I are building our power and winning fights against the capitalist class. 
 
We need a plan like this for DSA. We need a strategic electoral and labor organizing plan to take power 
in our unions, our state houses, and in congress. Our chapters are doing phenomenal work to build 
power locally--running strategic, win or lose campaigns against landlords, bosses, and the politicians 
who support them--and now we need a nationwide plan that helps us expand and improve upon this 
work while also building power at the national level. Part of this plan must be a cohesive strategy for 
recruitment and coalition building across the Left and progressive ecosystem to help grow DSA and to 
develop the social force necessary to build a socialist majority in this country. To get there, we’ll need 
to continue to skill-up. We’ll need to build the national and regional infrastructure necessary to make 
us into an organizing machine. Continuing the national training program, developing regionally 
representative bodies at the national level, reforming our national working group structure, and 
running a nationwide dues drive will all be essential.  
 
We must also continue developing our grievance process and pair it with the cultural work needed to 
make DSA something we talk a lot about -- a truly mass mulitracial organization. I’m not talking about 
getting better at processing grievances, though that is important, I’m talking about the heart work, the 
kind of work that asks us to transform ourselves. Many of the habits and practices of people of 
color-led, multiracial organizations are not currently a part of our culture in DSA. Doing the work to 
shift DSA’s culture will help us let go of the toxic grip of patriarchy, white supremacy, individualism and 
call-out culture. This work can also make us better organizers -- more humble, more thoughtful, and 
more strategic. We’re waging what Adrienne Marie Brown has called “an imagination battle” against 
the capitalists, the racists and the sexists. That means we have to be capable of creating a world bold 
and beautiful enough to undo theirs—a world where we are all free. We can’t do that if the organizing 
machine we’re building doesn’t have some real heart. We need only look to the movements of the last 
ten years--Black Lives Matter, the teachers’ strikes, the movement to abolish ICE--to see that taking 
power from the capitalists and building a beautiful world aren’t mutually exclusive. In fact, this kind of 
joyful militancy is exactly what we’ll need to win.  
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
The fascists are at the door; every time we have a big win, they take a big loss and they are coming for 
us. We will be redbaited within our unions and communities and the corporate forces that control the 
Democratic Party will attempt to oust us. Without the power to defend the gains of the working class 
through a mass democratic institution like DSA, our enemies will wipe us out. 
 
Our movement is like a tree, its roots are one-on-one relationships. These must be deep relationships, 
rooted inextricably into our communities, families and workplaces. We must prepare to protect and be 
protected by one another. Our relationships require an organizing culture that builds unity and 

 



solidarity despite disagreements. It must also be outward-facing and accessible to the broadest 
segments of the working class.  
 
Capital will seize on the coming disruptions to seize ground, but so can we. Our strategies must 
prepare to advance within, and not just survive, the coming ecological disasters, the impending 
recession, and the blowback within our own labor unions and the democratic party. 
 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
The Communist Manifesto lays out the structure of a political program. It begins with an analysis of the 
political terrain, establishes a set of important political principles, identifies the base, and then 
describes a strategy that can draw together major, interconnected struggles within the terrain. We can 
apply this method to our current moment. 
 
In my analysis of the political terrain, the working class is already in motion. To ultimately win, we have 
to take state power. And we have to do it in a way that wins the hearts and minds (in the Gramscian 
sense) of the broadest segment of the working class. Thousands of people are already politicized and 
still looking for a place to do meaningful work in their communities beyond the paltry plan the 
Democratic Party has on offer. People are often mobilized into one-off electoral campaigns, protests or 
actions that create no permanent structure for involvement. One role of a socialist organization is to 
build an infrastructure that can strengthen these ongoing mobilizations, and create a permanent home 
for organizers to continue their fights and their own political development in a strategic way. An 
incredible thing that DSA has already done, and must continue, is to train people in organizing skills, 
and turn energetic activists into strategic organizers. 
 
But beyond the already-engaged, there are millions more who experience every day the ravages of 
capitalism, but have not yet encountered a systematic analysis that names the source of these 
problems. In our strategic campaigns, in our unions and through contesting for power in elections, DSA 
members can serve as “tribunes of socialism,” and expose people to an socialist analysis which can 
more adequately respond to the ongoing crisis. Through our strategic campaigns, we can move these 
millions into struggle to improve their material conditions. By fighting and winning, we can show the 
working class its own power, demonstrate that a better world is possible, and create deep 
relationships based around organizing to make that world a reality. The role of a socialist organization 
is to engage in this analysis, to update as the terrain shifts, and create the conditions for a movement 
of the working class as a class in itself and for itself. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
What policies and demands should DSA prioritize championing over the next two years? Why? 
I believe we should fight for transformative reforms. Transformative reforms do four things, they: 1) 
shift power away from the capitalist class and towards the working class, 2) win material change for the 
working class, 3) bring the working class into direct confrontation with the capitalist class through 

 



collective action, 4) shift the consciousness of the working class towards our own interests and against 
capitalism.  
 
Relatedly, I take inspiration from the former President of the Chicago Teachers’ Union, Karen Lewis, on 
this question. In a letter to her membership, she says that as they build the union, members should 
make strategic decisions on the basis of three key questions:  
 
Does it unite us?  
Does it make us stronger?  
Does this build our power? 
 
We should always ask these questions about our shared work in DSA.  
 
I also think we should reject the dichotomy between “mass” or “universal” demands and particular 
ones as we strategize about which fights to take up. I prefer the interpretation of Kim Moody quoting 
Caribbean Revolutionary Aimé Césaire: “I have a different idea of universal. It is a universal rich with all 
that is particular, rich with all the particularities there are, the deepening of each particular, the 
coexistence of them all.” For example, the fight to Abolish ICE helps all of us get free, whether we are 
undocumented immigrants or not because it would dismantle a crucial piece of the 
military-prision-industrial complex that wreaks havoc on all of our lives in different ways. Likewise, 
universal child care would primarily help parents, but it also strengthens our entire community. 
 
To fight for these transformative reforms, we need to continue the nationally-coordinated work of the 
DSLC and the National Electoral Committee, and create new forms of coordination between chapters 
working on nationwide fights. 
 
Specifically, I believe we need nationwide coordination between chapters engaged in local-level fights 
for things like:  
Affordable Housing 
Paid Family Leave 
Ending Cash Bail 
The Fight for $15 
 
We also need nationwide coordination for key federal-level demands like:  
 
The Green New Deal 
Abolish ICE 
College for All & Student Debt Relief 
Medicare for All and repealing the Hyde Amendment  
Universal Childcare  
 
I also believe that we should reform our national working group structure and communication 
between the national working groups and the NPC such that when our organizing creates new political 

 



possibilities (like federal housing legislation!) we can be ready to reorient and run campaigns around 
these issues.  
 
How do you think DSA should engage with the labor movement? 
I’m very proud of the labor plank of the Socialist Majority platform that my comrades and I wrote 
together. It lays out three key ways in which we week to transform the labor movement. “We organize 
for a labor movement that is 1) a mass, working class movement, 2) a movement against white 
supremacy and patriarchy—both within and outside of our unions—because ‘we do not lead 
single-issue lives’ and because our liberation depends upon it, and 3) a democratic movement led by 
workers, because only a movement led by a militant and organized rank and file can produce the kind 
of labor movement capable of going toe-to-toe with capital and transforming the world.” 
 
I believe we can do this in four ways. 1) We should continue the existing education work of the 
Democratic Socialist Labor Commision and work to develop labor committees in all of our chapters 
connected that are connected to the DSLC. 2) We should also develop a meaningful strategy for 
piloting projects that would organize unorganized workers -- especially in areas where our DSA 
chapters are strong and there are existing organizing drives funded by unions. I think of CWA’s effort to 
expand United Campus Workers in the South as a key example. 3) We should develop the infrastructure 
to support DSA members to become rank-and-file union members and train them to be effective 
organizers so they can actually fight to make their unions more militant and democratic. 4) We should 
develop a strategy for sharpening the already exisitng socialist, feminist and anti-racist politics of union 
members -- and for broading the fight from just the boss to the entire captialist class. Sometimes this 
might look like organizing inside our unions to bring common good demands to the bargaining table 
other times it might look like shifting the messaging in an issue campaign to be more explicitly socialist 
or running trainings like CWA’s “Runaway Inequality.” 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Labor, Electoral, Budget and Fundraising, Grievances, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Political Education 
 

 
 

Jen McKinney 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: Eugene 
 
Nominating Body: Eugene DSA 
 
What is your gender? Female 
 

 



What is your race and national origin? White, from U.S. 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  
I joined DSA during the Trump Bump. I was on the OC for DSA Eugene and elected chair, followed by 
re-election last year. We’ve worked in coalition with lots of local groups; we are helpers in our 
community. 
 
I’ve participated in lots of things, but one I’m most proud of is DSA Accountability, which started as an 
ad-hoc group of members committed to bringing transparency and democracy to our organization. In 
just over two weeks in late 2017 we grew to 300+ members, working together to push for greater 
accountability and transparency from our national leadership. We continued our work together and 
formed the DSAA Sample Bylaws, which have been in use and endorsed by several chapters and groups 
in the year or so since we completed them. We have remained steadfast in our dedication to 
transparency, democracy, and accountability. 
 
I’m part of the DSA Poor People’s Caucus, because I’m a member who’s poor and want to connect with 
other poor people and help them connect with members, too. 
 
Last year, I helped on the west coast tour of DSA Medics, providing de-escalation training for members 
in California and Oregon. 
 
I’m also a member of the DSA Libertarian Socialist Caucus. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
The first political organizing I ever did was with the local county democrats in the leadup to the 1996 
Iowa caucuses. 
 
I grew up the daughter of a union man and a helper, focusing on disaster response and preparedness. I 
know what it’s like to live and help in disasters and repel disaster capitalism, to take care of each other 
instead of being exploited in our time of need. 
 
Here are some lessons I’ve learned: 
Be open. Don’t hold back for fear of conflict - conflict is neither good nor bad, it just is. That is the 
struggle. 
Be honest. Just say the things. It’s messy and uncomfortable, but necessary. 
Be earnest. We aren’t selling anything, we’re genuinely working toward a better world.  
Be resourceful. Reject consumerism; reframe the relationship we have around money. In turn, we start 
freeing ourselves from transactional relationships and begin to make connections necessary to 
withstand what’s coming if we want to rid the world of capitalism. The revolution won’t be bought. 
 

 



Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 
If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
N/A 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
Radical Transparency: I believe that a healthy and functioning democratic organization starts with 
transparency. In order for our highest governing body - our fellow members - to make decisions in the 
best interest of our organization, we must ensure that we are operating in a fully transparent manner at 
every level of the organization. 
 
Radical Accountability: I believe that without sound accountability measures in place, our organization 
cannot function in the best interest of our members. 
 
Radical Attentiveness: I believe that we cannot rely solely on our own experiences and knowledge to 
guide ourselves and our organization. I want to ensure that we as an organization together are actively 
listening and attending to the needs of members who are marginalized, oppressed, and suffering. I 
want to ensure that as an ecosocialist organization, we are attentive to the needs of our planet and 
those who will surely suffer and are suffering due to climate change. 
 
Radical Connections: I believe that members must have a space to communicate and connect with 
other members, whether digitally or physically. I strongly advocate for leaders within our organization 
to constantly interact with all of our rank-and-file members, and to interact earnestly, openly, and 
honestly. 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Democratic socialism means to me that cooperation and trust are an imperative. 
 
Listen, I have a high school education with some community college thrown in. I’m trying my best, but I 
won’t always know who the right thinker is, and I’m not so sure there’s even a perfect answer to any of 
this, and there probably shouldn’t be anyway. Let’s learn from all the thinkers, and ourselves. But - 
what I do know is that a democratic organization built on socialist values means to practice 
participatory communication in everything we do. Because we are socialists and don’t bind ourselves 
into the means-tested boxes of capitalism, we have to communicate openly, honestly, and earnestly in 
order to provide to each according to need, and we have to trust each other to give according to ability. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
If I had my druthers, in 5 years DSA and the broader socialist left would be well on our way to building 
resilient networks of chapters and communities. In very practical terms, that might include something 
like: 

 



A robust online knowledge base and communication hub for every member to access. We will have 
gained 5 years’ worth of lessons learned and resources acquired, and we’ll have had plenty of 
collaboration under our belts. 
Reserve funds and resources for chapters to build power in their communities, whatever that may look 
like for their community. For example - a FOIA fund and a “help desk” to guide members through the 
process; a strike solidarity fund; a bail fund for every chapter and a network of DSA-affiliated lawyers. 
Regional and sub-regional networks of chapters; an “assembly of locals”. 
Coalition-building with organizations that share our values. 
 
I believe in order for DSA and the wider project of implementing socialism in our time to survive ten, 
twenty years and beyond, we must place emphasis on building the next generation of socialists. To me, 
that means enabling a robust children’s and parent’s program within our organization and fostering 
intergenerational connections with members of all ages and stages. 
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
I believe that our most urgent task is within our organization: to repair and create infrastructure to 
enable our members and chapters to realize their organizing potential (whatever that might be, each 
chapter knows best!). I believe that we must reframe our idea of what it means to be members and 
elected leaders within our organization, introducing more openness and more accountability. We 
cannot move forward with changing the world if we do not have a strong foundation on which to build 
it, and DSA is yours and ours to build. 
 
Geography matters to the political scenario DSA will face. What’s urgent, what “doing socialism” looks 
like on the ground, and how it is all received are highly dependent on our chapters’ geography. Rural or 
suburban or exurban or urban or socioeconomic status or digital or physical or who owns what and 
where, all of it matters to where we are and where we want to be. Therefore, I believe that the greatest 
opportunity for socialists lies in understanding our geography in our communities, our country, and 
our world - and then applying it to exert pressure on the levers of power where we are. 
 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
Class consciousness is awakening among us working class people. I believe one of DSA’s greatest 
strengths is enabling working class people without prior exposure to socialism to have a vocabulary to 
express the ways in which exploitative systems hold them back. Not only that - because we’re a big 
tent, we can help walk each other through what it means to be a socialist. We can educate and train 
each other to organize amongst ourselves and our communities. The wide variety in our tendencies 
allows us to learn together, to complement each other, and to create syntheses of socialist thought. 
 
I also believe the role of a socialist organization is to be ready to assist when our communities are in 
need. We’re going to increasingly face climate disasters in our communities - and the disaster 

 



capitalism that comes afterwards. If we don’t prepare for what will most assuredly come in the form of 
hurricanes, wildfires, earthquakes, excessive heat, floods, and the breakdown of food systems, and, 
and, and...if we don’t prepare, we won’t be ready when capitalism swoops in to exploit those most in 
need when they are most vulnerable. We need to build solidarity in our communities. 
 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 
At the last national convention, delegates voted on three national priorities—Medicare for All, 
Electoral organizing, and Labor—along with a number of other key resolutions. What’s your 
assessment of the organization’s work and progress in these areas? 
Bluntly, it is hard to begin to give a fair assessment when members have not received updates on these 
campaigns in quite some time. The last three NPC steering committee minutes we have been privy to 
(4/1/19, 4/29/19, and 5/13/19) have not included any updates on these committees. We are still waiting 
for minutes going back to January. We just don’t know a whole lot about what work has happened or 
what resources have been expended, so it’s difficult to assess what progress has been made. 
 
One of the greatest disappointments in the m4a campaign has been the way it has been inflexible to 
the conditions on the ground, at the chapter level. The heavy focus on canvassing as the centerpiece of 
the campaign as opposed to but one tactic in our toolkit, I believe, has put a damper on our 
possibilities. These types of mass manufactured campaigns aren’t what will bring us socialism — it’s 
going to take a robust set of tactics, selected by chapters and members according to their local 
conditions. Maybe that will include canvassing, but also maybe it won’t, because - it is very dependent 
on chapters’ geography. 
 
What policies and demands should DSA prioritize championing over the next two years? Why? 
We must listen to members and chapters to answer this question. Our actions will be determined by 
our values, our capacity, and the conditions on the ground. I could go on and on about what I think we 
ought to do in Eugene, but I don’t have the first clue what we should do in Grand Rapids. As a national 
organization, however, we can use our full power to prop up work that chapters are doing across the 
country, and to connect that work with the socialist values we have as an organization. 
 
I believe that any demands we make ought to be done with the consideration of all members, but 
especially those who will be affected the most by those demands. It is not our place as individuals to 
declare for the organization what demands we ought to make, it is ours together. We must have robust 
and frequent discussion, and welcome disagreement, because it is through that collective conflict that 
we begin to understand how to articulate our collective demands. 
 
What’s your assessment of DSA’s National Electoral Strategy and how do you think socialists 
should be engaging with elections in the short term?  
Only chapters can understand best how to engage with electoral campaigns in their community. In the 
short term, this means assessing power structures and local geography where we live to determine 
where best to engage electorally, whether that's a state Senate run, a city council race, or a school 

 



board election, or ballot measures or more, or whether that’s eschewing elections altogether. I can’t 
pretend to know how best to engage with elections, because they’re not a monolith: there is no one 
answer, it depends on local conditions. But, I know that I want to support members and chapters who 
do know how best to engage with elections where they’re at. 
 
The Democratic presidential primary and the general election will be underway during your NPC 
term. How do you think DSA should approach the presidential election and its endorsement of 
Bernie Sanders? 
It is no secret that I was not in favor of the endorsement as it was presented to our membership. The 
question of endorsement should have included chapters in early primary and caucus states at the least 
 
But at this point, that’s all in the past now. Where should we go from here? As you can suspect from 
most of my other answers, it is the chapters themselves who should decide if they ought to or how to 
approach the election, based on their own terrain. The presidential election is a heckuva lot different in 
Oregon than it is in Pennsylvania, and that means our work may be different, too. Chapters and 
members in those chapters ought to lead the way, with the national organization providing tools and 
resources to be successful however chapters choose to engage. 
 
How do you think DSA should engage with the labor movement? 
DSA chapters could serve a vital role in their communities as support systems for workers and unions, 
particularly those workers who are most vulnerable and outside the purview of the labor movement 
currently. What that looks like on the ground may take different forms: perhaps being a support system 
for workers salting a workplace; or connecting workers to unions that can help them organize their 
workplace; or providing strike support and solidarity when workers take action. We’ll need a wide 
variety of tactics, that much is certain. 
 
Because we are a nationwide organization, we can also utilize our collective networks to help workers 
connect with other workers across the country. We can broadcast when bosses don’t meet workers’ 
demands, very loudly. 
 
How should DSA engage with other progressive and issue-based organizations? 
As socialists, we don’t merely seek to put a friendlier face on capitalism, we seek to destroy it entirely. It 
is and will be a very difficult project. In order to succeed, I believe it’s imperative to work in coalition 
with other groups in our community who share our values. 
 
In order for a social movement to survive, I believe there are two components necessary: bonding 
social capital and bridging social capital. We find the first among ourselves: bonding social capital 
forms among people with shared values in an organization. The second, among groups: bridging social 
capital forms among groups with shared values in a movement. In order to withstand what’s coming 
for us as we fight for our collective liberation, we must have both in order to form a strong cohesive 
web that’s harder to break. 
 

 



What this means for our organization is knowing what our shared values are among members; and 
assessing whether other local groups share those values, too. To make those determinations, it’s best 
to rely our chapters who will know how to best navigate their local terrain. 
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
I’ve repeated throughout the last few questions that we ought to defer to chapters, because only they 
can know what’s best for their local terrain. So, it’s incumbent on local chapters to learn, in detail, their 
local geography, so decisions are made from a place of knowledge; it’s also incumbent on the national 
organization to provide the collective wisdom and resources so local chapters can effectively take 
actions based on their decisions. 
 
I believe we’re strongest when chapters and members are free to engage in the work they find most 
meaningful and impactful, while maintaining a robust central communication and resource hub. NPC 
members should serve to facilitate, not to demand or manage. Members are not cogs to be placed in 
volunteering machines; we all have agency here. NPC members ought to: connect members with other 
members doing similar work; combine our individual efforts and experiences into group knowledge; 
have a constant and open dialogue with all members; serve as a bird’s-eye view of the organization to 
free chapters up to concentrate on their work on the ground; and enable chapters to receive the kinds 
of resources from the national organization which allow them to organize to their maximum potential. 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 
Medicare for All, Budget and Fundraising, Chapter and OC Pipeline, Tech 
 

 
 

Austin Smith 
 
Chapter or Organizing Committee: San Francisco 
 
Nominating Body: DSA North Bay 
 
What is your gender? Nonbinary 
 
What is your race and national origin? White (Jewish), U.S. born 
 
Please describe your experience in DSA so far in 200 words or fewer, including: (1) how long have 
you been in DSA, (2) what leadership positions have you held, (3) what campaigns and activities 
have you been involved in, and (4) any major highlights of your involvement.  

 



I have been in DSA almost 14 years, and was active in National DSA in NYC for many of them. What I 
bring to the NPC is familiarity with the National Office, a number of the players involved, and the 
memory of National DSA having once reflected the best aspects of DSA today. 
 
I joined National DSA in 2005 or so, after the second Iraq invasion and before the immigrant solidarity 
revival of May Day in 2006. After a couple years at-large, I moved to NYC for a labor studies intensive at 
CUNY’s Murphy Institute of Labor Studies, and had a paid internship with the Education Department at 
1199 SEIU United Health Workers East. During that time, I was active in NYC DSA and was the campus 
organizer for YDS at CUNY Hunter College. 
 
In the refounded SF Chapter, I have served as cochair of our Research Analysis Discussion, on our 
Writing Committee, and participated in the Homelessness, Socialist Feminist, and Education 
Committees. I have also served on the local National Convention Task Force, General Meeting Task 
Force, represented our Chapter at Region Preconvention where I served as a Marshall, participate in 
the CA+HI Regional Organizing Committee including romoting inter-Chapter relationships, and am on 
National Tech Committee and National Socialist Feminist WG. 
 
What activist/political/organizing experience have you had outside DSA? In 200 words or fewer, 
share any lessons or experiences that you feel are relevant.  
I served as then governance coordinator then president of my community college student senate, as 
student trustee on the county Board of Trustees, as regional vice-chair for the California state student 
senate, interned with 1199SEIU’s Education department, have been rank-and-file in National Writers 
Union (UAW Local 1981) for a dozen years, was a community organizer in West Harlem in coalition with 
Solidarity, and an anti-war, disability rights, and immigrant solidarity activist in various capacities. I 
studied Theatre of the Oppressed with Augusto Boal at Brecht Forum.  
 
I have always been an organizer. Starting in regional theater, SOMA nightlife, and the DIY scene in my 
early teens, I built a career as an independent theatrical producer in NYC after studying labor, 
managing performing arts centers and nonprofit fundraising (for my bread), while working production, 
tech, and lighting design (for my roses). After paying my dues, I started directing, teaching improvised 
sketch comedy, producing an experimental nonprofit performing arts festival in Manhattan which 
stayed in the black while paying every cast and crew member. Finally I served as its artistic director 
before returning to SF from NYC.  
 
Leading ensemble casts and production crews are a lot like being a socialist organizer: they are 
collective endeavors to produce a thing of beauty that is more than the sum of its parts. It also  
taught me how to work frictionlessly with strong personalities on something we all cared deeply about 
while under intense pressure, and also how to draw people’s best work and self out while still honoring 
their own voice, process, and priorities.  
 
Have you ever held a position within or on behalf of law enforcement (such as a police union 
organizer)? No 
 

 



If you would like to share any links to articles you’ve written, a portfolio, or similar resources you 
feel will be useful for members to get to know you, do so here.  
@nataraja on National Discourse 
 
In 200 words or fewer, why are you running for NPC? 
I have always been an organizer. Starting in regional theater, SOMA nightlife, and the DIY scene in my 
early teens, I built a career as an independent theatrical producer in NYC after studying labor, 
managing performing arts centers and nonprofit fundraising (for my bread), while working production, 
tech, and lighting design (for my roses). After paying my dues, I started directing, teaching improvised 
sketch comedy, producing an experimental nonprofit performing arts festival in Manhattan which 
stayed in the black while paying every cast and crew member. Finally I served as its artistic director 
before returning to SF from NYC.  
 
Leading ensemble casts and production crews are a lot like being a socialist organizer: they are 
collective endeavors to produce a thing of beauty that is more than the sum of its parts. It also taught 
me how to work frictionlessly with strong personalities on something we all cared deeply about while 
under intense pressure, and also how to draw people’s best work and self out while still honoring their 
own voice, process, and priorities. 
 
What does democratic socialism mean to you? 
Democratic socialism is socialism built upon the values and practice of liberty, equity, and solidarity. 
That is individual responsibility both to and for the collective. Collective responsibility both to and for 
individuals. A radical consent culture that is non-coercive, generative, participatory, joyous, organizing 
for the collective emancipation and liberation of all people and peoples. 
 
Where would you like DSA and the broader socialist left to be five years from now? How about ten 
or twenty years? And, broadly, what does our organization need to do to get us there? 
Building socialism into a mass movement must begin with engaging working people, anyone unable to 
survive off the profits from their investments, at their core sites of material struggle. That is: in the 
workplace through organizing for industrial democracy, in the community through various 
participatory assemblies, where they live through tenants’ unions, and where the business end of 
capitalist exploitation cuts the sharpest, in organizing against systems of oppression for the collective 
liberation of all people and peoples.  
 
To achieve this, DSA must become an organization of member-organizers who are in turn always 
organizing new organizers. We must engage in an ongoing iterative process of capacity building, 
strategic planning, knowledge transmission, and leadership development driven by modeling praxis in 
both what we do together as well as how we do it. For sake of explanation, I call this the 
Member-Organizer Model, which is rooted in the Marxist popular education tradition of Latin America 
as explicated by Paulo Freire and Augusto Boal, and further developed by Stanley Aronowitz, who I 
studied with at CUNY and the 1199 Education Department.  
 

 



DSA member-organizers can develop organizing skills by being piped into Labor, Community, Housing, 
Electoral, and other campaigns. Member-organizers may focus on Internal (Mobilizing), External 
(Coalitions), Direct, and Self Organizing at any given moment. Organizing begins within, so it is 
essential to honor the importance of self-organizing both for new members and for our activist cadre 
running this great marathon for social change.  
 
In the short term, if elected to NPC, you will serve two years in national leadership from August 
2019 to summer 2021. What is your diagnosis of the broader political scenario DSA will face during 
your term? What will be the most urgent challenges, and what will the greatest opportunities for 
socialists? 
The task for the 2019-2021 NPC seems two-fold.  
 
First is the necessity of healing rifts that have emerged as National DSA exploded from 5,600 Boomer 
academics and labor officials to 56,000 Millenial activists of diverse backgrounds. Doing the 
organizational development to adjust to this unprecedented growth will be critical to poising National 
DSA to seize the opportunities that the Overton window created by the 2020 elections present for 
making an impact on public imagination, and 2021 poses for DSA to consolidate successes and recruit 
new members.  
 
Second, despite making some advances in electoral and labor campaigns in particular, National DSA 
has not yet established meaningful engagement with and representation of the broad and varied 
American working class. Only through Direct campaigns engaging with works, tenants, and 
communities at sites of struggle, through External campaign in coalition with aligned organizations, 
through Internal political education, leadership development, and capacity building, can National DSA 
hope to become the hub in the spoke of a mass socialist movement. 
 
What is the role and purpose of a socialist organization in the United States today? 
Democratic socialists not only care about things, we feel obligated to actually do something for a 
better world! The camaraderie of people who share deeply held values, who are dedicated to treating 
one another with the respect all human beings deserve, and who are brave enough to trust one 
another despite the neoliberal myths about fundamental human selfishness, make existing in our 
dystopian zeitgeist bearable -- even hopeful.  
 
It is incumbent the, on socialist organizations today to bring new vitality and imagination to engaging 
with the public whose consciousness we must catalyze to build a mass movement for collective 
liberation. Of course, there are flaws, burn-out most notably. But we can show by example that a better 
way is possible for everyone! Even main mainstream liberals want a better world but their vision is too 
constrained to view what may be possible and what they themselves may do to bring a better world 
about. 
 
Section 2: Programmatic Views  
 

 



What’s your assessment of DSA’s National Electoral Strategy and how do you think socialists 
should be engaging with elections in the short term?  
Electoral campaigns are critical tools in maintaining the necessary diversity of tactics. But contrary to 
the logic of the DSA For Bernie independent expenditure campaign, institutionalized victories for 
workers and identity groups in the 20th century teach us that the important work of building public 
consensus must come from social movements organizing from below. Only by being deeply rooted in 
communities at their sites of struggle, through long term and principled strategic organizing, can 
socialists hope to organize with, and as, the working class for success at the polls, ratifying our years of 
hard work at the grassroots.  
 
For those comrades interested in electoral campaigns, my analysis favors municipalism to build the 
bases and political power necessary to win more ambitious statewide and national campaigns. 
Base-building experientially develops the consciousness of communities as empowered political 
actors, which is necessary to hold officials at all levels accountable to the constituents who elected 
them to office; and not merely to the lobbying influence, campaign contibutions, and patronage 
networks of entrenched capital and party elites.  
 
In San Francisco, as an example illustrating the national context, pursuing municipalism would mean 
focusing on stacking Boards, Commissions, and nonpartisan city-county offices, as well as running or 
supporting anticapitalist State Legislature and U.S. Congress candidates. It would also include crafting 
or supporting ballot initatives at the municipal and state level. This is not to discount statewide 
partisan, U.S. Senate, or Presidential races, but speaking to priorities in allocating organizational 
resources to electoral work.  
 
On statewide and national races, member-organizers should be strongly encouraged to apply early for 
key staff positions and volunteer directly in official campaigns. This way, organizers may develop their 
electoral skills, while driving new recruitment of sympathetic coworkers to DSA by demonstrating the 
moral and strategic value of a well-developed socialist analysis and access to DSA’s network of 
member-organizers for catalyzing mass social change.  
 
What should the relationship between the national organization and local chapters look 
like--how should they engage each other and what role should NPC members take in shaping that 
relationship? 
National DSA, meaning the political leaders elected to the National Political Committee (NPC) and the 
administrative staff of the National Organization (NO), should primarily:  
 
(1.) Provide logistical, technical, and infrastructural support to local Chapters, esp. in areas most 
requested by local Chapters and Organizing Committees. These areas include:  
(a.) Archives of model organizational & campaign documents to use as templates; (b.) Repositories of 
code for Tech Committees to implement Chapter IT infrastructure;  
(c.) Technical assistance and professional services such as legal compliance, federal legislative 
analysis, multilingual translation, 501c accounting, providing fiscal sponsorship to unincorporated 
Chapters, technical support on IT to local Tech Committees, etc.;  

 



(d.) Trainings to Chapters & Regions on multitendancy political education, parliamentary procedure, 
conflict resolution, ADA compliance, anti-oppression praxis (AOP), etc.;  
(e.) Material support such as stipends for bank accounts, in-kind donations, purchases of more 
expensive licenses for IT infrastructure including platforms & servers, etc.;  
(f.) Bulk purchasing agreements to lower costs to Chapters on standard supplies; and, (g.) Provide 
access to subject-area expertise via the National Advisory Council and a traveling speakers bureau of 
expert members.  
 
(2.) Facilitate communications with and between Chapters on the national level, coordinate national 
priority campaigns, and support initatives to develop Regional Organizing Committees.  
 
(3.) Respect DSA’s charter as a multitendancy formation, respect local Chapter political culture, never 
impose a party line, never favor one faction over another, never make support from National DSA 
contingent on political conformity, and never intervene in Chapter matters barring violations of the 
National Constitution or national internal democracy standards, except as permitted by grievance 
processes. 
 
Building socialism into a mass movement must begin with engaging working people, anyone unable to 
survive off the profits from their investments, at their core sites of material struggle. That is: in the 
workplace through organizing for industrial democracy, in the community through various 
participatory assemblies, where they live through tenants’ unions, and where the business end of 
capitalist exploitation cuts the sharpest, in organizing against systems of oppression for the collective 
liberation of all people and peoples.  
 
To achieve this, DSA must become an organization of member-organizers who are in turn always 
organizing new organizers. We must engage in an ongoing iterative process of capacity building, 
strategic planning, knowledge transmission, and leadership development driven by modeling praxis in 
both what we do together as well as how we do it. For sake of explanation, I call this the 
Member-Organizer Model, which is rooted in the Marxist popular education tradition of Latin America.  
 
DSA member-organizers can develop organizing skills by being piped into Labor, Community, Housing, 
Electoral, and other campaigns. Member-organizers may focus on Internal (Mobilizing), External 
(Coalitions), Direct, and Self Organizing at any given moment. Organizing begins within, so it is 
essential to honor the importance of self-organizing both for new members and for our activist cadre 
running this great marathon for social change.  
 
 
Section 3: Potential Contributions 
 
If elected to NPC, you’ll be responsible for leading and carrying out committee work. What 
particular strengths would you bring to the NPC, and what committees might you focus on? 

 



Labor, Electoral, International, Publications, Medicare for All, Budget and Fundraising, Grievances, 
Chapter and OC Pipeline, Convention Planning, Political Education, Organizational development and 
strategic planning 
 
 
 

 


